


The'Attorney General 

ctor, FBI 

2 - Mi*. i«, A. Mints .v 
(1 - Mr. J. B. Hotxs) 

1 - Mr. W. R. Wannall ^ 

July 18, 197^ 

<0 
1 - Mr. W. O. Cregar ^ 
1 - Mr. K. A. Mendenhall 

UNITED STATES SENATE SELEGT-CGMEITTEE 
ON INTElLIGENCE-ACTiyiTlES (SSC) 

Reference is made to a letter from the SSC dated 
May 14, 1975, with attached appendices, requesting certain 
documents and other information from the FBI. 
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Attached for your approval and forwarding to-SSCp 
is an original of a memorandum which responds to two of theQ 
requests contained in above SSC letter. 9 S 

p- 
A copy of the memorandum is being furnished for & 

yovfr records. g 

\ It should be noted documents which will be made 
available for review to SSC personnel at FBIHQ pursuant to 
this request set forth information pertaining to the Department’s 
Portfolio concerning the Program for Apprehension and Detention 
of Persons Considered Potentially Dangerous to the National 
Defense and Public Safety Of the United States, and also to 
Presidential Emergency Action Documents. These documents 
are classified up to and including “Top Secret,” with original __ 
classifying authority stemming from the Department. The decision / 
as to whether or not documents^relating to above cite'.d Programs _ 
should be declassified at this time is being left to the 
Department * 

\ 

Also enclosed for your review and Consideration are 
28 Department communications which were furnished this Bureau 
over a period of years, which documents are a part of the 
material being made available for review by SSC personnel in 
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G2**XXG395 

2 - Mr. J. A, Mintz 
(1 - Mr, J. B, Hotis) 

1 - Mr. W. R. Wannall 
1 - Mr. W. 0. Cregar 

July 17,^1975 

1 - Mr. K. A. Mendenhall 

UNITED STATES SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 
to study govje&nmental operations 

WOT RESPECT 'TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES <SSC) 

IV 

/&/&40 

MQJS'jW 

FURTHER DOCUMENTS PERTAINING TO 
mi AND DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

INDICES 

' Reference is made to SSC letterj with attached 
appendices, dated Kay 14, 1975, to the Attorney General, 
requesting certain documents and other information from the 
FBI. 

Appendix B, Part Ill, Item number 16 of referenced 
appendices, requests this Bar$*& to provide SSC Staff access 
to the following indices for the period 1960 to the present: 

a. Agitator Index 
b. Rabble Rouser Index -" 
c. Key Activist list ^ . 
d. hist of "Action Groups” -* ■*{ 
e. Security Index 
f. Administrative Index / 
g. All similar indices, lists or computer 

printouts 
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Appendix B, Part III, Item number 17 requests all 
memoranda and other materials concerning the origin, imple¬ 
mentation, operation or termination of any of the above indices. 

In response to above, the following is set forth 
for background in the same order as the request: 

(a-b) On July 29, 1967, Executive Order 11365 establishing 
. the National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders was issued, 
and the FBI was given responsibility to provide information 

ORIGINAL AND ONE COPY TO ATTORNEY GENERAL ' 
KAM • ©lew v / 
(11) \) Tip SEE NOTE PAGE EIGHT i pr $z.&nu 

national security information 
Exejnc^r& n CDsTUYc^f^^f-g unaumorizeci Disclosure 
Date^D\^ac>:iica:iuiifcdefHi<te~—’ Subject to Criminal Sanctions x< 

Unauthorized Disclosure 
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U. S. SHTATE SELECT COMMITTEE OK XHTELLIGETCB ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

received from inves tigat ions and assistance to this Commission, 
To assist this Commission, this Bureau initiated the Rabblo 
Reuser Index <imi> on August 4, 1007, by SAC better 07-47, 
The ESI was maintained at FBI Headquarters (FBIEQ) and contained 
names, identifying data and pertinent background information 
on individuals identified as having demonstrated a propensity 
for fomenting racial discord. Only individuals of national 
prominence, and, in particular, those who traveled extensively, 
wore to bo included on the list. FBXEQ approved the placing 
of each name on the list. On Hovenbcr SO, 1007, the REX was 
expanded to include agitators who attracted attention locally 
as well as nationally. 

On March 21, I960, FBI field offices were advised 
the RBI was renamed the Agitator Index <AX) as it more 
appropriately described the activities of those included on 
the list. Boring 1070, Bureau field offices were advised to 
delete from the AX individuals whose names- also appeared on 
the Security Index. 

On April 21, 1971, the AX was discontinued as it had 
served its purpose and the activities of many individuals 
formerly designated as agitators had changed. The Field was 
advised by SAC Letter 71-17, dated April 27, 1071, that the 
AX was being discontinued. All indices pertaining to the AX 
have boon destroyed. 

<c) The Key Activist program was instituted in 1903 in 
connection with the investigation of individuals who were 
oxtrcmcly active and vocal in their statements denouncing 
the 0. S. and calling for civil disobedience and other form 
of unlawful and disruptive acts. Such individualsverc designated 
as Key Activists, and specific guidelines wore sot forth for 
continued and extensive investigations of them. In April, 
1309, an album containing pertinent background information 
and photographs of all Key Activists was furnished to all 
FBI field offices and Legal Attaches, as an investigative 
aid. In February, 1975, the Key Activist program was dis¬ 
continued, At no time did the number of individuals listed 
in the album number over 70. 

(d) The term ’’Action Groups” was referred to in a 
communication from FBIEQ to the Special Agent in Charge at 
Atlanta, Georgia, and other offices involved in Ku Hlu:-: 
Klan investigations on September 2, 1304. This term 
referred to groups of individuals in Ku Kits: Elan organisations 
who were identified through investigation as resorting to violence 

T|P SECRET 
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U. S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE OSf INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES <SSC> 

or strong arm tactics to achieve their objectives. As these 
groups of individuals were identified, investigations were 
initiated on an individual basis. There has been no list 
or indices maintained by this Bureau on "Action Groups” as 
such. 

(e) The Security Index (SI) of the FBI predates passage 
of the Internal Security Act of 1950, which legislation 
contained the Emergency Detention Act (EDA). A Presidential 
Directive dated September 6, 1939, provided that the FBI 
tahe charge of investigations in matters relating to espionage, 
sabotage, subversive activities and violation of the neutrality 
regulations. Following this Directive, a ’’Suspect List” was 
compiled at FBIHQ in November, 1939, as an internal administrative 
aid. Individuals included on this list consisted of primarily 
two large factions, those having Nasi sympathies and those having 
communist sympathies, and whose liberty during time of a national 
crisis would constitute a menance to the public peace and internal 
security of the XT. G. This list was duplicated on 5 X 8 cards 
and maintained at FBIKQ and appropriate field offices* During 
1940 the list of individuals which had been compiled became 
Itnovm as the "Custodial Detention List,” To supplement 
information available at FBIHQ, the field was instructed to 
submit names of individuals who should be considered for the 
Custodial Detention List with data justifying their being placed 
on this list. Following extensive efforts by the FBI to obtain 
policy regarding this list, the Office of the Attorney General 
on April 21, 1941, provided a memorandum outlining the procedures 
for the FBI to follow in handling the list. The Attorney 
General requested this list be subdivided into those 
individuals to be arrested immediately on declaration of 
war; individuals recommended for release on bond, parole, 
or on whom travel restriction Jhs, imposed; and those strongly 
suspected and on whom surveillance should be continued. 

The cards maintained on these individuals were 
initially referred to as ’’Internal Security Cards”; however, 
this was later changed to Security Index cards. Following 
World War II, all SI cards were cancelled at the FBI with 
the exception of those relating to communists, Kussians, 
and individuals whose nationalistic tendencies resulted 
from ideological or organizational affiliations with Marxist 
groups. 

— 3 — 
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V, S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSG) 

As a result of the international situation in 1948, 
a Communist index was established, as distinguished from the 
SI, and this index Was comprised of all Communist Party 
members and reported members of communist organizations. 

On September 23, 1950, the Internal Security Act 
of 1950. became law and with it the passage of Title II 
which concerned the Emergency Detention Act. This act 
provided for the detention of individuals believed to be 
dangerous to the internal security during times of emergency 
and required communist organizations and their indiviauab 
members to register with the Attorney General within 30 days 

1950. Burins 1051 a list of the individuals 

maintained on the SI was prepared and furnished to tne 
Department of Justice. During 1955 the Department advised 
the FBI that neither manpower nor funds were available for the 
Department to review SI cases and in the event of an emergency 
the Attorney General would direct all persons named in the SI 

to be promptly apprehended. 

During 1960, the Reserve Index (RI) was established 
and was comprised of those cards which had formerly been known 
as the Communist Index. It was believed the^Reservs Index was 
a more descriptive term and individuals named therein were . 
affiliated with various subversive organisations, ^ e 
Communist Party. The 81 represented a group of ^Ivlduals, 
who, next to Si subjects, presented the greatest potential 
threat to the internal security of this country in time of 
emergency The RI was discontinued along with the SI upon 
repeal of the Emergency Detention Act during September, 1971. 

/f\ During September, 1971,: the Attorney General was 
requested to advise whether repeal of the EDA limited the 
authority of the FBI to conduct security investigations or 
maintain an administrative index of security subjects. The 
Attorney General advised during October, 1JJI, ■**?a* ™ 
FBI’s investigative authority remained unaffected and the FBI 
was not prohibited from maintaining an index of security 
subjects. As a result in November, 1971, anAdrainistrati e 
Index (ADIX) was established which included the names of 
those individuals on the former SI an September, 1971. Buri g 
l!wi the operation of the ABEX was evaluated Md revised to, 
include only those individuals who posed a realistic, direc 
and current danger to the national security* 

4 ** 
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G. S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE OH XETEEXiIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

Specific details of the criteria and operational 
aspects of the SI and ABEX are located in pertinent memoranda 
which will be made available for review by SSC Staff Members. 
The APEX is printed on IBM cards at FBIHQ and two copies of 
tho card regarding each individual included thereon are sent 
to the field office covering the territory where the individual 
resides. An alphabetical breakdown of names on the ADEX is 
maintained at FBIHQ and the cards contain pertinent background 
information, file numbers, and type of activity in which the 
individual is engaged. In the field, the ABEX is maintained 
in three sections} namely, 1) a complete alphabetical listing 
of individuals currently on the ABEX residing within the 
territory covered by the field office} 2) a geographical 
section, breaking down by area where the individual resides 
within the field office territory} and 3) an unavailable 
section which includes subjects out of the country, subjects 
imprisoned, and subjects whose whereabouts are unknown. At 
the field office, descriptive data and a photograph, when 
available, are added on the back of the geographical cards. 

As of June G, 1975, the number of individuals 
maintained on the ADEX was 1,359. 

(g) In addition to the above-mentioned indices, the 
EBI also maintained a Dominican Ind*v (PI), details con¬ 
cerning which are set forth below: , 

When the Dominican revolution erupted on April 24, 
19GG, our Government had practically no verified intelligence 
data concerning Dominican Republic <D.R.) subversives. 
Intelligence agencies having responsibilities abroad 
produced only 77 names of well-known communists, whereas • . 
literally thousands of communists and other leftists brought 
about the critical situation by taking advantage of an attempted 
coup. On May 19, 1965, President Johnson ordered the FBI 
into tho B.R. and subsequently we proceeded to compile 
information on persons who could be espccted to constitute 
a threat against established authority in future emergencies. 

In November, 1905, we implemented thr SI, 'which 
consisted of a list of individuals residing in the B.h. whose 
subversive revolutionary activities indicated they were 
potential threats to elected government. The BX was comprised 
of those individuals who had been affiliated with tho Communist 
Party and similar communist groups determined to bo subversive 

^ HW 'i'inqq DnrTd; 32989621 Page 8 



U. S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 017 lETELLXGEHCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

Other programs involving compilation of background 
data and maintenance of lists and/or indices have been formu¬ 
lated and maintained by the Bureau since I960. These programs 
have been designed to serve as investigative aids to facilitate 
the conduct of various investigations conducted by this Bureau, 
Such programs are being identified separately in response to 
inquiry contained in ESC letter May Id* 1975, Appendix B, 
Bart I, Item lb, 

Appondi2; B, Part HI, Item number 16 of referenced 
appendices requests SSC Staff access to the above-mentioned 
indices. As noted above* these lists and indices currently 
maintained by this Bureau contain only the names and background 
information -which identifies individuals listed thereon, For 
reasons of privacy, such lists are not being made available 
to SSC members. In lieu of actual access to those indices, 
however* a representative number of items relating to the 
ADEX will be made available for review at FBXKCi to SSC Staff 
Members, which items will have pertinent identifying data 
excised, but which will exhibit in a general manner the 
format of these indices. Being made available for review 
is a copy of the ADEX cards representing each of the types 
of activity and categories contained on the ADEX, and a copy 
of the first page only of each of the separate sections comprising 
the computer printout sheet regarding ABBX natters. 

Also being made available for review are computer 
statistics reflecting by category a listing of individuals on 
the ABEX in each field office. These statistics, from I960 to 
the present* have been compiled and printed on a monthly basis. 
For purposes of brevity and at the same time be_responsive to 
SSC request* copies of the printouts for January of each year 
from 19G0 to 1075* except 1970 and 1974* which are unavailable, 
as well as copies for tho printout of each month in 1975* will 
bo included in items being made available for review. Copies 
of the December, 1DG9, and February* 1074, printouts have been 
included to replace the above exceptions. 

In response to Item number 17 and per the instructions 
of K. William O’Connor of the Department to SA Paul V. Daly of 
the FBI on June 3, 1975, which instructions were reiterated on 
June 4, 1975* by SSC Staff Member Mark Gitensteiu, memoranda 
and other material which were requested in the SBC request of 
May 14, 1975, pertaining to the above-mentioned indices, are 
available for review at FBIHQ by appropriate personnel of the 
SSC Staff* In view of privacy considerations as noted in prior 
memoranda from the SSC, information which would tend to disclose 
the identities of individuals contained on the various indices 
mentioned above has been excised. 

- 7 - 
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and a danger to the government of the B.R., as 'well as those 
Individuals who through their activities or statements indi¬ 
cated procommunist affiliations or sympathies. An index card 
was prepared on each individual included on the list, which 
card included pertinent background information, such as name, 
alias, date and place of birth, residence and employment 
addresses, t scription, photograph, and subversive organizational 
affiliation* 

Homes being recommended for inclusion in this list 
were submitted to FBlHQ, and those individuals eventually 
included on this list were done so only after careful evaluation 
and approval by a high Bureau official. A copy of this list 
was maintained both at FBIHQ and by Bureau Agents in Santo Domingo. 

In November, 1066, our mission in the D.R, was changed 
from an operational one to that of a strategic listening post 
for intelligence. Since our efforts were directed toward 
gathering intelligence concerning the overall Dominican 
situation rather than the identification of individual subversives, 
the BI was reduced to include the tabulation of only key figures 
who were playing a prime role in the Dominican subversive 
movement. '¥ ith the ensuing stabilization of the Dominican 
situation, 1131 staff in the Dominican Republic was re.’uccd 
and effective May 23, 1938, the BI was discontinued. 

The complete 01 for the period 1960 to the present 
is not retrievable. The automatic data processing printout 
containing the identities of those individuals on the 01 
as of May 23, 1068, is available; however, due to privacy 
considerations, this printout is not being made available. 
It is noted that as of November 8, I960, there were a total 
of 960 individuals on the BI, of which 250 were categorized 
as key figures. On September 20, 19G7, there were 331 key 
figures, on May 17, I960, there were 385 key figures, and 
upon discontinuance of the DX on May 23, 1968, there were 
38G key figures, 

in addition, the Bureau maintains a Communist-bloc 
Information Collation System (COBICS). COBXCS is an automated 
system containing biographical data concerning communist-bloc 
officials assigned to diplomatic and quasidiplomatic establish¬ 
ments in the U. 3. Inasmuch as this system contains only 
information which would tend to identify those individuals 
whoso background is maintained in this system, computer 
printouts are not being furnished.^) 

- 6 
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U. S* SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE Oil INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES <S3C) 

Classified communi c at ions pertaining to the Emergency 
Detention Program (EDP) are classified inasmuch as the Department 
of Justice had so classified the EBP, 

Communications feeing made available in response to 
this particular aspect of the SSC request do not contain 
SAC Memoranda and revisions to the FBI's Manual of Instructions 
for the period I960 to the present inasmuch as these items 
are feeing handled under separate request. 

Memoranda pertaining to the SI during the late 1930's 
and early 1940's refer to other communications which are not 
readily retrievable in the files of the FBI; however, it is 
believed memoranda feeing made available sufficiently summarise 
those communications not located and are responsive to the CSC 
request, 

1 - The Attorney General 

NOTE: Since EDA has been repealed and details relating to 
its operation have been made public, decision is being left to 
Department as to declassification of material relating to this 
subject. Request for SAC Memoranda is being handled under 
Appendix B, Item I, number la, attached to the SSC letter of 
May 14, 1975. Request for revisions to the HOI from 1960 to 
present is being handled under Item I of the SSC letter dated 
April 30, 1975. Serial numbers of memoranda and communications 
being furnished SSC pertaining to the Suspect List, Custodial 
Detention List, Security Index, Reserve Index, and ADES have 
been noted on our copies of these communications. 

Other than Departmental documents maintained in 
cover letter, there are no third agency considerations present. 

On page three, paragraph three of Bulet to Atlanta 
dated 9/2/64, captioned ’’Counterintelligence Program, Internal 
Security, Disruption of Hate Groups,” there is set forth xn 
part, that offices participating in this program should 
specifically comment in the initial letter to the Bureau 
regarding ’’Action Groups.” As these offices are aware, these 
groups have been described as the relatively few individuals xn 
each organization who use s.trong-arms tactics and violent actions 
to achieve their ends. In regard to the phrase, ”As these offices 
are aware,” the following action was taken in an effort to 

NOTE CONTINUED PAGE NINE 
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U. S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (SSC) 

NOTE CONTINUED: 

locate the initial communication to the field regarding 
’•Action Groups,” however, these efforts were unsuccessful: 
a check of Bureau indices; discussion with supervisory 
personnel in the IS-1 Section; review of logical Klan files; 
contact with author of Bulet 9/2/64 mentioned above and a 
review of field offices* responses to Bureau letter mentioning 
’’Action Groups.” These letters did not identify any Bureau 
communication signifying that the existence of an ’’Action 
Group” was previously brought to the attention of certain offices 
having Klan activity. LHM is being classified Top Secret inasmuch 
as information contained therein discusses aspects of the 
Emergency Detention Program, which program was classified by 
the Department up to and including Top Secret. 

HW 55099 Dodd: 32989621 Page 12 



5-140 (Rev. 1-21-74) FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20535 

Addressee: Senate Select Committee 

iLHM I I Memo | | Report dated_7 /I ft' /7 5 □,LTR RZJiLHM □Memo O 
U.S. Senate Select C< 

Ca-ption of Document: 0perations 
Committee to Study Got?t 

Re;Further Documents 
Pertaining to the FBI and Dept, of Justice; * 
Indices. 5/14/75 request Appendix B. Part III 3 

Originating Ofl^cS^^L ——^_-rbi_:_ 

Delivered by: 

Received by: . 

.Date: 

Title: 

Return this receipt to the Intelligence Division, FBI 
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TO: “ Intelligence Community Staff 

•ATTN: Central Index 

CLASSIFY AS APPROPRIATE 

FROM: 

:s SEE INSTRUCTIONS ON REVERSE 
BEFORE COMPLETING. 

SUBJECT: Abstract of Information Provided to Select Committees 

2. DATE PROVIDED 1. HOW PROVIDED (check appropriate term. If a document was made available 

for review but not transmitted, so note.) 

DOCUMENT BRIEFING INTERVIEW TESTIMONY OTHER 7mm 

3. TO WHOM PROVIDED (check"appropria£e' term; add specific names if appropriate) 

& 
ssc 

HSC 

4. IDENTIFICATION (provide descriptive data for documents; give name or identification number of briefer, 

interviewee, testifier and subject) -v 

allMOWHIONCWAW 

limozm&xm m& enclosures 

5. IN RESPONSE TO (list date and item number if in response to formal request, other¬ 

wise state verbal request of (name), initiative, subpoena, etc.) 

■ SSC letter 5/14/75, Appendis: B, Part III, 
Item 16 

CLASSIFICATION OF 
INFORMATION (enter 

U, C, S, TS or 

Codeword) 

7. KEY WORDS (enter the appropriate key words from the list provided separately; if key words not listed are 
used underline for emphasis) 

Intelligence activities, domestic 
Intelligence activities, foreign 

8. SUMMARY (see reverse side before completing this item) 

Documents being mde available for review by SSG 
personnel m FJ&Sifs Frogtm for Apprehension and Detention of 
persons Considered Potentially Dangerous to the ftatiou&X Defense 

and Bsblle Safety of the United States, and also Presidential 
Emergency Action Documents. Information furnished regarding 
indices that were maintained from 1960 to the present* 

62-116395 
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(4) ORIGINAL VIA LIAISON TO CENTRAL COMMUNITY INDEX 

IN CONNECTION WITH SENSTUBY 75 
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379 I (6-75) 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

• Type or print clearly in ink. 

• Indicate classification of the abstract top and bottom. 

• Date the abstract and put on any internal control numbers required. 

• ■ "FROM" entry should clearly identify the organization providing the 
information. 

• If additions (as when a copy of document sent to SSC is later sent to 
HSC) or changes to a previously submitted form are necessary, submit a 
copy of the original abstract, with the change indicated. 

SPECIFIC ITEM NO. 8. SUMMARY - enter brief narrative statement describing 
substance of information and showing relationship to Intelligence Community 
matters if appropriate. Any feedback or evidence of investigatory interests 
should be noted. Commitments made to supply additional information should be 
noted. Additionally, certain administrative information may be entered here, 
e.g., restrictions on review of a document, if document was paraphrased, whether 
interviewee is current or former employee, etc. If actual document or transcript 
is provided, that fact should be noted and no summary is required. Additional 
pages may be attached if necessary. 

I 
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@fFm' xif Hn'Atbnmr foriturm. ) ^ 'O 
HusImnjbn^.C ! 

September 4, 1940 

UESIQ&nBDUii FOR UR, HOOVER, DIRECTOR, FEDERAL'BUREAU OF INVESTlGATIKT 

Attached hereto is a copy of a letter from the Secretary 
of Y«ar asking for the appointment of representatives to confer 
on the matter of .-alien enemies. I have appointed Hr. ‘HiSISS?, 
Chief of the Neutrality Laws Unit, to work on this matter %vith 
the War Department but felt that you would also wish to have a 
representative participating at such a 'conference. 

Will you kindly designate a representative to act on your 
■behalf and hc.ro him get- in touch with Ur. or, if you 
prefer, will you tell Hr. what the point of view of ym?r> 
Bureau is in this matter so tha-fc he may fully represent the 
Department’s position. 

■ MJL¥Zi xxsy^zzsmicQ imrnm^ 

ATTORNEY GENERAL 
, i 

, i • * •.* .jtii * — .. , ■ .*. , • ‘ , . • j * • 

**V-VW., ,• * ** *. v., /’• ^. „ . 

* ' \ **V" **• t*" t* ^ ■, * i 

r* v tv.**** r 

a-* - Mi: • 

r ' * * 
..... i • “ ♦ # • f 4* f > ^ ^ f i * * • VpJ%i • •*" *4 j ^ i 

.V. - " * 

:>V'--.tV4 r.-.i ,;V,. 

• ...\ ‘v • • • . *r ‘ • • . • ' :* ■*.**.. *>.. .V? * V/.';- -:V-; 

•* v ’*•** •• .• • .*• .*• ,.*•*■*. ■ . . * 

.*v-WU»$URE ,w;. ../. \ 
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ADO*^r>i'»trLY JO 

•‘w* atto-rncy ockJaau** 
MO AirCR TO 

Mnruue M3 Mjwucn 
4 DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

October 29, 1940 

i 

.y-.CHAinjaii ?ox :*r. hoov’-i-,, ?>i»<rctck, fj'.dkhal gngsgj OF IKVBBTI0ATI0H 
. ♦ ' . 2 s 

At the suggestion of the Attorney General I ani sending 
you herewith a duplicate original of ny memorandum to hin dated 
September 23, 1940, __with reference to your memorandum to him. 
dated June 26, 1940.- As I stated in the last paragraph of that 
memorandum I thought that you would have suggestions and modi¬ 
fications on the content of tiie memorandum but submitted it first 
to the Attorney General to secure an expression from him concern¬ 
ing any difficulties which the subject matter might present. 

T— —:    1 u^. A-U—.-bl -i-t, ^ A- ~ __.J-Z   ^ ..  J 
Ml, W4. LAW V VIIV. W V*iO ^^6^ s# v^l>Vv> „ v | 

but he -wished to have the benefit of• your views v/ith reference to 
then. He said to go ahead with the program to -the extent that you 
approved, stating that* he wou^d like to- have called to his atten¬ 
tion those aspects of the program, if any, concerning which you had 
any question as ’well as any suggestions you night have. 

* 

He had some question, as to the second paragraph of Item 4 
and also emphasized the importance of guarding carefully the con¬ 
fidential character of any general picture of the' number, types 
and location of cases, etc, referred to in Item 6, • -- 

I am, therefore, submitting this memorandum to you for your 
consideration and suggestions. 

& 

**'* I 
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WrriAIM ANO NUMROt i Apartment of justice 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 

t 
September 23, 1940 

I 
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■ all fbi nwoRm'noix coimm 

•On June 26, i£r. Hoover sent the attached memorandum in v.Mch he 
asked to be advised whether authority for the issuance of warrants for 
the arrest of individuals on a so-called "suspect” list vd.ll in the 
event of our being involved in war originate in the Department or 
whether this authority will be decentralized from the Department to 
the various United States Attorneys. In order to prepare an answer 
it seemed advisable to examine in detail the entire procedure which 
was usc-d in regard to alien enemies in 1917-1919 and that which might 
be used hereafter. Since the establishment of this procedure antici¬ 
pates the existence of a state of war which should not be contemplated 
as an immediate possibility and because of the major problems implicit 
in such a procedure, time has been taken to give careful consideration 
to the matter. 

In answer to the specific question asked by Hr. Hoover, there 
would seem to be no reason for a change in respect to the general 
policy followed in hie world Yfar and outlined in your circular of 
June 7, 1940, centralizing approval here of action in national defense 
cases. The attached memorandum suggested for your signature is in 
answer to Hr. Hoover1s question. Of course, various details in the old 
procedure can be improved and we are now working out the same with the 

.. War Department and the Federal Bureau of Investigation. 

, Retaining authorization of prosecutive action in these matters 
in the Department here seems justified on numerous grounds. The vrord- 

’ ing of R, S. 4067 authorizes the "President" to regulate enemy aliens, 
and it is doubtful if that specific grant of powe^ should be delegated 
further than the Attorney General. The maintenance of policy determina¬ 
tions here secures greater uniformity and yet permits efficient decen¬ 
tralization of prosecutive action. It keeps all districts geared to 
national action, serves,to provide an over-all picture of the national 
situation, permits a central bureau of records and preserves the nec¬ 
essary secrecy in certain cases. It also tends to prevent improper or 
unjustified imprisonment and excessive seal against suspects by over 
enthusiastic United States Attorneys. Apprcval of formal action can 
be given more advantageously by a person or agency not solely concerned 
with criminal investigation or prosecutions, but able to give proper 
consideration to questions of both national interests and. the civil 
liberties and rights of the individual. The emergency-situations 

I K*** Hoover pictures can be met by .powers for an emergency and the delays 
t 

* t 

i 

8 



ordinarily to bs expected from centralized control can be cut down to 
a minimum. - . i 

« The existence of a "suspect” list contemplating mass action on 
»M" day has certain fundamental objections* howev:r* to which I wish 
to call your attention. The controls available for action aside from 
the arres.t of persons for violation of the existing defense lavra are 
briefly examined in the attached memorandum* marked Exhibit A. This 
discusses four classes cf dangerous persons* namely* alien enemies* 
aliens of other countries* naturalized citizens* and native born cit¬ 
izens* and indicates that action should not be delayed to "Ii" day. 

"While alien enemies can be arrested on Presidential warrant and 
interned in a relatively short time* because of the greater powers 
available for their treatment* they constitute but a small proportion 
of the dangerous persons. Except for the extreme case of an invasion 
the great mass of dangerous persons can be taken care of only by de- 
naturalization proceedings* deportation or arrests under existing or 
proposed lavra. Since an American citizen* naturalized or otherwise* 
cannot be put in jail for being a "suspect", these cases must reach 
the level of preparation of a formal case in order to be effective. 
The broad use of arrests without fully prepared cases would result in 
an immediate release of the "suspects" with or without bond and would 

v subject this Department to unjust criticism. Furthermore* if there 
I are 5*000 or more on the "suspect" list* as is probable* the postponing 
I of activity until "II" day v/ill probably result in rough shod tactics. 

An excess of actions against dangerous persons concentrated into a 
short period would cause an overburdening of those charged vdth the 
work * improper handling and imprisonment and tend to create the same 
sort of adverse public reaction as did the Slacker Raids in the "World 
War. In fact most complaints during the 'World Y.rar period related to 
the length and condition of temporary detention* a problem grov/ing 
out of overloaded administration. 

The conclusion is that as many steps as possible should be taken 
‘now to avoid an undue amount of action later on. It is realized that 
in various cases* there may be a sound reason for not taking action 
at this time, but in many cases action or completion of preparation 
for action will be possible. With this thought in mind*'I submit the 
follovring program for your consideration and for the consideration of 
Hr. Hoover who may have.objections which I have not fully considered. 

1. The investigation and preparation for formal action should 
be completed in as man3r cases as possible* both as to prosecutions and 
deportation or denaturalization proceedings, even though action is not 
to be immediately taken. This means that, the Criminal Division* or a 
group therein* as well as the Federal Bureau of Investigation* should 
review and prepare these cases so as to have them ready for prosecutive 
or other formal action. Such preparation can more properly be made in 

4 • - . 
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"Washington -than in t!PF field in order to preserve seW-ecy and any 
personnel>as signed to the task should be satisfactory in this respect 
to Mr. 'Hoover. ‘ • ' 

Z. Proceedings should be initiated now and should not be post¬ 
poned unless an interference with sound investigative techniques 
would result. This question should depend largely on the recommenda¬ 
tion of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, although the suspension 
of prosecutions in any probable case should also be approved by some¬ 
one on behalf of the Attorney General. 

3. In initiating steps now,, particular attention should be given 
by the Federal Bureau of Investigation, in the case of aliens and 
naturalized citizens who are considered dangerous persons, to the 
basis of their entry to this Country in order to develop the possi¬ 
bilities of deportation and denaturalization. Recent legislation and 
the allegiance of certain groups to foreign countries.may make this 
quite effective. As far as compatible with investigative requirements, 
such steps should be taken at once so that such persons may be treated 
hereafter as alien enemies. In this connection the Bureau of Immigra¬ 
tion and naturalization can be of considerable assistance and should 
be called upon. 

4. The "suspect11 list should be revievred in whole or by typical 
cases by someone on behalf of the Attorney General to determine, if any 
action other than pioseoutiou mav be taken uo eliminate the threat of 
persons of such types; to determine if such suspects are indicative 
of general conditions; and to consider not only the establishment of 
forbidden areas, the limitation oq_the award of war contracts and 
other protective measures but also the possibility of positive mea¬ 
sures, other than propaganda, for winning loyalty through authorized 
activities by other government agencies. 

The possible cooperation of citizens’ groups might be considered 
in dealing 7/ith groups, but not with individuals or where there is a 
danger of a disclosure of confidential investigative information. 

5. The possibilities should be explored by this Unit of legisla¬ 
tion which, within the framework of civil rights, will provide additional 
controls over those dangerous persons who are United States citizens or 
naturalized citizens as well as aliens and natives of neutral nations. 
For example, legislation which would cut dorm on the 60 day period 
required for personal service in denaturalization proceedings might 
provide a possibility in the case ofmturalized citizens. 

6. The Federal Bureau of Investigation should be requested to 
submit for confidential use, a general picture of the number, types. 
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and location of cases composing the nsuspectu list and other pertinent 
factors having some bearing on the administrative load. The analysis 
should be reviewed with an eye to establishing in advance instructions, 
procedure, and policy particularly with reference to alien enemies and 
the drafting of legislation. 

Doubtless Dr. Hoover wall have suggestions and modifications on 
the content of this memorandum. It is submitted to you first in the 
absence of any discussion with him to secure an egression from.you 
concerning any difficulties which the subject matter presents and how 
you wish these matters taken up with Mr. Hoover. 

\ 

Lawrence M. C. Smith 
Chief, Neutrality Laws Unit 

l 

/ 

k 
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EXHIBIT A 

Re: Classes of persons "which compose the so-called 
■’suspect list" and possible steps to' be taken 
in controlling them._ • \_ 

i ' 
It is to- be assumed that the "suspect list*1 is made up of four 

classes of persons: 
i 

1, Aliens "who vrould become alien enemies in the event 
of a 'declaration of Avar between the United States 
and their native countries; 

Z. Aliens of other countries; 

' 3. Naturalized citizens;- 

4. Native-born citizens. 

If there were approximately 5,000 persons on such a 3-ist, it, seems 

reasonable to assume that.there vrould be roughly 1,000 alien enemies, 

500 aliens of other countries, 2,500 naturalized citizens, and 1,000 

native-born citizens. 
f • 

The controls available for these classes of persons, discussed 

a 

hereafter, are entirely aside from the possible arrest of persons for 

violation of existing defense laws. The question of control will arise, 

(a), in the event of war involving the United States where there is 

invasion, or (b) in the, event of war involving the United States where 

there- is no invasion, dr (c) where there is a national emergency of any 

sort. 
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•yfar: where there is an invasion 
l * 

In contemplating thd control of these persons if 

there is 'a declaration of war and an actual invasion, there 

is, of course, the possibility of declaring martial law which 

would apply to all citizens and aliens alike.■ This is the 

extreme and least probable case. It presupposes the possibility 

rtf the denial of the writ of habeas corpus and trial by military 

tribunals for all. 

In the case of alien enemies, there is also at present 

statutory authorization enabling the President to order their 

arrest and internment as set cut below. 

• ~!iTar; where there is no invasion l 
■ f 

Assuming that there is a declaration of war 'without 

-an invasion of the soil of the United States, the law 5s clear 
* * 

as to alien enemies. There is statutory authority which permits 
« 

_ the President to control their conduct in every respect. They 

may be arrested by Presidential warrant and interned or paroled 

as the necessity indicates. The internment procedure of the 

YTorld War period was handled through, close cooperation between 

this Department and the War Department, and there seems to have 

been little criticism of the machinery once internment was 

decided upon. Details of the procedure followed ere being 

studied in so far as it is felt they can be made useful in a 
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, ' plpi for* cooperatio^?etween the Vfar Department 

Justice in any1 future emergency." 
• i • 1 

It is apparent that there was much criticism of ;the delay incident 

* I ! 
upon handling cases for decision as to whether the alien enemy should 

. t 

be interned or not. This delay necessitated long periods la temporary 

prison quarters which the Department of Justice was at the time ill 

prepared to provide. The ’Torla 'Jar experience shows that most of the 

complaints concerning personal mistreatment made by arrested alien 

enemies referred to tie length and conditions of their temporary deten¬ 

tion. 
% 

The situation in respect to aliens of other than enemy countries 

is different. There is a possibility of deportation of a limited 

percentage of these for fraud in obtaining their passports or for il¬ 

legality of entry. The visa of a perso.n in this country temporarily 

could be cancelled for a violation of its conditions. Except for ob¬ 

vious fraud or illegality these cases would be uncertain and slow. There 

_ is the further practical difficulty that many aliens could not be deported 

because there is no place to which they could be deported since their 
« 

.native country no longer exists or would be unwilling to accept them 

and there is no statutory authority for their detention in custody in 

this country. Legislation* limited in scope* might be drawn to deal with 

unfriendly aliens in time of war. There are* even at the present time* 

for instance* certain restrictions*with regard to the employment of aliens 

in furnishing or constructing aircraft or aircraft parts or aeronautic^. 
« * ' % 

accessories for the United States as set out in 10 IJ.S.:C. 310 j. 
f * 

Naturalized citizens can be dealt with as in the World War by means 

of denaturalization proceedings whereby they are again returned to the 
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status of aliens and controlled as any other alien or alien enemy. 

J 
One impracticable feature in connection vdth this form of proceeding 

« | • j 
lies in the fact that there muSt be 60 days personal service before 

instituting proceedings, v.hich slows down procedure particularly for 

serious cases. 

Citizens are, of course, protected by all constitutional 

guarantees as to civil rights. There was a suggestion made during the 

Tforld War period for legislation which would permit the cancellation 

of bail in the case of habitual offenders and violators particularly 

# i 

at that time of the Espionage Act. Other suggestions related to tne 

extension of the use of military courts in time of war. These sugges¬ 

tions are, hovrever, of doubtful wisdom. The fixing of bail has no 

. real connection vdth the seriousness nor number of the offenses. The 

military court idea was, in the Wjgrld War period and after, the target 

# 

for bitter criticism as a violation of civil rights by Department 

officials and public alike. 

National Emergency Period _ ^ 

Coming finally to the national emergency which is not war but is 

related to war, there are no alien enemies who can be dealt vdth as 

such. There is little that can be done except to proceed- against 

violators under the existing laws, or institute denaturalization 

proceedings and deportation proceedings. New legislation holds very 

-limited possibilities. * 

t 

\ 
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February 5^ 1941 

, j 

> -• -> 

, mior&mni jqr iul hoover \ 
.x ■ * 

• 1 
In reference to the list of persons against: whora pro-' 

ceedings are recommended in case of declaration of'war, I 
think the Federal Burein of Investigation should proceed 
to make the following classifications if they have not 
already bce’n classified by'some equally good'division* 

\. 
4 ♦ ^ 

Class 1, Aliens, Separated into 

Mi Ill; 

(a) Germans* * 
(b) Russians. 
(*c) . Italians 
(<*) Japanese . ‘ . 
(e) Axis-occupied* countries - 
(x) all others - 

Class--2, Naturalized citizens -arriving in the • 
United States since 1930. I think these should be sub¬ 
divided according to country’of origin as' above. 

Class 3» Citizens native bora. 
i • 

In every classification'l think we should have.- 
the recommendation of'the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
as to action proposed subdivided substantially as follows* 

v • A 

- (a) Immediate arrest on declaration' of * war 
and detention or inorisonsent * * 

» * > • * -v « 

’ (b) • Those recommended for release on bonder ’ < 
•• 'parole x or limitation as ‘to -travel 1 etc.- . * • ^ % I . 1 # # # 

(c) TSose strongly suspected and surveillance • .* 
to be continued. \ - 

’ . ; * . *• 
After this classification is made by the Federal ' 

Bureau of Investigation it is-my thought, that a study should 
be made of time evidence in support of each classification- 
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April 17* 1941 

EROSJATRSm FOR HP. L. **. C. SMITH 

»• 
.It is important that vrork bo-started 

immediately oa the so-caHcdV^uspcct List**#, 
4‘ n 

Ibis should have priority over anything 
eloo that you are doing, and t^e Eiattcr of space 
is not controlling. 

The Immigration and Katuralisation Service ' 
informs ice that they have plenty of room, so that 
there, seems to bo no gco£ reason for any further 
delay. It is of -an c^rr^ncy nature, and any . • 
delay in the reatter vdll be severely criticized’'if ’ 
the situation should cone about racre action upon 
such list *£ill be made necessary. 

'HfAt-jtotF. M«®uiro 

Jiatthov y. i'cOuire 
Tho Assistant .to tho Attorney General 

> all mt mzGT^fmon contained 
-- 
% 

8 

• * 
9 
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Re: Suspect List 

,/ ' 
This Eemor4andua vd.ll refer to th^ policy and /procedure for 

handling. matters connected v.ith the Suspect List in so far as they 
affect the-Federal Bureau of Investigation and the Special Defense 
Unit. The directions set out below bring down to date the various 
memoranda and suggestions of the Attorney General on the'above-- 
described subject. 

I, General Policy 

lc The entire Suspect List is to be reviewed by the^Special 
Defense .Unit to determine if prosecution or any other action nay be 
taken to eliminate the threat of persons of the type named therein; 
to determine if such suspects are indicative of general conditions 
and to consider not only the/establishment of forbidden areas, the 

^Limitation on the awarding of/war contracts ana other protective 
/measures but also the possibility of positive measures, other than 

o propaganda, for winning their loyalty through authorized activities 
by other Government agencies. The review of these matters will be 
given strictly confidential treatment* 

yf The Special Defense Unit will also explore the possibility of 
^legislation which, within the framework of civil rights, will provide 
•'additional controls over persons considered to be dangerous to the 

national defense who are United States citizens or naturalized citi¬ 
zens as well as alien'enemies and citizens of neutral nations. 

2. The investigation and preparation for formal action should 
be completed so far as possible, as toXprosecution and^aeportation or 

Vdenaturalization proceedings, or other'feasible proceedings, even 
^ though action is not to be immediately taken. This means that the 

Bureau of Immigration and Naturalization and the Criminal Division 
are to review and prepare such appropriate cases as are referred to the 
by the Special Defense Unit so as to have them ready for prosecution or 
other formal action. Particular attention is to be given, in the case 
of aliens and naturalized citizens, to the basis of their entry into 
this country and similar matters in order to develop the possibility 
of their deportation and/or denaturalisation. 



F" 

*, • ■« 
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' 3* Formal proceeding are to be initiated now and are not 
to be postponed unless the Federal Bureau of Investigation indicates 
that the institution of such proceedings might interfere with sound 
investigative techniques, and suspension of prosecution is approved 
by the Special Defense Unit on behalf of the Attorney General. 

4. The adoption of the procedure outlined below for the 
handling of these matters does not involve any abandonment by the 
Department of its present facilities for obtaining information in 
connection withysubversive activities by Surveillance or .''-counter¬ 
espionage. No- public disclosure of any confidential informants 
beang~used by the 3ureau is to be made without the'prior approval 
of the Bureau. 

II.» Procedure to be followed by the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 

)t A. Re: rClassification of persons on Suspect List 

1. The persons on the Suspect List are to be classified as 
(1) aliens, (2) naturalised citizens, (3) citizens native born. 

2. The^ist of^persons in classification (l) and (2) is to 
b.e__subdivided into^ermans, Russians, Italians, Japanese, Axis- 
occupied conntries, others. 

3. The persons on the list are to be divided into three groups 
as to the degree of their possible dangerousness to the national 
defense, i.e.. Class A,those Those remaining at large would possibly 
be dangerous to the national 7/elfare; Class B, those to be considered 

. for limitation as to activities; and Class C, those whose activities 
warrant their being carried on such a list but as to whom the available 
information is not considered sufficient to warrant inclusion in 
Clases A or B. 

V/ 
B. Re: Submitting/'material to the Special Defense Unit. 

1. References to all the material previously submitted by the 
Bureau to the Department and copies of any reports not previously 
submitted to the Department on those individuals considered to be in 
Class A whether aliens, naturalized or native-born citizens are to be 
submitted by the Bureau to the Special Defense Unit in such numbers 
and at such times as it may request. Later, material on Class 3. 
individuals is to be submitted. 
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2. The 3ureau is to be prepared to supply the- Department vdLth 
additional copies of memoranda or reports previously submitted to the 
Department in those cases in which a thorough search of the depart¬ 
mental files fails to bring them to light. 

3* Material being transmitted to the Special Defense Unit is 
to be marked "personal and confidential" and should be enclosed in a 
sealed envelope addressed Chief, Special 
Defense Unit. 

III. Procedure to be followed by the Federal Bureau of „ 
Investigation in the event of war with resoect to 
alien enemies. 

^ie persons who become alien enemies and the conditions under, 
which the statute’ declares such persons to be alien enemies are 
described in 50 U.5.C. 21. 

Upon the occurrence of the conditions described in the statute 
and following the promulgation of a Presidential Proclamation contain¬ 
ing regulations governing the control and conduct of all persons who 
automatically become alien enemies in accordance with tne terms ox une 
statute, instructions to United States Attorneys and to United States 
Marshals and supplemental instructions to the Federal Bureau of Investi¬ 
gation will be confidentially released in time to advise those con¬ 
cerned of the necessary procedure to follow. All warrants will be 
authorized and issued by the Attorney General. 

The functions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation in connec¬ 
tion with the alien enemy program will be as follows: 

l-United States^'Alaska,' Hawaii',’"'Puerto Pico and the'~Virg'iia"islands, 
Care should be enercissd in all cases to determine citizenship so 
that no American citizens are included. Facts concerning the alien 
enemy which may be obtained from the Bureau of Immigration and 
Naturalization, under whose technical supervision all aliens fall, 
^should'be included in this information. It is assumed that a check 
jwill also be made of compliance by the alien enemy with statutes 
land regulations pecurliarly affecting him such as the Alien Registration 
i Act, and regulations which might hereafter reqiiire passes, ideatill- 
|cation cards, etc. for alien enemies. 

The Attorney General should be advised from time to time of the 
nature and scope- of the problem to be anticipated. 



2. a. With, respect to those alien enemies whose cases have been 
reviewed by the Special Defense Unit under the established procedure 
described above for persons on the Suspect List, to. submit to the United 
States Attorney concerned, promptly upon the promulgation of the 
President’s Proclamation one copy of every report previously transmitted 
to the Department, or a summary report containing all pertinent informa¬ 
tion in such reports so as to enable him to review all facts before 
acting upon a warrant for arrest of the alien enemy. 

b. With respect to any alien enemy believed to be dangerous, 
whose case has not been hitherto reviewed and whose arrest it is deemed 
may be in the best interests of the United States, to subnit to the 
United States Attorney concerned, two copies of every report in the 
Bureau’s files which contains any pertinent information or a summary 
report in duplicate containing all pertinent information. One copy 
of such report will be retained by the United States Attorney in his 
permanent files, and one copy will be used by him along with the 
information record, hereinafter described to transmit to the Department, 
as Idle basis for a request for the issuance of a Presidential warrant or 
other action. A third copy is to be forwarded to the Department in 
Washington* 

3. Information transmitted as heretofore described should be 
accompanied by a separate information record. Whether the case of an 
alien enemy has been hitherto reviewed by the Special Defense Unit or 
not, two copies of the information record are to be transmitted to the 
United States Attorney along with the aforementioned report dr reports 
upon which it is to be based. A third copy is to be forwarded to the 
Department for permanent filing, together with the information report 
or reports transmitted. It is upon this information record, together 
with the information reports, that a decision will be made upon the 
request of the United States Attorney for the issuance of a Presidential 
warrant by the Attorney General. [Military authorities will handle 
arrests and internments in the Canal Zone and in the Philippine. Islands]. 

The information .record is to contain a summary of the factual 
material concerning the name, age, nationality, and activities of the 
alien enemy*, sufficiently adequate to enable the United States Attorney 
to obtain a working knowledge of.each case.before studying the entire 
file. Particular attention is likerise to be given to any information 

*The items mentioned are.suggestions only and it is not assumed that the 
enumeration is as complete as is necessary to males the information record 
useful. It is contemplated that the experience of the Bureau will be ' 
utilized in supplementing the list of items given. ' 
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■with reference to such matters as the peculiar knowledge, abilities, , 
or habits of the individual 'which would be useful to custodial authorities 
if he should be interned* Suitable spaces are ;to be provided in this 
information record to enable the United States Attorney to complete it 
with entries regarding the hearing given the alien enemy, any additional 
information then obtained, the disposition of his case, applications 
for appeal, etc. [It Trill be appreciated if copies of the for,a to 
be used for this information record are submitted to the Department 
before they are finally adopted.] j 

- i 
* \ 

4. In a limited number of emergency cases -where information on 
file prior to the promulgation of a Presidential Proclamation estab¬ 
lishes beyond doubt that the activities of an alien enemy are clearly 
dangerous to the interests of the United States, and where it appears 
that unless he id arrested Immediately irreparable damage to the United 
States -will result, information is to be transmitted directly from the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation in 'Washington to the Department in 
Washington. If approved a presidential warrant will then be immediately 
issued and author!ty to arrest v/ired direct to the United States 
Attorney in the Federal district concerned. 

5« To assist the United States Marshal or his deputy in maiding 
arrests at the request of the United States Marshal and with the 
approval of the United States Attorney, or to make arrests, where the 
emergency or the special character of the case requires assistance, 
upon’request to that effect by the United States Attorney. 

6; To continue investigation after arrests are made to the 
extent requested by the United States Attorney, and to submit copies 
of all reports on such investigations to the United States Attorney, 
in duplicate copy, in order to enable him to submit to the Department 
a copy of any investigative report upon which he bases recommenda¬ 
tions or conclusions, and in addition to submit one copy to the 
Department. 

7. Following arrest, to assist at the request of the United 
States Attorney, at any informal hearing granted the alien enemy. 
This hearing, while not a matter of right, will be allowed to enable 
the United States Attorney to obtain information from the alien enemy 
as -to his citizenship, age, loyalty, and activities. It is on the 
basis of this hearing together -fiith the investigative reports of the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation that the United States Attorney will 
make recommendations to the Attorney General for disposition of the 
alien enemy1 s case in terms of internment, parole, with or without 
bond, or conditional or unconditional release. 
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i ^-4^"* ; 
The information regarding the jalien enemy. pr.ogram.,is trans¬ 

mitted to you to enable you tq make every’preparation which is 
practicable prior to the issuance of a Presidential Proclamation 
under 50 U.S.C. 21, should conditions at any time make that necessary. 

Kindly indicate if the procedure outlined causes any undue 
difficulties in being put into effect. 

Matthew F. McGuire 
The Assistant to the Attorney General 
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• ‘ • ©cjjartment of Justice 
MATTHEW F. MCGUIRE 

Assistant to the attorney General j y ** 

AprjLl 21, 1941 
, ' i 

Confidential 
» * 

MEMORANDUM FOR HONORABLE J. EDGAR HOOVER, 
•Director, Federal,Bureau of 
Investigation; 

* 
HONORABLE L. M. C". SMITH,’ 
Chief, Special Defense Unit. 

Re: .internment of da-ngercus persons in* 
The event of war.__ 

ftT.Ti l?6l '*■ 

• The following- procedure is hereby authorized' for 
the handling of cases of persons whose immediate intern- 

. ment. should be considered irutLe. event-.of-^'d'ecrafatibh 
Qf__Yi.ar.t . „ • 

1. The Federal Bureau of ''Investigation-''is” engaged 
• in preparing dossiers in respect to certain individuals;- 

whose immediate internment should be considered an .the.i~ 
event of war. These dossiers are beingttransmitted’.-to^-the 

>Special Defense Unit, .as ready. 

* 

■ ' 2. A committee' will be created py tiia-nna-e-rsigned 
whose function it will be to study each case individually, 
as received. If the subject would be an enemy alien in th 
jevent-of war, the committee will.consider*whether his im¬ 
mediate internment should be ordered in case of a declara¬ 
tion of v/ar. If he would not be an enemy alien and, .there 
fore, not* subject to internment, the committee will ccnsid 

... whether he should be promptly»arrested upon a declaration- 
- of war on a complaint filed before a United States Com- . 

missioner on a sfcarge of violating Title I, Sectipn £,• 
Paragraph 3, o,f the Smith Act (Act of -June 28, 19A0; •' 

• Public Ho. 670, 76th Congress), or some other appropriate, 
statute. The'committee/will make a memorandum of Its 

• decision in -each case.' 
* • '* i -• 

c 
* 
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The Committee will continue its operations con¬ 
tinuously until the work is completed, and will resume 
its sessions if and when additional names or additional 
data in respect to names previously transmitted should 
he thereafter submitted. 

3. The committee will notify the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation of its decision in each case, as reached. 
In the event that such decision is to the effect that suf¬ 
ficient ground is not presented for taking any action 
against the person named, the Bureau, if it is deemed 
advisable, will make a supplemental investigation and 
submit additional information for the further considera- ■ 
tion of the committee. • > 

. On the basis of the decisions of the committee, 
the Federal Bureau of Investigation will prepare confiden¬ 
tial. lists of all. persons v/hntn action is to be 
taken on a possible declaration of war, as stated above. 
This list will be segregated according to localities. 
These lists will be confidentially lodged with the 
regional offices of the^Federal Bureau of Investigation. 
Duplicate lists will be retained by the Special Defense 
Unit. 

5. In the event of a declaration of war, a code 
telegram will be sent to the regional offices of the 

• Federal Bureau of Investigation to proceed immediately 
against the persons so listed, as aforesaid. Those 
persons on such lists-who are alien enemies will be 
immediately arrested, and Attorney General’s warrants 
7/ill be forthwith prepared by the Special Defense Unit, 
v/hich will be charged with the duty of securing signatures 
thereto, and forwarding them to the Federal Bureau~of In¬ 
vestigation. As to those persons who are to be taken into 
custody on criminal charges, the Bureau will be charged 
v/ith the duty of cooperating with the United States 
Attorneys in filing complaints and securing commissioner’s 
warrants. 

6. The function of promptly talcing into custody 
the individuals listed, as aforesaid, -is lodged with the 
Federal Bureau .of -Investigation, which is, however, 
authorized to employ, in its discretion, the services 
of United'States marshals and state and local law en¬ 
forcement officers. ‘ 
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7. It vd.ll "be the duty of the Bureau of Prisons 
to make arrangements for suitable detention quarters in 
Federal, state, and local institutions of the persons 
taken into custody. Appropriate instructions to the 
Director of the Bureau of Prisons will be given by this 
office. 

8. An informal hearing Tvill be accorded to each 
enemy alien taken into custody pursuant to these instruc¬ 
tions, for the purpose of determining whether such alien 
should be interned. Hearing officers to conduct such 
hearings will be designated. United States Attorneys 
and Assistant United States.Attorneys and other repre¬ 
sentatives of the Department of Justice, or persons not 
connected with the Department, v/ill be selected for that 
purpose in the various localities, as appears appropriate. 
Hearings will be held as promptly as conveniently possible. 
If the hearing officer recommends the release of the alien, 
the recommendation will be xransmixxed xo xhe Departmenx 
and will not become effective unless and until approved 
by the Department. 

* 
9. As soon as practicable after final action, 

those enem:/ aliens whose internment is ordered will be 
turned over to the representatives of.the War Department, 
who will transfer them to permanent places of internment. 
Such places will be supplied and controlled by the War 
Department. 

The foregoing instructions are to be treated in 
the utmost secrecy ana should not be disclosed to any 

4 i 
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<t£D$AE3S RCPL.Y TO 
•nrwc attorney citnekajl** 

AND RrFER TO * 

tMTlAU AND MUM OCR DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

July 24, 1941. 

1 CONFIDENTIAL at%>v&n-roKt^-sso®rotM'v. -r 

MEMORANDUM FOR S3. HOOVER, DIRECTOR, FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

1- ' Reference is made to the dossiers on certain individuals 
I being submitted by you to this Unit for consideration for possible 1 custodial detention in the event of a national emergency. On the 

‘■"basis of the information contained on the dossiers a tentative 
determination is made as to^the dangerousness of the individual in 

■ terms of HA", "B" or "C’h/^and also as to the sufficiency of the 
evidence in terms of or M2W. 

v ! f i ’j As to the dangerousness classification, in Group nA" Yri.ll 
I be placed those who are believed""tb~be“mosf dangerous and vdio, in 

- ' all probability, should be1 interned in the event of Yrar. In group 
•• * j «B“ trill be placed those persons who are believed to be somewhat less 

■ dangerous but whose activities should be restricted. In group "C” 
• -v ; trill be placed those believed to be the least dangerous, and ’who need 

• .j. not be restricted in the absence of additional information, but Yfho 
'' d should be subjected to aeneral suryeillance. Tilth regard to the 

• .f ; ' M classification of sufficiency of the evidence, the numeral. ”1** placed 
:V;. .’>*•.after the letters ‘'A”, "B" or "C” indicates the’ evidence is sufficient 

-• ’ d;**. to establish the charges upon ’which the dangerousness classification 
* ' was made, vrhile the numeral "211, similarly^used, indicates that the 

■ evidence is not considered satisfactory to "substantiate the charges 
•.and further investigation may be necessary. 

■ . .i 
. Please be advised that the individuals, v.'hose names and 

?•*>'"’ ‘'addresses are shown on-the attached list, have been tentatively...., . 
\ classified in Class A-l. f”'""' ~"t. V 

.. ; This classification is subject to revision in'the light of 
’./ • ■ the contemplated future review of all material in the files of'tR'e'-^ - 

Bureau Yfith respect to these individuals and of any additional. 
• •' information that may be hereafter submitted to this Unit. You --vd.il 

be kept advised, of course, of any change in the classification or- 
evaluation indicated-. • 

LAJ7RENCE II. C. SHTH “• 
Chief, SpecialDei'ense Unit 

' . By 
<Joseph rrenclorgast 
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ADOHCSS RKPLY TO 
-**TKt: Arrowsrr crNCHAL** 

1‘ AND*PACK TO , 
INITIALS ANO NUMDW 

•i 
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

September 18, 1941. 

IS310RAIIQUII FOR IS. J. EDGAR HOOVER, 
DIRECTOR, FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

* •) 
% 

Re: Custodial Detention Procedure 

1. Since ^the latter part of July this Unit has requested 
.further Bureau investigations in more than 100 cases of potential alien . 
enemies who would be considered for custodial detention in the event of 
the issuance of a Presidential Proclamation under Sootier' 7\.. Title 50 
U.S.C. In each of these cases the Bureau was requested to determine, 
among other things, whether the person concerned was an alien, a 
naturalised citizen*, or a native born citizen. In each request for 
investigation it was stated "In the event your investigation discloses- 
that he is not an alien, no further investigation will be necessary at 
'this time". * - T 

It was not our intention, hovfever, by the use of the quoted ^ 
language, to suggest that the Bureau should stop its investigation 
immediately upon determining that the subject is hot an alien if the 
facts indicated that further investigation should be made for the 
purpose of determining the possible violation of some other existing 
statute or for any other purpose which the Bureau might deem appro- „ 

1 priate. It was intended by that statement to suggest only that • 
further investigation would not be necessary in so far as consideration- . 
for custodial detention* is concerned in the event of the issuance of a / 

> * ’j 

Presidential Proclamation under Section 21 of Jitle 50 U.3.C., covering 
the subject of the investigation. . * . . 

In order to clear up any possible doubts in this connection 
. -the*above mentioned sentence is being replaced in all further requests 
• trith a sentence which reads: "In the event your investigation dis-. 

closes that he is not an alien, no further investigation will be 
necessary in so .far at consideration for custodial detention is^con¬ 
cerned should aipresidential Proclamation be issued under Section 21, 
Title 50 U.S.C.". ' • 

HBHEOJ mi£?cn,MArnrt£r iAMm 
imsi/ 
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2« In my memorandum to you of July 24, 1941, yon were generally 
advised of the danger classification and evidence evaluation designa¬ 
tions being given by this Unit to the cases being referred here by the 
Bureau for consideration for possible custodial detention in the event 
of a national emergency. All such cases, whether they concern 
potential alien enemies, aliens of other countries, naturalized 
citizens, or native born citizens, are being tentatively classified 
by means of these designations. The designation "A" is given to 
those cases which concern individuals whose activities are considered 
potentially most dangerous to the safety of the country, "3" to those 
less dangerous, and "Cn to those least dangerous. The Arabic numeral 
«1« in all cases is used to indicate that the evidence being considered 
is deemed to be sufficiently satisfactory to substantiate the danger 
classification made, while the numeral ,,2" indicates that the evidence 
is not sufficiently satisfactory for that purpose. 

However, it is only in connection with those individuals who 
are potential alien enemies that the designations ,!A", "B", and "C" 
n3so indicate the action which it is,^contemplated will be taken in 
their cases in the event of the issuance of a Presidential Proclamation 
tinder Section 21, Title 50 U.S.C., such as internment, restricted 
activities, continued surveillance. The designations given to all 
other individuals are being forwafrded to you at your request and 
solely for. your general information and should not be considered as 
any indication of any possible action which might be taken with 
reference to them. 

[jZJMjJSJ-CJL 0\ '0 . 

IAWR5NCB M. C. SMITH 
Chief, Special Defense Unit 



May 15, 1943 

ATTACHMENT TO MEMORANDUM FOR THE ATTORNEI GENERAL ON- 
SPECIAL CASES • 

* 

In order adequately to discharge the Department*s responsibility 
Of protecting'internal security in the event of a. national emergency, 
it vras necessary to make an appraisal of the nature, and scope of 
-wartime security problems to be anticipated,. and Jto formulate procedures 
and plans to meet such problems efficiently, promptly and with scrupulous 
regard for the preservation of civil rights. These needs gave rise to 
the special case program in the summer of 1940. 

Special case work, as the records of the Department amply demon¬ 
strate, has made a continuing and substantial contribution to the 
solution of numerous -wartime, security problems of the Department. It 
made possible a well—organiz^ed and smoothly functioning alien enemy 
control program with minimum delay. Special case work started investi¬ 
gations to secure evidence respecting potential alien enemies long 
■before the war began. It established carefully worked out standards 
for determining what types of activities justified apprehension and 

. custodial detention. It supplied information as to the number of aliens 
whose ap prehension was. to be anticipated. An inventory was made of 

/ .available custodial facilities and steps were taken to secure-facilities 
where the number of special cases indicated that existing facilities 
were inadequate or nonexistent. These- cases provided a factual basis 

' fcr deciding the number and geographical location of hearing boards and 
the Presidential Proclamations in effect since the outbreak of the war 
were in large measure based upon information derived from' soecial 
“cases. Notwithstanding the failure by the Department to adhere strictly 

‘ to the special case procedure at the outbreak" of war, I am convinced 
(that the careful formulation of procedures and the criteria for dealing 
with, alien enemies exercised a, restraining influence on any tendency 
^toward indiscriminate apprehensions. 

La a somewhat similar manner special case work, over a period of 
months, resulted in. the development of a denaturalization urogram. 
Such a program was set up in the Criminal Division in February, 1942, 
utilizing at the outset the experiences, the cases selected and even 
the personnel of ..this Unit. This work also supplied much of the 
information revealing the inadequacies and the* deficiencies of the 
McConaack Act and particularly Section 1 thereof, and thereby facilitated 
tiie redrafting of that Act. It was the basis of our recommendation to 
the Attorney General that no alien enemy proclamations be issued with 
respect to aliens of Hungary, Rumania and Bulgaria when those countries 
declared war on us. It furnished a great deal of vital information in 
our programs relating to the activities of pro-Axis organizations. It 
furnished the infoimation which enabled us to stimulate the program 
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• against subversives in war industries in the "War and Navy- Departments» 
Information acquired through the special cases enabled us to demon¬ 
strate to the satisfaction of the TV'ar and Navy Departments that the 

4 employment of aliens as a class presented no greater^ threat to our 
*. internal security than-the employment of - naturalized citizens as a 

Class. This paved the -say for the President’s Directive of July 11, 
1942, encouraging the employment of aliens in '.Tar industries, which 
Isas drafted in this IJnit in conjunction vrith the War and Navy 
Departments. Special case work Has useful as late as the landing of 

/American • troops in North Africa, when He cade a detailed review for 
| the Attorney General of what steps j% if any, should be taken .in regal'd 
I to the Vichy French, and on which review we were complimented.by the 
I Attorney General. 

fee origin of special case work and its* development prior to 
Harbor are described ip the following excerpts from a confidential 

Memorandum prepared for the Budget on' October 31," 1941. 

fan accordance Tilth the President*® Directive cf September 6, 
1939* all investigations in internal security matters have been 
SthtTaiLized in the Federal Bureau of Investigation. In order to 
hhhdle the tremendous number of such matters (estimated by the 

/ Attorney General to be 2500 per day) the nuaber of special agents 
6i the Bureau has been increased from 750 to" over 2700. 

8fee Customary and traditional method of handling complaints 
6^ Other information with reference to possible violations of 
federal criminal statutes coming to the attention of the Bureau, 

• his been for the Federal Bureau of Investigation to develop the 
f&CtS Of the case until such time as they are ready for presen- 
t&tAdh to the Criminal Division for prosecutive consideration. 
*■ ’ the tisual way of handling such natters « « . has not been 
entirely ^successful in meeting the danger of Fifth Column activi-* 

*..* • To neet this difficulty a system of counter-espionage 
iha Surveillance was therefore developed by the Federal Bureau 
Cf Investigation. . * . 

. 26, 1949, Hr. Hoover called to the attention of the 
AttSfhsy General the fact that for some time the' Bureau had been 
gathering information on individuals whose activities might be 
dangerous to the safety of the country in the event of a national 

ehey and he requested the Department to formulate a program 
to handle these cases. . 



"After careful study and research into.the Federal stat¬ 
utes, the experience of the country during the last ■war, the 
experience of other countries during this war, and consulta¬ 
tions with Bureau officials, members of the •Criminal Division, 
and other officers of, the Department, a plan was developed to 
complement the excellent surveillance and counter-espionage 

m._ work being done by the. Bureau and the prosecutions being handled 
by the Criminal Division by utilizing all possible administra¬ 
tive, preventive and nonr-prosecutive powers of the various gov- _■ 
emmental agencies to handle this special type-of case being >' 
developed by the Bureau, This plan for handling^such special 
cases was presented to the Attorney General on September 23, 
1940, and received his approval, ^e procedure which it pr.o- • 
vide a for and which is now being followed is briefly outlined 
below, ' 

« ♦ 

"These special cases are submitted by -Che Bureau to 
this Unit through the transmittal of dossiers reflecting the 
information in the Bureau1 s *files. . . ,the Bureau advised 
us to prepare for a minimum of 18,000 such cases ,,, 

"Since the Federal Bureau of Investigation is selecting 
’ these special cases from the many thousands of internal secur-- 
ity cases being brought to their attention, • •» it would appear 
that each one of these, special cases should receive careful and 
individual handling. On the other hand, the .veiy number and 

- ^ importance of these cases has made it imperative for us to work 
out a procedure whereby first things would be handled first, 
i.e., attention given to the most dangerous cases and to the 

. ' most critical situations without necessitating an immense legal 
and administrative staff to do the work. Another consideration 

awhich has had to be kept constantly in mind is the fact that we 
•must keep as current as possible in.the work since no one knows 
just when the most serious kind ■ of national emergency might 
suddenly .develop, , . . , 

"Upon'the receipt of a dossier the information con¬ 
tained thereon is analyzed by one of the younger lawyers as- 

. signed to this work and placed upon what is called a classifi- 
. cation form**under the following headings: (a) name, (b) citi¬ 

zenship status, (c) address, (d) political sympathies, i, e., 
Nazi, Fascist, Communist, etc., (e) employment, (f) organiza¬ 
tions, (g) activities, (h) special facts. In addition a tenta¬ 
tive classification in tefms. of danger oneness and evidence' 
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evaluation and any possible action which might be taken to 
neutralize ’the dangerousness are noted on the form under the 
headings ’danger classification* and ’suggested action*, re¬ 
spectively. The designation ’A’ is used to indicate the most 
dangerous cases; *B* the less dangerous; and *C!-* the least 
dangerous. The numeral ’1* is used to indicate that the evi¬ 
dence is sufficient to sustain the danger classification and 
*2* is used to indicate that the evidence is not sufficient. 
Bie forms are then reviewed by two or more older and more ex- ' 
perienced lawyers and are codified and cross-filed. The form- 
contains, of course, spaces for the initials of the classifier 
and reviewer and the dates of their work and for the file code 
numbers. The dossier itself becomes the basic document for an 
individual file folder which is then filed alphabetically in 
the special case -file. 

*Upon the receipt of a dossier and before the analysis 
and classification referred to above is done, a representative 
of the Immigration and Naturalization Service reviews, under 

7 the supervision of this Unit, and takes off'the dossier the 
necessary information to identify any files which that Service 

, may have in their 14 different file sections with reference to 
this individual. The purpose of this review and search is to 
have a definitive statement from that Service as to the alien- 

o age or naturalization of all persons covered by the dossiers 
and to receive a report from that Service as to the possibility 
Of taking any action under the alien laws, administrative or 
prosecutive, with reference to any individuals so identified. ~ 

BBie main purpose of this preliminary analysis and tenta— 
. tive classification is to bring to our attention at the earliest 

possible moment the most important facts with reference to the 
• most dangerous .cases so that such cases can be given orioril>y in 

treatment, .toother reason for this analysis and classification’ 
is to make available at once the significant facts of the case 
for general study and planning purposes. In this connection 
your attention is called to the great amount of work which has 
&een involved in working out policies and procedures for a - 
."possible alien enemy program, as well as programs in connection ■ 

..-■With subversive elements in national defense and other vital 
’. .Industries, and other matters relative to civil defense in 
. which this analysis has been helpful. 
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“After the case has been so analyzed and' classified, the 
Bureau is advised of the classification thereof and, at pres¬ 
ent, if the case is classified as Ar-1 or A-2, a request is made 
for all the underlying- material thereon in the Bureau files. 
After alt the A cases have been taken care of a similar request 
niU be made for all B cases .... j 

... “Since the tentative classification previously made rep¬ 
resented only an opinion base coupon the limited facts in t the 
dossier, it has been found that in many cases the facts con¬ 
tained in the underlying material necessitate changes in the 
classification of the case either as to the dangerousness of 
the suspect or the sufficiency of the evidence, or both* If 
the attorney reviewing the underlying material is of the opin¬ 
ion that the dangerousness classification of the case should 
be changed from A to.B or C, he prepares a memorandum in sup¬ 
port of that change, -which is then submitted for the approval 
of the thief of his subsection and the chief of the Civil De¬ 
fense Section. Thereafter the case is returned to the files 
until such time as the general B or C class, as the case may 
be, is given consideration. Upon completing this review and 
upon finding that no additional investigation is needed, that 
is that the case should be properly classified as an A-l case, 
a summary memorandum is prepared setting out the basic inform¬ 
ation available concerning the suspect, "which shows his danger¬ 
ousness, the source of the evidence -with reference thereto, aid 
such additional information as may be pertinent to substantiate 
the final determination made in the case. This memorandum is 
then submitted to the chief of his subsection and the chief of 
the Civil Defense Section before it is placed in the files of 

;the Unit for use at the appropriate time. 
\ 

* “Where it is determined that further investigation is 
needed or other information required, the necessary memoranda 
to the Federal Bureau of Investigation or the Immigration and 
Naturalization Service are prepared.” ' N 

• * • • 

As indicated in the foregoing memorandum* the special case pro¬ 
cedure contemplated two separate processings for each case* The first 
processing, which resulted in the assignment'of a tentative danger 
classification, was a preliminary sifting or screening of dossiers, 
whereby the most serious prima facie cases were selected for prefer¬ 
ential. treatment as to further and more detailed consideration. The 
second processing was a careful analysis of the case based upon a 
full report after investigation, and was intended to serve as a 
guide for the Department in dealing with the subject in the event, of 
an acute national emergency. 
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. With regard to a large number of potential alien enemy cases, 
the first and second processing -were both completed and classifica¬ 
tions of dangerousness were assigned and -were given to Mr* Hoover. 
While it is true that apprehensions of many individuals Trere made 

♦ without regal'd to the system of classification, it seems clear that 
• the Unit’s careful formulation of procedures and of criteria for 

' dealing with alien enemies exercised a restraining influence on any 
tendency toward indiscriminate apprehensions* 

4 

With respect to non-enemy aliens and citizens, only the first 
.processing operation was performed*. On December 26, 1941# the 
Attorney General issued instruction which in effect directed that 
the Unit should not perform the second processing in such cases but 
instead should transmit them to the Criminal Division for the examina^- 
tion of the underlying material, direction of further investigation, 
and consideration of appropriate action. In all such cases, therefore 
the classification assigned py this Unit was a result merely of the 
first processing. It was the practice of the Criminal Division, with 
respect to special cases submivuea -do it, to- send a general form 

..." .. ^memorandum to the' Federal Bureau'of Investigation requesting an 
{investigation. It soon became apparent, however, tna-t under urns 
/practice, the cases were not being developed adequately; no action was 
/ taken and the number of pending cases mounted steadily. Accordingly, 

• • on April- 23, 1942, I sent to Mr* CjUS* a memorandum to the Attorney 
/ General detailing the program and suggesting that either the Criminal 

VP- Division or this Unit be instructed to secure 'the underlying material 
'■•v'-i'" in these cases and, after a careful review of such material, prepare 
V- requests specifying the nature and type of investigation to be made. 

On July 10, 1942, I sent a memorandum to the Solicitor General, with 
,a copy to Mr. reading as follows: 

*0a April 17, 1942, I sent to Mr. a memorandum , 
for the Attorney General, suggesting that the underlying 

/.material in the cases of native-born citizens should be 
. secured from the FBI, and carefully reviewed by attorneys, . 

who would then prepare requests to the FBI, specifying the 
appropriate investigation in each case. It wasTsuggested 
that t)iis procedure should replace the present procedure 
whereby the Criminal Division sends to the FBI a form 
request (see copy attached) for a general- investigation* 

I I believe that the latter is not an adequate direction to 
• ’ the FBI, and that itjias not been effective, for it has 

• / not produced action in many cases* 
« 

®CSi May 22, 1942, you sent to Mr* a memorandum 
approving my suggestion, and asking him "whether he wished 
these cases to be developed by his staff or- by the Special 
War Policies Unit* 
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•Attached hereto is a resume of a number of typical 
cases, with a brief summary of the facts, and an indication 

. of certain lines along which a specific, rather than a general, 
» investigation should be directed. The files indicate that 
• • . although the Criminal Division sent'to the FBI requests for 

'! general investigation, as far back as December 1941, no reply 
;« thereto has been made by the FBI in these, and no further 
;! action has been /taken. I believe that the situation in these* 

1 ’ cases illustrates the point suggested above,** and shows that 
the‘cases call for more positive action. 

,* ^ . 
v BThe files in numerous other cases, which this Unit- 
ref erred to the Criminal Division some months ago, do not 
indicate that any action has been taken*, or that even the 
request for general investigation has been given to the FBI. 

/ 4 
**I feel that the present procedure does not adequately 

meet the war situation by a positive program, and should be 
revised accordingly. Prior to December 7, 1941, when this 
Unit was preparing for the possibility of issuance of an 
alien enemy proclamation, this Unit followed the procedure 
suggested herein, in connection with potential enemy aliens* 
It was then found'that requests for investigation along 

../ ^ _ definite ana specified lines produced reasonably prompt and 
! t affective action on the part of the F3I* " ' 
i 

* 

BX attach an extra copy of this memorandum, which I 
thought you might wish to send to iir.<I suggest that 

, A conference be had, to work out this program.rt 

Conferences were had with Mr* C22lfc and in August 1942, it was I Agreed that the Criminal Division would give the necessary attention tb 
the -Special Cases submitted tor it, and not' this Unit. This understand- ■' * 
ing was confirmed in JJr. memorandum to me, dated August 7, 1942, 
And ay memorandum to hr. dated August 8, 1942* 

In the* autumn of 1942 this Unit undertook to re-examine its soecial 
CA80 work to determine whether the circumscribed function served a 
sufficiently useful purpose to warrant the continued expenditure of the 
manpower of the two lawyers employed on it full time since June. In 
December 1942, -we discontinued the practice of making danger classifi- 
GAtions and giving notice thereof, and thereafter concluded that these 
cases should be examined by U3 primarily for information in connection 
vith other work of the Unit. After reviewing the cases on this basis 
for some time, it was decided that only the rsnorts of cases in the Ccm— 
ounist field provided sufficient information to justify the time expended 

the review, and accordingly the F3I was recently requested to dis¬ 
continue sending its reports except in those cases where the subject is 
Alleged to be connected directly or indirectly with the Communist Party 
or one or more of its Front organizations* 
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*• •' ’Slmith1 a" memorandu^kto 

.Attorney Genera] 

AOOAX3S RCrt.r \o 

**TKC ATTORNEY GENERAi.** 

AND REFER TO 

EMftlALX ANO NUMBER DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE . 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 

| - ALL FBI IK^gifasCgT COI-TSAgTI 

June 28, 1943 3a^2^-] 

ME3SDRANDUH FOR THE ATTORNEY GENERAL 

Rej Special Cases 

This memorandum is the result of a careful review of the whole 
•Special Case procedure" and recommends various clarifications and 
revisions in the matter. ^ ■ " 

v 

Since late 1940 this Unit has had the responsibility for re¬ 
viewing what are called "^Special Cases", that i3, case records for*- 
warded by the Federal Bureau of Investigation regarding individuals, 
whether aliens or citizens, who might, be dangerous to the safety v 
of the country in the event of a national emergency* The Special 
Case program was developed out of extensive conferences with repre¬ 
sentatives of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Criminal 
Division, and other officers of the Department, and was presented 
to Attorney General Jackson on September 23, 1940, and approved by 
him* I am attaching a memorandum which sets out in some detail the 
history of the program; 

» 
.. / 

As the memorandum showsj the Special Case procedure contemplated 
two separate processings for each case* The first processing, which 

. ' resulted in the assignment cf a "tentative danger classification", 
was no more than a preliminary sifting or screening of the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation dossiers, for the purpose of selecting the 
most serious prima facie cases for preferential consideration and for 

” priority of investigation* The second processing was a careful 
analysis of the case based upon a full report after investigation, 
and was intended to serve as a'guide for the Department in dealing 
with the subject in the event of an acute national emergency* 

HW 

With regard to a large number of potential enemy alien cases, the 
first and second processings were both completed, and classifications 

^ of dangerousness were assigned and given to Hr* Hoover* Y/hile it is 
•: true that, over the protest of this Unit, many individuals were appre- 
1 > headed without regard to the system of classification, I am convinced 
. I that the careful formulation of procedures and of criteria for deal- 
j j ing with alien enemies exercised a restraining influence on ary . s.. 
I * tendency towards indiscriminate apprehensions* Furthermore, the pro¬ 

gram made possible the prompt and efficient establishment of the 
alien enemy control program immediately after the outbreak of war* 

For example, work on the Special Cases provided the factual basis 
for the Presidential Proclamations, for the organization and 
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geographical location of the hearing boards,-and for the provision 
Of the necessary custodial facilities* Special Case -work made other 

. continuing and substantial contributions to the solution of many war- 
*.time security problems of the Department; and has been a major 

factor in the development of a number of departmental programs and 
policies which" are more fully described in the attached memorandum* 

Since the outbreak of the war, however, the functions of this 
Unit in delation to Special Cases h^ve been sharply circumscribed* 
On December 26, 1941? you issued instructions which in effect directed 
that the tJnit should not perform the second processing, but, after 
assigning tentative danger classifications on the basis of unverified 
Federal Bureau of Investigation dossiers, should transmit the cases 
to the'Criminal Division for examination of the underlying materia]., 
direction of further investigation, and consideration of appropriate 
action* In several memoranda to, or conferences with, Mr* € Mr* 

and Mr.^Twiat during the spring and summer of 1942 I pointed 
out that the procedure as it was being handled had failed to provide 
ft positive program to meet the war situation, and that although the 
number of pending cases was mounting steadily the cases themselves 
wore not being developed adequately* Finally, in the autumn of 1942, 
X undertook to re-examine the Unit * s Special Case work to determine. 

/■Whether our circumscribed functions served a Sufficiently useful pur¬ 
pose to warrant their continuance* I concluded that mere tentative 
Classifications, based upon unverified dossiers or preliminary re- 

' ports and not supplemented promptly by the thorough second processing 
originally-contemplated, served no useful function, and in addition 
were subject to the danger of misconstruction, in that they might 
fcppear to indicate a judgment of actual dangerousness, rather than 
merely a selection of cases for nriority of investigation* Accord- 
iagly, in December, 1942, we discontinued the practice of making 
danger classifications and communicating those classifications to the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation in all cases received after Decem¬ 
ber 18, 194^? and thereafter decided to confine our review of the 
Cases to an examination primarily for information in connection with 
Other work of the Unit* After reviewing the cases on this basis for 

‘ tome time, it was decided that only the reports of cases in the Com¬ 
munist field provided'sufficient information to justify the time ex¬ 
pended in the review, and accordingly the Federal Bureau of Investiga- Ition was recently requested to discontinue sending its reports except 
in those cases where the subject is alleged to be connected directly 
£>r indirectly with the Communist Party or one or more of its Front 

• organizations* 

Some time after we had discontinued the maiHrig of danger classi¬ 
fications, Mr. made some inquiries about the nature of the 
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Special Case work., and reached certain conclusions which he expressed 
in & memorandum to Mr* j His memorandum* which strongly criti¬ 
cizes the Unit*s handling of the Special Cases, evinces a basic 

.misconception as to the nature of Special Case work and as to the 
true significance of the tentative danger classifications. He also 

*- expresses certain conclusions with respect to the usefulness of the 
^ program as a whole which I think are erroneous, and his memorandum 
i shows misapprehension both of the facts and of the nature of the 
\ wartime security problem which confronted the Department prior to 
i the outbreak of the war. I think it unfortunate*- that 
submitted his memorandum without first consulting me with respect 

. to the facts, although I am the oiSLy senior person now in the Unit 
who is familiar with the whole picture. 

"With, one comment of Mr. however, I do agree — that is, 
that 'those not fully informed as to the nature of the program might 
attach a greater significance to our tentative danger classifications 
than was intended. In order to minimise the possibility of misunder¬ 
standing, I submit for your approval and signature the attached 
memorandum to Mr. Q^ and Mr. Hoover, outlining a procedure for clari- 

•. fjdng the records ox1 the Department, attached also is the memorandum 
which I propose to send to Mr. Hoover. 

/ . Respectfully submitted, 

... <£*2/ 
Lawrence M. C. Smith 

-*v Chief, Special Tar Policies Unit 
War Division 

* 

* 
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July 16, 1943 

~rn*1c/' *frcrT CDSSTfi 
-•crh’TC.n 

•, HEJORANDIBI FOR 
HUGH B. COX, ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL 

AND - 
J. EDGAR HOOVER, DIRECTOR 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

I refer to }$r. memorandum to me; dated June 28, \ 
1943, which reviews the history, development, and meaning of the Special | 
Case work and of the danger classifications that were made as a part of ? 
that work. * * ; j 

* * - > . i 
After full re-consideration of these individual danger classifies- : 

tions, I am satisfied that they serve no useful purpose. The detention I 
of alien enemies is being dealt w£th under the procedures established } 
by the Alien Sneny Control Unit. The Special Case procedure has been 
found to be valueless and is not Used in that connection. There is no { 
(statutory authorization or other present justification for keeping a 
”custodial detention” list of citizens. The Department fulfills its ‘ 
proper functions by investigating the activities of persons who may have • 
violated the law. It is not aided in this work by classifying persons !• 
as to "dangerousness. . . . 1 

*s i 
Apart from these general considerations, it is. now clear to me that ? 

this classification system is inherently unreliable. The evidence used ; 
for the purpose of making the classifications was inadequate; the stand- : 
ards applied to the evidence for the purpose of making the classifica¬ 
tions were defective; and finally, the notion that it is possible to 
make a valid determination as to how dangerous =l person is in the ab- * 
atract and without reference to time, environment, and other relevant 
circumstances, is impractical, unwise, and dangerous. 

For the foregoing reasons I am satisfied That the adoption of this 
classification system was a mistake that should be rectified for the 
future. Accordingly, I direct that the classifications heretofore made 
should not be regarded as classifications of dangerousness or as a 
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determination of fact in any sense. In the future, they should 
not he used for any purpose' whatsoever. Questions raised as to 
the status or activities of a particular uerson should he dis¬ 
posed of hy consideration of all available information,, hut 
without reference to any classification heretofore made. 

A copy of this memorandum should he placed in the file 
of. each person who' has hitherto been given a classification. In 
addition, each card upon which q. glassification appears 'should he 
.stamped with the following language: 

( "THIS CLASSIFICATION IS U1IRELIA3LE. IT IS ' 
\ HEREBY CANCELLED, AND SHOULD HOT 3E USED 

. AS A DETERMINATION OE DANGZROUSNSSS OR OF 
ANY OTHER FACT. ; (SEE KK20EAHOTM OF JULY 16, 

' ' ' 1943 FROM THE ATTORNEY GENERAL TO HUG3 3. 
COX 'AND J.. EDGAR HOOVER). " * 

| t r • • * 

Attorney General 
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PERSONAL - CONFIDENTIAL, 

/A 

JR CM 

SUBJECT: 

A • A . 
Clark, Attorney General BATE: Uuly 11, 1945 

f eron“'L* Caudle, Assistant Attorney General 
Criminal Division 

'Detention oi' Communists in the event oT sudden difficulty,, 
witHAus sia. . .... 

MSJSSl'B 

■ You have asked for my viev;s concerning what legislation 
would be required, ancf what steps should be taken, in order properl; 
to protect the internal security of the United States, in the event 
of sudden hostilities with Russia, by detaining members of the • 
Communist Party. This matter should probably be divided into two 
main topics, first, the needed legislation, and second, suspension 

• of the privilege of the writ of habeas corpus. 
. " ✓ 

"*r\<Vta®CI. Legislation Enabling the 

mfot wD United States to Detain 
Communists 

This question is- probably not too difficult. In tne 
event of a suaaen outoreax 01 nosuiiivies oexween tne unxleu oxaoes 
and Russia existing legislation, I believe, would serve at least 
as a stopgap until Congress enacted more stringent laws, which, it 
would do quickly if necessary. 

# 

Undoubtedly the next war, if there is one, will dwarf 
all previous conflicts and justify resort to any type of measure 
which might be needed for the security of the United States. 
A. statute such as the British Defense of the Realm acts, which v/ere 
passed by Parliament in both Vforld Viars, 1/ might be justified. 
The British statute in force during World War II went so far 
as to authorize the Secretary of State to detain "persons wnose 
detention appears to the Secretary***to be in tne interests 
of the public safety or the defense of the realm" and' the British 
courts have expressed the view that such drastic action, under the 
stress of the emergency ox’ modern war, is not out of accord with 
the traditional liberty of the British subject. 2j A third world w 

♦ 

l7 Defense of the Realm Act, 4 & 5 Geo. 17, c. 29 (1914) j Defence o 
the Realm Consolidation Act, 5 & 6 Geo. Y, c. 8 (1914)-; Emergency 
Pov;ers (Defence) Act, 2 & 3 Geo. YE, c. 62, Sec. 1 (1939). 
y. Liversidgs v. Sir'John Anderson (1942), A.C. 206. The 
World bar I legislation was also uniield bv the courts. Ronni’slat v 
Phillips, 35 TLR 46 (KB 1918); Rex v. Halil day (1917), A.cT'2'SO- 
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involving atomic bombs, robot planes and bombs, long-range 
bombing planes, parachute troops, etc'., is likely to change our 
concepts oi' what the government should and should not do 
respecting individual rights. However, such type oi legislation 
obviously could not be obtained in advance 01) actual hostilities, 
or.as a precautionary measure. 

The Act of Karch 21, 1942, c. 191*58 Stat. 173 
(18 TJ.S .0. Sec. S7a), the statute uncer which the program of 
relocating persons of Japanese ancesurj” was conducted, could and 
should be utilized izmecliately in the event of serious trouble 
v/ith. Russia. This statute makes it a misdemeanor for anyone to 
enter,, remain in, leave or commit any act in any military area or 
military zone prescribed, under the authority of an Executive Order 
of the President, by the Secretary of T.7ar or any military commander 
designated by him,.contrary to the restrictions applicable to any 
such' area or zone or contrary to the order or the Secretary of Y,ar 
or any such military commander. Under it the President issued 
S.O. ITo. 9U6'6 on February 19, 1942 (7 Fed. Reg. 1407), authorizing 
the Secretary of ‘Jar to prescribe military areas. Thj*s was done on 
the 'A-est Coast by the general designated by the Secretary of V.ar, 
and provision was made by a series of orders for the relocation , 
of Japanese and for tneir detention—whether or not United States 
citizens—in relocation centers for periods depending upon the 
determination of xncir loyally/ The detention, of was 
effected by orders declaring relocation centers to be military areas 
or zones under 18 U.3.C. Sec. ’972, and by omhpr orders prohibiting 
persons in those areas from leaving them except pursuant to 
regulations. As you know, much of the actual relocation program 
was carried out by the ',7ar Relocation Authority set up by the 
President under 3.0. 9102 dated sJarch 18, 1942 (7 Fed. Reg. 2165), 
but it is unnecessary here to go into the details of its functions. 

Three cases were decided by the Supreme Court involving 
this statute. The government won two of tnem and lost the third, 
bus these decisions nevertheless indicate that this statute could be 
used to detain all Russians and Communists, whether or not'American 
citizens, during the initial period when speed is of the essence 
and to detain tnose shown to be disloyal to the United States as 
long as necessary. 

The first of these cases, Hirabayashi v. United States, 
323 U.S. 81 (.1943), upheld the validity of curfew regulations 
imposed upon Japanese residing on the v.;est Coast. The defendant’s 
conviction under Sec. 97a of Title 18 was affirmed without dissent, 
three justices writing concurring opinions. The majority held that 
E.C. 9065 and the statute were each an exercise of the power to 
wage war conferred upon Con-ress and the^ President by Articles -1 and II 
of the Constitution; that the actions taken must be appraised in 
the light of 'the 'conditions with which th.9 President and Congress 
were confronted in the early part of 1942; and that the orders were 
defense measures made for the purpose of safeguarding the militarv 
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areas in question, at a tins of threatened air raids and invasion 
by the Japanese forces, fron tne danger oi* sabotage ana espionage* 
As to the attack on the cUri'ev; because it applied to citizens 
oi‘ the United States v;no ^.ere of Japanese ancestry and not to other 
American citizens, the Court pointed out tne reasons v/hy a 
distinction could be made, in ti:ne of v.’ar vdth Japan, between 
citizens ox' Japanese ancestry .and other citizens0 It v;ent on to 
say that the cirConstances justified the military in believing 
that restrictive measures respecting American citizens of 
Japanese ancestry v/ere urgent, and that the “fact alone that attack on 
our shores v.as threatened by Japan rather than another enemy power 

- set those citizens apart from others who had ho particular 
associations with Japan. Zj (p. 101). 

The second case, Sorematsu v. United States, 323 U.$# 214 
(1J&4), involving the power to exclude United States citizens 
of Japanese ancestry from areas designated under the statute and 
Executive Order, was decided in favor of the government with one 
justice writing a concurring opinion and three justices dissenting. 
The defendant v;as convicted of remaining in such an area contrary 
to the exclusion order of the ’commanding military authority. The 
majority opinion begins with a statement that all legal restrictions 
which curtail tne civil jri&iils* uf a. OJLUCjil.^ A WMp u7 G 

immediately suspect, but that ^tnat does not mean that tney are all 
unconstitutional sinpe pressing public necessity may sometimes 
justify tneir existence, Exclusion. from a threatened area in ’.mr time 
was held to have a cefinite and close relationship to the prevention 
of espionage and sabotage, like the curfew regulation involved in 
the Hirabavashi ce.se. The Court was not. unmindful of the hardships 
imposed by the exclusion order upon a large group of American citizens 
but felt that hardships are a part of war which leaves its imoact 

< upon all citizens alike; while compulsory exclusion of grouns of 
citizens from their homes is inconsistent ’with our basic governmental 
institutions except under circumstances of direst emergency and ~eril, 
nevertheless when under conditions of mocern warfare our shores are 
threatened by hostile forces the power to protect must be 
commensurate with- the threatened danger. 

The third case is Ex parte Enao, 323 T7.-S. 283 (1944), which 
• 1 was unanimously decided against the government, two justices 

separately concurring. Inis was a habeas corpus case where the 
petitioner, an American, citizen of Japanese ancestry, challenged 
her detention in a relocation center. The government conceded that 
petitioner was a law-abiding and loyal citizen of the United States; 
she was not being held pending a determination of her loyalty. 
The Court said that Hiss linco must be given her iioerty since the 
”’ar Relocation Authority had no authority to detain citizens who 
were concedingly loyal. However', tne Court went no further than that; 
it specifically said tnat (p. 301) "we do not mean to imply that 

* 

37 The" Court made clear (p. 102) tnat it was deciding only that the 
curfew order as' applied in this case, and at. tne ti.me^of its acrlicatio: 
was within tne boundaries of the war power. 
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detention in connection with no phase of the evacuation program 
would be lawful"? tnat it would assume that "some such power 
might indeed.be necessary to the successful operation of th9 
evacuation program"? and that for the purposes of this case 

. "initial detention in Relocation Centers was authorized." Hence 
'this case very clearly recognizes tnat under Sec. 97a Japanese 
citizens could be detained if they were disloyal or while the 
government was determining; than question. 

In the event of war with Russia Sec. 97a should be 
immediately utilized to set up a relocation procedure under which 
Communists would be detained until such time as it might be 
ascertained that the-particular individual is not dangerous to 
•the government. S.O. lio. 9066, supra, authorizing the „ 

. Secretary of V.'ar to prescribe military areas, would require little 
change, 4/ although new proclamations of the military would have 
to be made. 2hey could follow the old ones, referring- (l) to all 
citizens and nationals of the Union of Soviet' Socialist Republics, 
and (2) to all pe rsons who are now or have at any ti&e in the 
past been members of the Communist Party, or of any party, 
organization, faction or group which advocates tne overthrow of 
the government of the United States or adherence to the policies and 
programs of its enemies. 

The necessity for (1) is self-evident. Regarding (2), 
it obviously cannot te limited to members of'the Communist Party 
since if a number of 10107.11 Commu-ists were detained it would 
undoubtedly turn out that most of them were not actually members of 
the Party at the time of the detention. 

As said above. Sec. 97a could be-utilized in.an 
emergency as it now stands. V.hether we should ask an amendment 
at "the present time, when peace is supposedly almost nere, is a 
question of policy. In any event, the 79th Congress is about to 
adjourn and', unless a special ses.sion is called, nothing could 
be done looking toward new legislation until 1946. Tne important 
thing at present is that, if sudden trouble develops during 
the adjournment. Sec. 97a can be tuilized until a special session 
of Congress can be convened. 

I should point out that Sec. 97a is not war time legislation 
in effect only r.or the "duration and six months." By its language 

4? E.O. 9102, providing for the VVar Relocation Authority, is 
obsolete and a new relocation program would have to be commenced. 
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it is 'a'permanent statute. However, its penal provisions "become 
operative only upon tne designation of a military area or zone 
and tne issuance of restrictions, etc., by the military. 
Current designations and restrictions- *.vere based upon the war 
power; they will fall with the official r elimination of the 
present vnr. I recoin.;,ended in my memorandum of June 21, 194d, 
to the Assistant Solicitor General, regarding’ t|ie recommendations 
of .the Interdepartmental Intelligence Committee for legislation 
dealing with the national security, that legislation might be 
desirable in order to supplement Sec. 97a with a lav.' better 
designed for peace time use. However, that i.s beside the 
point here, for the use in question is not a peace time use. 
If the statute is ever invoked against Conmun'ists it would be 
either before the present war is officially over or during a new 
war (or at least a period of national emergency proclaimed by 
"the President) which woula give life to the regulations necessary 
to complement the section. I suggest, for possible future use, 
certain amendments. to Sec. 97a, and am-a.ttsching a draft of the 
revised section. Tne Supreme Court dealt at some length in the 

• Sndo case, supra, on tne fact that the legislative history of the 
statute is silent upon whether Congress intended to authorize 
detention, while the Court made it plain enough that the statute 
will support detention under proper circumstances, no harm v/ould 
result from using clearer language. The sec cm on jaiyhi also, 
specify military or relocation areas, zones and centers instead of 
merely military area^ and zones. Further, it. could be specifically 
made an offense to fail to report toany relocation area, etc., 
after having been ordered to do so by the appropriate authority. 
In the Undo case whs Court left open the question whether that 
would violate the statute in its present fora,. I also suggest 
making violation of the statute a felony instead of a misdemeanor. 

II. Suspension of Privilege of the 
Writ of Habeas Corpus _ 

A consideration of this problem would hardly be complete 
without some mention of the possible suspension, of habeas corpus, 
Yhile that has been 'done very rarely in our history, and undoubtedly 
should not except in case of direst emergency,, it may well be that 
in another war conditions vrould be so different, from anything in 
the past that the-most stringent steps should immediately be taken. 
•Such a suspension wtuld empower the government to.detain anyone 

‘■.iiom it desired, and would make any new legislation unnecessary. 

The Constitution, Article I,. Sea. 9, clause 2, states that 
"-The privxle-re of the writ of habeas corpus shall not be suspended, 
3'icept when in cases of rebellion or invasion the public safety may 
require it.” The Constitution does not -say that the privilege 5/ * 

■y It is only the privilege of tne writ tnat is suspended, not the 
v/rit itself. Ex parte :,:.illi'-an, 4 V.’all. 2ij Ex parte* Zimnvs r‘ran f 
.;.32 F.(2d) 442 (C«C..i. 9), cert. den. 31S U.S. 744; Smith, Partial L 

•ad the ;.rit of Habeas Corpus", 30 Georgetown L.Jour. 697 (1942). 
couTw *.ii n’t peraaps entertain tne petition and. mi.~nt even ^rant 
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.may T^e suspended in time of war, it says “rebellion” or “invasion. ” 
It would thus have been impossible to suspend habeas corpus in 
the continental United States during Y.orld 'Aar II. That would not 
be true m a future war, however. The United States' would be 
subject to attack by atomic and robot bombs, etc.; and while there 
is dictum in Ex r&rte Milligan, 4 -Viall. 2, that the, invasion must be 
actual, under modern conditions bombing attacks or \;he like would 
certainly be considered a case of invasion within the meaning of 
the Constitutional pr ovisioh. 6/ Suspension o£ habeas corpus 
could not be used as a precuationary measure before a break witn 
Russia, but if w'e should br,sak with that nation we should not hesitate 
to stretch the word “invasion" to include imminent danger of 
atomic warfare. 

j.„. The privilege of the writ of habeas corpus has been 
extensively suspended only.twice in our history, except that 
General .Andrew Jackson refused to honor the writ immediately, after 
the Battle of Rev/ Orleans in the Jar of 1812. TJ The important 
occasions 'when, the privilege was suspended were during the 
Civil War in the United States and during World bar II in Hawaii. 

During the Civil v»'ar President Abraham Lincoln suspended 
the writ as early as April 1861, when he ordered the commanding 
general of the Union Army to do so if necessary for the public 
safety. Thereafter Lincoln issued ft least tv/o suspension 

5/ (cont’d.)the writ,.as actually happened during the Civil V;ar 
(see 5x parte ferryman, 17 Fed. Cas. Eo. y,487 (C.C.lId.)). 
However, for all practical purposes suspension of the privilege 

' * would withdraw from the courts the duty and power of inquiring 
into the legality of a petitioners detention by habeas corpus. 
Cf. In re Yamaskita, 66 S.Ct. 340. 

1/ See Ex parte Zimmerman, 152 F. (2d) 442 (C.C.A. 9), cert. den. 
319 U.S. 744; and Ex parte Duncan, 146 F. (2d) 576 (C.C.A. 9), 
reversed Bancan v. Kananamoku, 66 S.Ct. 606. In both these cases 
the Circuit Court of Appeals for the ITinth Circuit observed that 

• the bombing of Pear narbor constituted an invasion of Hawaii 
within the memiing of the provision of the Hawaiian Organic Act 
(48 TJ.S.C. 532) which deals with, suspension of habeas cornus. The 
Organic Act, however, goes beyond the Constitution in permitting 
suspension in imminent danger of rebellion or invasion. See also 
Charles Fairnan, "The Law of Martial Rule and the Rational Emergency", 
55 Harvard L.Rev. 1253 (1942). 

1/ General Jackson not only paid no attention to a writ issued by 
the federal court but imprisoned the judge who issued it.' Subsequently 
the judge fined Jackson v 1,0 00 for.contempt of court. Jackson paid the 
fine and was reimbursed by act of Congress years later, after a*long 
political fight. See s.g., Smith, “Martial Lav; and the V/rit of 
Habeas Corpus”, cited in footnote 5. 



proclamations * on May 10, 1861 (12 Stat. 1260), and September 24, 
1862**(13 Stat. 730), Many arrests were made by the military!, 
without warrants, upon suspicion of treasonable activities and 
designs against the Union. Finally in March 1363, Congress by 
statute authorized-suspension of habeas corpus, 8/ and .pursuant 
to it L^coln issued his last proclamation, specifically relying 
upon tne statute, on September 15, 1663 (13 Stat. 7^4). But by 
that time he had suspended habeas corpus for two years on his ovia. 

accord and without authority from anyone; for two years he had 
made arrests v,inn out warrants and held men in prison as long as he 

•pleased; both’of these being in flat disregard of Chief Justicy 
Taney’s decision in 1661 in the Merryman case (17'Fed. Cas. No. y,487, 
C.C. Kd.). A good history of Lincoln’s treatment, of the question 
will be found in Sydney 6. Fisher’s "The Suspension of Habeas Corpus 
during the V/ar of the Rebellion", 3 Pol-. Sc. Q. 454 (1888). 

During *«orld ’Tar II the privilege was suspended in 
Hawaii'3?rom December 7, 1941, to October 24,. 1944, under tne 

section of the Hawaiian Organic Act (48 U.S.C. 532) which empowers 
the Governor to 'do so "in case of rebellion or invasion, or 
imminent danger tnereof, when the public safety- demands it." 9/ 
The principal agitation during the Civil V.'ar centered on whether 
the President himself could suspend the privilege or whether only 
Congress could do so. There is dictum in Ex parte Boilman, 4 -Branch. 75 

sine o Lory sy.id in ills Co::u-ieuLuriws On Liiti Cons Li'cubion 
(Voi. 3, Sec. 1336) that only Congress may suspend the privilege. • 
However, Lincoln did not hesitate to take this step himself, 
doubtless feeling that the necessity of the occasion justified his 
action regardless of the views of legal authorities. His 
Attorney General, Edward Bates, gave Lincoln an opinion in 1661 
that the President might suspend the privilege 10/ and in several 

. ■ Civil War cases the courts generally held that the privilege must 
be suspended by Congress 11/ although one court held to the 
contrary. 12/ 

« 

* ._ 
8/ Act of Marcn 3, 1863, c. 81, 12 Stat. 755. ' ' 

9/ The Circuit Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit held this 
suspension proper in the Zimmerman and Duncan cases, surra. When the 
Supreme Court reversed the Duncan case (66 S.Ct. 606), however, it was 
not required to consider this question as by that time the 'pr ivilege of 
the writ had been restored; See footnote 5 of the Duncan opinion. 

10/ 10 Op. A.Gr. 74 (1861). 

11/ S* parte Herryman, surra; Ex parte Benedict, 3 Fed. Cas 
Ko. 1,292 (ii.D. K.Y. 1662); acCall v. McDowell, 15 Fed. Cas. No. 8,673 
(C.C. Cal. 1667). -~ 

12/ Ex ‘-arte Field, 9 Fed. Cas. No. 4,761 (C.C. Vt., 1S62); 
see also Horace Binnev, "The Privilege of the Hr it of Habeas Corpus 
under the Constitution" (1862). 
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• * 1 The Weight of authority holds that the President j 
cannot suspend the privilege of-habeas corpus,-cut this is not 
unduly important. Should the emergency be grave enough tnei?e! 
is enough authority to warrant- a Presidential suspension, J 
particularly if Congress was pot in session. However, a 

statute should be sought as sdon as the special session which 
would' be called could convene; or if Congress was iU session v/hon 
the President acted it should be asked to ratify this action. 

Conclusion i 

Tr^TTm I have not attempted to oover in this memorandum the 
possibility of martial law being declared. In the event of 
hostilities with Russia martial law might be declared in some 
areas, if we were subjected to bombing and similar attacks. 
There would then be no problem of detaining Communists or anyone 
else, since, of course, the civil courts v/ould be closed and 
civil law would be superseded by military law. 

In conclusion, my view on this general subject flatter 
is that, if relations witn Russia become sufficiently tad between 
now and the convening of the next session of Congress, the 
President may immediately invoke 18 TJ.S.C. Sec. 97a and, 
through appropriate oi-uers or tne * “cl Jk ViiwII w J CtilZ hi ^ JL.Ii.wO 
effect a relocation~v/hich ?;ould really he a detention—program 
for all Co^uziists, v-'hether or not American citizens* 

t 

* 
Further, although suspending the privilege of the v/rit 

of habeas corpus is a grave matter, conditions t.111 now be different 
than ever before. The atomic bomb alone makes a world of difference, 

-- If we break with Russia we should forget rast concepts' of 
habeas corpus and traditional ideas regarding it and suspend the 
privilege forthwith. Conditions will undoubtedly justify such 

-••action. The suspension should be made by act of Congress, but 
if-the emergency arises during adjournment the President will be 
justified in suspending the privilege 'by Executive Order. His 
action can be ratified by tne special session which would be 
immediately called. 

N 

It is doultless too late to submit any amendments to 
Sec. 97a to this session of Congress. That is not serious,-however, 
it is safe to say than existing legislation is sufficient to 
protect tne United States during the interim if relations with 
Russia come to the joint where immediate action is essential.. 
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TO : in. j. ; 
<• DIIlECTO: 

UR.OM : PEYTON ] 

:^v-, 
SUBJECT;.-:..;, V4P •-*■***. ;■ ’ 

V -1* • -I . 

date: Sepioiifcer 13, 194-9 

. PJSESONaL AND CONFIDENTIAL * 

,7i . ■ ; A«i 

■ Will you please indicate for the information of t-ho Attorney 

General the standards upon which decisions are based to incorporate 

o 
names in the security index list or to remove then therefrom'* • 

PERSONAL AMD CONFIDENTIAL 
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Office. Memorandum • united stSes government 
'• i n ■ • . 
TO .s ’ .flfe'lDirector, Federal Bureau of Investigation date: July 25, 1950* 

.JFRbM' K: The^fctlforney General 

./ SpfeJECT: "'Security Index List 
!• ... CONFIDENTIAL. 

• • I would appreciate receiving any geographical or other 

analyses which have been prepared with respect to this index/ I 

would also like to be informe’d as to the standards which were. 

. ' " / 
used to qualify an individual for inclusion in this list. / 

' . \ 

v : 
t 

CONFIDENTIAL 
national security information 

• ' Unauthorized Disclosure 
Subject to Crifaiinal Sanctions 
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Office TV..' • im o united 

* i * ' 

TO .* Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation 

/ './ 
from : Peyton Ford, Deputy Attorney General 

. j 
i ■ ' j • 

.SUBJECT.-^Program Tor the Detention oF Dangerous 
^Individuals in the Event of Hostilities 

date: j December 7,,1950 

CONFIDENTIAL 

This is In response to -your memorandum of December 5, 
1950, entitled as above, requesting to be advised as to the ^ • 
results of the review of the Security Index which it was contem¬ 
plated would be undertaken by a staff of Department - attorneys. 

Because of personnel shortages necessitated by budgetary 
j /limitations it has not been possible to make this review. The fluids 
*‘requisite for the administration and enforcement of the internal 

Security Act of 1950 are currently being sought and are expected to 
be appropriated in the very near future. When. such funds become 
available additional personnel will be acquired and this work will 
be immediately undertaken, and you will be kept currently advised 
Of the results of such review. 

, .. ■ Meanwhile, you are advised that in the event of occurrence 
.of an emergency which requires the use of .the detention program, all 
of the persons now or her softer^ included by the Bureau on the Security 
Index should be considered subjects for immediate apprehension, thus 

; resolving any possible doubtful cases in favor of the Government in 
- : the interests of the national security. 

m- 
'■ S3S.1* 

El&U, 

. v 1 i 4 a i jOt * 

- ' ■ 

NATIONAL .SECURITY INFORMATION 
Unauthorized 

* Subject to r' . . .« ’h t;; 
•' T * •' v<r** *•".**. . * ■■*v> • .* A «• '? . *!' <,• , X,, »* .. 

t.., .. - ....... . . *'•***." * * ** *J 

•' ' - t". A' .•„ / . .> -'-f . >:.?■; ;Y.. 

■' ’ ft jfT; !5.f3 rn-T. r?* n n ^» n n 
t* ^ «, * * . ,** ,** .. . ri . j ;] 

-'__ _ ?ru U trim U'v ftw tr L: )7Vi ‘' 
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Office.• Ivlemomndum • united s-S TTES GOVERNMENT 

<•*. • i — 
TO The Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation date: June 1, 1951 

FROi*r :’/Peyton Ford, Deputy Attorney General j 

| 
SUBJECT? Program for apprehension and detention of persons CONFIDENTIAL- 

considered potentially dangerous to the national 
defense and public safety of the United States, ' 

« 

Reference is made to your memorandum of May 11, 1951, 
entitled as above, vherein you requested a definite expression 
of the Department1 s opinion with respect to, the_stsndards, set? -, 
out in your memoranda of September lo, 1949 end July 27, 195G> f 
applied by the Bureau jn determining those individuals whose^Ssgt 
or_present "activities, or_ training, .showed.. them..to_be..a_.pQt,entiaT 
danger to" this country in time of emergency so as to warrant their 
inclusibh"'dh""tnc”Security Index* 

As has been indicated in previous memoranda from the 
"Department and pointed out at conferences between Department 
representatives and those of the Bureau, theJDenartment feels it 
is advi sable that- insofar, as possibl.e>__the.„pxovi.siQ.ns„of the ■ 
detention program, should. parallel-ih.e.„provisions- of..the».Emergency 
Detention,Act j?f.„1950* Accordingly, it has revised the Security 
Index standards so as to conform more closely to _ihoi"e,.pf _the Apt 
and in~so' doing has to good extent "utilized, the, language ^oiL.thp 

^statutel'T Enclosed are “copies oi' tfte^ spanaaras_ as„sp_royised. j Tou 
will note that in “result the”'scope of “the Bureau’s standards is 
not appreciably altered. 

Inasmuch as the Department is now prepared to go forward 
with the review of, the Se_curity_IrSex,' it~V?ill"ap^eciatre' receiving 
your'views' with respect to, the..revised standards^at Vdlix^T®arilest 
convenience. In accordance with your request, you will be advised 
in advance as to the attorneys who *.rill be engaged in this work 
and will also be advised as to the results of such review in each 
individual case as such reviews are completed. With the exception 
of particular cases as to which you request special notification, 
as illustrated by your memorandum of May 24, 1951, you are advised 
that the Department presently contemplates first, reviewing the files 
on Federal Government ,employees, . including_AtomicJSnergy”"personnel, 

jwho-are included on the Security. Index. ~ " ' 

i 
1 

Under date of May 22, 1951, a memorandum was addressed to 
you in original response to your memorandum of May 11, 1951* It 
has been pointed out that the language there employed is susceptible 
to far broader interpretation than was intended. Accordingly, you 
are advised that the Denar tmentj-s memorandum of May 22, 1951. nay 

-1- nnmrirvr-..-. - - J 7 ’ 
b§ disregarded. CONFIDENTIAL 
^closures NATIONAL SECURITY INFORMATION 

• • Unauthorized Disclosure 
wrings_nnnTrf^9q896gi pacfe 64_Subject to Criminal Sanctions 



• • • 1 , \ 
(\ i 

In this general connection, however, you are again 

reminded, as was pointed out in my memorandum of 'December 27, 
1950, that in the event of occurrence of an emergency which 

requires the use .of the detentiqn_program?j all cof jEFie "persons 
now' Or hereafter, included, by. the Bureau’on the ^Securityindex 
should be considered subjects Xqr,immediate..apprehension,. thus 

resolving any possible doubtful cases in favor1 of the Government 

in the interests curfEv* 
.._ . _ ___ , ____- 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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SECBEX 

t 

1 

6*. Action and influential iie&bership subsequent 
to J.nuury 1, 1949 in tvo or r.ore Cosssiunisi coiainated 
or infiltrated cr geninations • xsd conduct therein 
indicative of substantial adherence to the objectives 
of the Communist Party, 
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SECRET 

lUSTRircTions 

Tho 'Department is conducting a survey of a number of eases of 
Individual Communists end Caur.rdLct-cynnatliiscrs concerning asiora 
investigative reports h-ava been jstanjerded by the FBI to determine 
whether such individuals are potentially dangerous to tho internal 
security, in the event of an emergency, and should be considered 
for possible cicrcary action, pursuant to Title II of tho Internal 
Security let of 1950* The survey, its purpose and all natters 
connected with it arc of tho highest confidential diameter end should 
be accoi'dcd tho .same protection required for "tho safeguarding of 
information bearing a ’ secret * security classification. 

Each attoraey engaged in tho survey will bo assigned approx¬ 
imately __eases for review, Assignments will be made in 
multiples of that quota and zri.ll continue progressi vely, as nearly 
as possible on a daily basis, until cadi attorney’s total is 
completed. ' She nemos of eases assigned will bo forx.rrded on regular 
assignment sheets, accompanied by the corresponding files, Vl.cn 
each such group of eases is processed, tho assignment sheets must 
"bo returned with tho files and completed processing forms, hereafter 
described. A Tickler system will be in effect to insure prompt and 
regular completion of such progressive assign^yum. 

Supervision of the survey is assigned to Hr, 
Chief of tho Internal Security Section (Room 2212, Intension 122), 
whoso office will be responsible for tho making ana completion of 
all cssigneonts and tho procurement ‘and return of all files, ill 
inquiries and requests concerning the survey should bo addressed 
Ho that office. 

Each attorney zdll be furnisher?, a set of ’standards’ for 
evaluating tho eases assigned,. Such ’standards’ arc self-"explanatory, 
Should any question concerning their meaning or applicability arise, 
hozravor, such inquirios should be addressed to Ha. —1 view 
of their classified clear act or, such ’standards* should be returned 
upon completion of each attorney’s total quota of cases, 

• Unlike previous file reviezrs, the processing of these cases 
will not require the preparation of ary msmorandun reports but 
the results of tho examination zd.ll bo recorded on processing forms,, 
a copy of which is attached. Each attorney zdll be furnished a 
number of these fores and additional forms, as required, may be 
obtained from 2-fr, ^|§li§Sfek office. In processing idle cases, it say 
be found helpful to utilise processing forms, in lieu of work notes. 
Since certain specific information is required to bo reported in all 



i I 

* 

SECRET 
# 

cases, it is essential that each attorney at the outset became 
completely familiar -with the items to be recorded. ' Such, process¬ 
ing forms arc to be typed in drollcato and returned with the files. 

60 Most of the items on the processing form ero^ sslf-Gccplanatory, 
However, instructions with respect to the reporting upon certain of 
the items and with respect to completion of the forms appear desir¬ 
able, . 

(a) 1TA1 IS should be inserted capitalised in proper order 
with given nano said irdddle initial (or pane) followed 
by the last name. \ 

(b) ElhOTIhET means present employment, toy past 
employment of a significant character should bo - 
included under 1 Activities1, if applicable, 

• othemd.se tinder 1Remarks *. Thus, if a past 
■' employment is of significance, such as scienti¬ 

fic research in restricted fields but is un¬ 
related to the subject*s derogatory activities, 
it should be included under 1 Remarks*, 

(c) OHGAHmTieMS - Tne names of all organisations 
of which the subject is indicated to be a member 
or with which he is affiliated, or in which he 
is active, should be reported, using abbreviations 
tiler ever possible. Attached hereto is a list 
of abbreviations which will most frequently bo 
encountered, Membership should be indicated 
try inserting a capital S,M” in parentheses iisaed- 
iately following the name (or abbreviation) of 
the organisation. Affiliation should be 
indicated by similarly inserting a capital "A" 
in parentheses immediately following the name 
(or abbreviation) of the Organisation. Presum¬ 
ably, membership in or affiliation with an organisa¬ 
tion till imply participation in its activities. 
In any case in which the file reflects member slip 
or affiliation unaccompanied by activity, tliat 
fact should be indicated by inserting the word 
"inactive" in parentheses immediately foliating 
the name (or abbreviation) of the organisation* 

(d) ACTIVITIES does not call for a detailed statement 
. but rather a summarisation. Any special signifi¬ 

cant facts, however, such as direct contacts with 
Soviet consulates, embassies, secret police, . 
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reported espionage agents or couriers, training 
in Soviet sabotage or other schools, and Hie 
lalce, should bo specifically noted. j 

f * 

(o) ACT TVS P.TXA?r~-3 " AfrOCIATTS likewise calls 
for a tannery raeher Him a detailed startcaiont. 
for esausolc, 1:5B2 
CP" or 

sa^E^^alco reported' active 
cloco associate", r 

(f) BTFAfXS i3 included to provido space fo-rj any* 
significant information not properly incliidable 

• order other headings. S ....... 

(g) ITATIOPAIITY is used to record present citisen- 
ship. . ... 

(h) • EXTRACTION means subject’s extraction as 
indicated by including parents’ countrios of 
origin. 

(i) PATE C? PACT ACTT7TTY is especially important 
•» «**■ >* r« k r*l « .'■f' *J ,t .*** ‘O-y A“Ti ...,*v *< 4-W/\ 

f -JU v* j*. * s^w *> *. . wt-. -i. •» i« 

FBI’s information. 

7. Upon completing a review of jthe file, the processor will 
determine whether the Information available satisfies the standards 
for evaluation. In making such determination, all of the available 
Information should be considered and not only that which is legally 

. admissible. For tho purpose of this survey Hie availability of 
confidential informants to testify is immaterial. Activity in 
•front’ organisations cay and should be considered. 

It should be noted that standard five contains two elemonts 
which must bo found before a positive conclusion is warranted. If 
G positive conclusion is.reached, circle on tho form tho numbers of 
those standards which are believed applicable and placo a check 
mark in the positive box in the upper right hand corner of tho form. 
If, however, a negative conclusion is reached, simply place a chock 
Eark in the arnropriato -'negative bos on tho fora. 

. r ■ 

: Any specially significant facts relied upon In determining 
the applicability of certain standards, in addition to being set 
forth on the processing forms, should otherwise also bo indicated 
An tho files themselves to assist in ready reference to tho pertinent 
portions of the reports. 'liras, on tho processing forms immediately • 

SECRET 
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8. 

, 11 
following the statement of oucn ba5.^.^+. ancta, there1should 
bo inserted in pnronthoses n reference to the rolovnm» iow.'t, 
viz. (R. - 9/1375C - p.c). In addition, in the report 
itself tho relevant passage olio'old bo indicated by appropriate 
marginal markings. A red pencil should bo used for tills purpose. 

: l 
Upon couple ting each group of cases assigned, tho typed 

dupllcnio processing forms should bo essoined by tho processor 
for possible errors. . If found correct, tho reviewer should 
initial and date both typed copies of tho fom. and clip tho 
Sana inside the front cover of tho respective files; Tho 
files accompanied by the correspondin'• asr-ignaont sheet 
should then bo returned to I Sr. office. Tne' •standards’ 
end instruction sheet should also ac-'oupary tho final file 
transmission. 

9. It is unnecessary to point out that the successful 
coraplotion of this survey depends entirely upon the cooperation 
am application of those participating in it, iho project is 
of the highest importance, as troll as extremely confidential, 
and it is felt that every attorney in.ll fully appreciate both, 
thus insuring its prompt and adequate conclusion". 

t 

I • 

SECRET 
i 
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Office Memorandum • united STiSeS GOV.EHNMENT 

to * The Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation 

ts.om : The 'Attorney General 

OoVOT^f'PS^-' 

DATE: OCTOBER 8, 1952 

Iriosrgoimanp' 

•subject: program for Apprehension and Detention of Persons 
Considered potentially Dangerous to the National \ / „ 
defense and Public Safety of the United States., _ ^ SECi^ 

Reference is mhde to the several-memoranda and to the con- 
ferences which have been- held between «?resentaUves el theBureau 
and of the Department concerning the adontion oi.jt.-ntod ■ 
Security index purposes for apprehension of individuals m an 

“eaergencyt 

As vou are aware, final approval of the Security Index standards^ 

“l£Ss?Si‘i !-MTr;i + :w9tivP «;tar.da^ds. The enactment of the Internal becuri^y 
for the enforcement of Title H 

Alii/ VX J.7^ -_• 
x» -» r\ rV\ 

tf tto ActXa^further" complicated final detonation of standards. 

. _ vm. wm Title II of the Internal Security Act declares that 
when a state of Internal Security Emereency is proclaimed by the Presi-^ 
St, he shall, acting through the Attorney General, 

T^SST^tig to the ggohension 

StSSi 
!!?10Sn r^aXs the ruidl-c legislative principle for the apprehension ar. 
ft^Mon^otertilliy Sv.»us individuals, the Department must ecn- 
Sde? ms stSdafd fn retel-ing the files of individuals who may he 

subject to apprehension and detention. 

After careful- study of the application of the standards which have 
been ustd by your Bureau in the listing of names on the Security Ir.ae^i_ 
it is my opinion.thatjthese standards.can be utilised oy yourBureau _ 
byTte C'Hminal Division in meeting the responsibilities or each u^der 
the apprehension and detention program. Accordinily^I—— ----- 

sists of—s^-P£Ss 
national security information 

t Unauthorized Disclosure _» 
Subject to Criminal Sanctions 

This document cons 

No, A_of_v^-copies, 
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In .your memorandum to the Assistant to th!e Attorney General 
of September 16, 19b.9, you state that the elements going into 
measuring an individual's potential dangerousness or dangerousness 
in“t^e“everit“’'of"'an^em.ergency consist- of two broad elements: 
(iy ’membership','' affiliation, or activity, indicating sympathy with 
the principal tenets of the Communist Party or similar ideological 
groups and the Nationalist Farty of Puerto Bico; and (2) a showing 
of. one or more of the following: j \' 

l ] 

- a. activity in the organization, promoting its aims and 
purposes; • } 

, b. training-.in the organization, indicating a knowledge of 
its ultimate aims and purposes; {• 

e. a position in a mass organization of scoie kind where his 
affiliation or sympathy as set forth in element one will 
determine the destiny of the mass organization; 

d. employment or connection with an industry or facility 
vital to the national defense health and welfare; 

a. possessing a potential for committing espionage or 
c? n’Kr.-f. n crz> . 

~ 

In your subsequent memorandum of July 27, 195*3, you_add thereto by 
stating that as a result of"hostilities in Xorea and the fact that 
the^ C^mmuri^^pdidiy^arid related .groups have definitely.' and positively 
taken a stand' against the policy, of the United States, you are con¬ 
sidering parsons for inclusion in the Security .Index who are present, 
active, participating members,.of..the_Ccmmunisfc Parby5oT3eiated’^gr.cnps 
or who activeiy_espouse the line of those groups, regardless of,the 
individual' s leadership in the Party, present employment or past 

« activities* . ■*-*•“*—^. 

You hava^raised-the,., further question as to prompt advice to the 
Bureau when a name has been approved by the Department for ir.clusicn 
on the Security Index' list* I am in agreement with your view that” 
prompt notice * should be' furnished to tHe~Bureau and I’suggest that 
represent stives'" of the‘.Bureau and'of the‘Criminal Eivision confer for 
the purpose of devising the most efficient method of notification 

' a consistent with the. reviewing program... I have directed the Criminal 
j Bivi sion-^^give^riority attention to. prominent and nationally IS era 

- 5 in3iyiduilaJwno se_. name s' were removed for the time being from the Secure 
a Index list as set forth in your memorandum of February 29, 1952. 

T0jP SECRET * 
SECUaI^Y lATOJillATIChN; 



FORM- no. 64 , ■• - ' i •• ;,•«,<} •" secret 
INFORMATION <' ' it 

•D/Usmut sZJ. Mi • UNITE! ■:•> * : \ \ 

TO * The Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation 
* • 

from : The Attorney General 

DATE: 
November 25, 1952 

r 

SUBJECT: PROGRAM- FOR APPREHENSION'“AND detention of 
PERSONS CONSIDERED POTENTIALLY DANGEROUS 
TO THE NATIONAL DEFENSE AND PUBLIC SAFETY 

. OF THE UNITED STATES. IP SECRET - 

» 
. Reference, is made to my memorandum of October 8, 1952, 

approving the ..standards, .used by your Bureau -f or?the listing, of 
names of individuals in the Security Index, and to your su'ose- 
quent memorandum of October 15.. ... 

i + - 

Pursuant to the questions which you have raised in the 
latter memorandum, I wish to assure you that it is the Depart¬ 
ments intention in the event of emergency to proceed under the 
nrftpfam as outlined in the Department's Portfolio invoking the 

^standards, now.used. This approval; of course, indicates agree- 
|ment_with.your Bureau1 s concepts, of the.Detention Program and 
the Security Index standards as outlined in your memorandum of 
June 26, 1951> to former DeputyfAttorney General 

m- 

national security information 
Unauthorized Disclosure 

4 ■- • - Subject to Criminal .Sanctions 

SECURITY INFORMATION 
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Office Memorandum 

TO : Director, .Federal Bureau of Investigation 

• UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

June 19 1953 
DATE: 

prom : J. Walter Yeagley, Acting Assistant Attorney General 

• Internal Security Division 

subject: Program, for Apprehension and Detention of Persons . j. 
Considered Potentially Dangerous to the Na.tional- i_ 
Defense and Public Safety of the United States_• 

Reference is made to your memorandum of June 13, 1958 

regarding S22S3S and subjects of FBI 

files and^Sgg^Z^".^^? respectively. Both are presently 

serving life sentences due to their participation in the October 

1950 Nationalist revolt in Puerto Rico and the names of both are 

included in the Security Index, Department memoranda of 

June 5, 1958 instructed the deletion of the name of each in view 

of their incarceration for life, • 

In view of the administrative'considerations set forth in, 

your memorandum in support^>f maintaining the names of incar¬ 

cerated persons iu the Security Index, the Department interposes 

no objection thereto and will be'guided accordingly in the future. 

Further, since the same considerations would seem to be 

applicable to security index subjects who are physically unavailable w 

for apprehension for reasons other than imprisonment, it would 

• be appreciated if the Bureau would advise the Department of any 

other tabbed categories in' the "Unavailable Section. " This is 

desired for the guidance of the Department in the sampling review 

of Security Index casjes. 

! 

I 

[NATIONAL SECURITY INFORMATION' 
; • - Unauthorized Disclosure . 

Subject t(j; Criminal Sanctions 
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Form DJ-150 
'{Ed. 4-26-65) 

UNITED STATEo GOVr~Ni}.lENT 

Memorandum. 
' J. Edgar Hoover, Director 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 
■date: June il, 1968 

FWM //: J, Walter Yeagley I 
Assistant Attorney General j 
Internal Security Division ; 

. i 

subject: PROGRAM FOR APPREHENSION AND DETENTION OF 
PERSONS CONSIDERED POTENTIALLY DANGEROUS 
TO THE NATIONAL DEFENSE AND"PUBLIC SAFETY 

OF THE UNITED 'STATES 

' SECRET 

In reference to your letter of May 1 last, please "be 
advised that your proposal to establish three priorities of 
apprehension, in relation to the'‘Emergency Detention Program 
is approved. This advice is also responsive to the request . 
made in your letter of May 8, 1968 captioned Presidential * 
Emergency Action Documents. 

As to the matter of the security index criteria dis-, 
cussed in your May 1 letter, such criteria are presently 
under study and you will be advised thereon in a subsequent 
‘letter. 

ALLIEaLJ- 

SECRET 
GROUP 1 

Excluded from automatic 
downgrading and 
declassification 

national SECURITY INFORMATION 
Unauthorised Disclosure . 

Subject to Criminal Sanctions 
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• ' T ISSUED STATES :GOVEir ^L\'T ' r^RURTMENT OF JUSTICE 

‘ Memorcn dum' .~r- •- 

SECRET ... ■ 
TO * jr# Ifelter Yeagley i>ate: 

Assistant Attorney General ,1 ' *... 

internal Security Division jU^'^frWBWV 

«»m ...„•., Fr^nk M. Hozeneraft. J/^., ) 
JAssistant Attorney General 

jJ Office~of Legal Counsel ; L •. 

subject; PEAD 6: Criteria for persons to be ap,pr«l- ?iu .g_ 
1 • and Priority Anorehens-ion Program_ 

':*i This is in response'to your.:'request of Hay 16, 1968, 
for our advice concerning- the continued use, under PEAD 6, 
of the-existing criteria' for' 'determining persons to be ap- . 

, prehended pursuant to that PEAD,- and the acceptability of 
the FBI's proposed Priority Apprehension Program. t 

Criteria 

The criteria set forth in ^paragraphs (a) through '(d) 
on pp. 1-2 of your memorandum, and the background file con¬ 
taining the basis upon which these criteria were approved by 
the Attorney General on April 11, 1955, have been reviewed. 
While no change appears necessary in the essential substance 
Of the criteria, the language used is in soma respects unclear 

' and possibly inconsistent. The proposed revisions set forth ■ 
■ below are intended mainly to clarify what we understand to be 

. . tM meaning or these criteria* These revisions are, of course, 
• subject to further change in the event that they do not accur-’ 

*ately, reflect the intended meaning. 
» ? 

• . It is noted that the present criteria do not contain 
(and we are informed that there do not exist) formal defini¬ 
tions of the taps "basic revolutionary organisation”, ’bevo- 
lutionary group , —rent organisations”, or "subversive 
organisation1 . Tvmle more precise indications of -what is 
meant by these terms would be desirable, we have not insisted 
on formal definitions at this time in view of (i) the require¬ 
ment that any person actually detained will be entitled to a 
hearing^at which time the evidence will have to satisfy the 
standards of § 1 of PEAD 6 ana the Emergency Detention Act, and 
v**) the needed flexibility and discretion at the operating 
level-in order to carry on an efrective surveilance program 
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The revisions recommended below have: been drafted to 
correct the following problems raised by the language of. the 
existing criteria: * ' 

• 

(1) Paragraphs (a) and (b) use the. different terms 
"basic revolutionary organization” and "revolutionary group,” 
respectivelyalthough we are informed that no difference in 
meaning .is intended. - J 

i 
* (2) Under paragraph (b) it would be.1 sufficient to ap¬ 

prehend a person on the basis of “active substantial partici¬ 
pation in the furtherance- of the aims and purposes of the front 
organization.” Since it is one of the basic, characteristics of 
a front organization that its announced aims and purposes may 
be wholly innocuous, or even praiseworthy,; it is conceivable 
that some individuals might participate actively in (and sym¬ 
pathize with) only those activities of a front organization 
that are related to unobjectionable purposes, and have no in¬ 
volvement in those activities which relate to the aims and pur¬ 
poses of. a basic revolutionary organization.. The detention of 
such persons would' not appear to be appropriate in the absence 
of other considerations! • , 

(3) Paragraph (c) is made applicable only to a person 
who is "not a member or a participant in the activities of a 
subversive organization.” We have been informally advised by 
the Internal Security Division, however, that the type of in¬ 
dividual intended to be reached by this paragraph is likely to 
belong to some form of organization, though not one that meets 
the standards of paragraphs (a) or (b). 

(4) As it is presently worded, paragraph (d) can be in¬ 
terpreted as being no more than a special provision to include 
individuals who otherwise qualify under one or more of para¬ 
graphs (a), (b) or (c) except for the fact: that they have made 
no overt acts or statements within the prescribed five or three 
year time limits. The Internal Security Division has informally 
advised,- however, that paragraph (d) is also intended to serve 
as a catchall for certain individuals who; do not meet the cri¬ 
teria of paragraphs (a), (b) or (c). - 

«* 2 — 
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* ♦ ■ 
(5) Both paragraphs (c) and (d) apply on the basis of 

the likelihood that the different categories of individuals 
‘that they describe.will perform undesirable acts in the event 
of an emergency. No reason is perceived why paragraphs (c) 
and (d) describe differently the undesirable acts that such 
individuals may perform, as distinguished from the facts in¬ 
dicating the likelihood that they will perrorm them* 
or Xtfhy such description should differ from that in § 1 of 
PEAD 60 . - | 

i i 

i 

Accordingly, it is recommended that paragraphs (b), (c) 
and (d) be revised to read as follows (underscoring indicates 
new *or changed language): . 

”(b) Subject has had membership or participation in 
the affairs of one or more front .organizations 
which adhere to the policies and doctrines of a 
basic revolutionary organization, in a leadership 
capacity or by ccti'v-a substantial participation 
U-Xi t-Lie nil Cucicuce of those aims and purposes of 
the front organizatipn which coincide, with those 
of a basic revolutionary organization, within 
the last three years as shown by, overt acts or 
statements established through reliable sources, 
informants, or individuals; 

* „ 

"(c) Investigation has developed information that an 
individual, though not a member of or a partici- 
pant in the activities of a basic revolutionary 
or front organization, .has, anarchist or revolu¬ 
tionary beliefs and is likely to seize upon the 
opportunity presented by a national emergency to 
commit acts of esnionage or sabotage, including 
acts of terrorism, assassination or any inter¬ 
ference with or uhrean to the survival and ef¬ 
fective operation of the national, state and 
local governments and of the defense effort; 

”(4) Although investigation has failed to establish 
the facts required by (a), (b) or (c) above, 
either as to tr.s substance ci those criteria or 
because-there have been no overt acts or state- 

• ments within the txne limits prescribed, facts 

•\ 
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have -been developed which clearly and unmistakably 
depict the subject as a dangerous individual who 
could be expected to commit actsi of the kind de- 
scribed in (c) above.” * ' . 

Priority Apprehension Program 

• As we informally advised your office,by telephone on 
June 13, 1968, we have no objection to the proposed Priority 
Apprehension Program as set forth in the memorandum from the 
Director of the FBI, dated Hay 1, 1968, a copy of which is at¬ 
tached to your memorandum of May 16, 1968. . 

Pane 80 



J. Edgar Hoover, Director 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 

'September 1 9. 1968. 

J* Walter Yeagley 
Assistant Attorney General 
Internal Security Division 

PEAS 6: CRITERIA FOR PERSONS TO BE 
APPREHENDED AND PRIORITY 

APPREHENSION PROGRAM 

OPftDET 
m ' a A ■ 
* a | •••? i 

Attached is a copy of a self explanatory memorandum dated 
September 9, 1968 from the Office of Legal .Counsel to this 
Division. 

As you will note, tha Office of Legal Counsel (OLC) pro¬ 
poses certain changes be made in the wording of the criteria .for 
persons to be aoprehended under the Emergency Detention Act of 
1950 which revisions “are intended mainly to clarify what we 
understand to be the meaning of these criteria" and make no 
changes in the essential substance of the criteria. This 
Division is in agreement with tha changes proposed by the OLC 
and the memorandum of that office is forwarded for your consider¬ 
ation and specific advice whether the proposed changes are 
acceptable to your Bureau. 

Al&YSi 
BERS]|? 

NATIONAL SECURITY INFORMATION 
Unauthorized Disclosure 

Subject to Criminal Sanctions 



UNITED! STATES GOVE1 >i£NT 

Memorandum 1 

r 
TO . Director j 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

JSE’ARTMENT < JUSTICE 

date: February 18, 1969 

« , 
J*. Walter Yeagley . _ 

*OM . Assistant Attorney .General 
j v Internal Security Division 

subject: Illegal_and/or„ Violes±L_Gampus.JOiaorders '?v ’ 
Students ..for a .Democratic-Society 
Seditious Conspiracy; Smith Act; Inciting to'Riot: 

In'*fen-attempt to determine whether there is any under¬ 
lying subversive group giving illegal directions or guidance 
to the numerous campus disorders throughout the country, it 
is requested that you’endeavor to obtain information regarding 
the following: 

Individuals who have been actxve in inciring 
campus disorders who are liot students at the 
college or university involved, particularly those 
whose activities resulted in violence'or the' 

(violation of laws or in arrests. It is requested 
that inquiries at the colleges be made of college 
officials only. 

* 

s 
' c" 

‘ Individuals who have traveled to other schools 
to participate in student disorders. It is re- . 

* quested that such information be solicited only 
from collecre officials^and.. from Bureau ...and jPolice 
Department records and sources. ” >. 

,Plans, programs and tactics not previously 
reported, for the conduct of violent or illegal 
campus disorders. It is requested that such infor¬ 
mation be solicited only from Bureau and Police 
Department informants and sources. #Spll^ge •" 
officials might be asked if they hav§ .seen any : 
printed material concerning such activities’^'. 



Information showing a movement of 
information, reports or directives between 
organizaTtionsT” or branches~'_0‘f"the~same'' 
organxzatibnV at various campuses where 
violent or illegal disorders have taken place. 
It -is requested that such information be 
obtained from Bureau and Police Department 
informants and sources. College officials 
might be asked if they have seen any such 
printed material. 

Information as to the source of funds 
for bail or payment of fines where any large 
number of demonstrators have been arrested. 
It is requested that such information be * 
sought only from bank officials, court officials 
sr from 5nr?au sources. 

Information not previously reported indi¬ 
cating a movement'of funds between organizations 
from one campus area to-another to support or 
maintain sit-ins where college buildings have 
been taken over or occupied without authority. 
It is requested that such information be obtained 
from Bureau and Police Department informants and 
sources only. 

Individuals identified* by fingerprints or 
otherwise who have been arrested at demonstrations 
at more than one campus. It is requested that 
such information be obtained from Bureau or Police 
Department records only. 

It is appreciated that a great deal of information has 
already been furnished regarding campus demonstrations. The 
foregoing is only submitted as suggested areas of particular 
interest for future investigative efforts. 
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to : Director 
* Federal Bureau of Investigation 

% ARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

i 
t 

date: March 3 f 1SS9, 

: J. Walter Yeagley 
Assistant Attorney General 
Internal Security Division 

subjects Campus Disorders 

The Internal Security and Criminal Divisions of the' 
'Department -are jointly considering the possibility of conducting 
a grand jury investigation of some.future serious campus 
disorder with a view towards securing testimony and evidence 
concerning violations of the seditious conspiracy (18 U.S.C. 
2384), Smith’Act (18 U.S.C. 2385), registration of certain 
organizations (Voorhis Act - 18 U.S.C. 2386), anti-riot 
(18 U.S.C. 2101) and civil disorder.(18 U.S.C. 231) statutes 
and any possible conspiracies in connection therewith. 

In that regard, it would be most important for us to 
secure in advance the names of any persons planning activities 
which might fall within the proscription of any of the foregoing 
•statutes. It would also be impQrtant for us to know the 
identities of the officials of any participating organizations 
who .have custody or control of records concerning the activiti 
of such organizations which we would seek to obtain by means o 
subpoenas duces tecum. 

It would also be most helpful if you were able to furnish 
- us with the names of any individuals who appear at more than one 

campus either before, during, or after any active disorder or 
riot and the identity of those persons from outside the campus 
who might be instigators of these incidents. ■ ~ 

We would, therefore, appreciate whatever action you can 
* ‘ take in obtaining information of the foregoing character, both 

through your existing sources of information and through any 
other sources you may be able to develop in those areas most 
likely to be productive of1 such information. 
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UNITED. STATES GOVER^ENT 

13n M.OV 

TO J, Edgar Hoover, Director 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 

hudm /r. J. Walter Yeagley 
v \f Assistant .Attorney General 

Internal Security Division 

subject:- PROGRAM FOR APPREHENSION AND 
DETENTION OF PERSONS CON¬ 
SIDERED POTENTIALLY 
DANGEROUS TO THE NATIONAL 
DEFENSE AND PUBLIC SAFETY OF 

THE UNITED STATES 

ARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

dAte: November 19,1969 

I 

Reference is made to your letter of October 29, last 
proposing removal of subjects in the Priority III designa- - 
tion from the Security Index (SI). In this regard you 
advise, however, that though removed from the SI such 
subjects will continue to receive investigative attention 
and a listing of such subjects will be maintained in your 
Bureau for possible use in the event of a national emergency. 

The Department is in agreement with this proposal. 
Accordingly, it is understood that hereafter the SI will 
only consist of those individuals designated in Priority I 
and II. As in the past, the Department will continue to ' 
review the individual SI cases. 

. ■ - yT.~> ryi GQ&T2& 

NATIONAL SECURITY INFORMATION 
< ' Unauthorized Disclosure 
\ Subject to Criminal Sanctions 

W' * 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 
* ^ 7 Jo J'V 

DEFARTME.Y] 

'.YIsMarandum i 

TO 

/"I y**4 n rrrr r\r*J v\ Trf ? rr 7 
Ov»yA'sir ij..' . .•.*.** .1 .IAL 

: Director . ... !' i • 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 

date: Sopte %<) i£\ll 

from : Robert C. Wardian 
Assistant Attorney General 
Internal Security Division 

SUBJECT! NEW LEFT’ MOVEMENT ' 

The Internal Security Division is, at the present 
time, conducting an in-depth analysis of the Hew Left 
Movement to determine if any of its leaders can be 
prosecuted under the provisions of the Smith Act or 
.other federal statutes. In this connection, it would 
!be appreciated if the Bureau could furnish an up-to-date 
{listing of the leaders of the New Left Movement, together- 
'with a summary of their background and activities,. 

m 

NATIONAL SECURITY INFORMATION 
Unauthorized Disclosure 

Subject to Criminal Sanctions * 

prh •vrpm'^V^TTTA L -sA ~2.s -jU — ■» J. A*, •'ii 
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Foim DJ-150 
(Ed. 4-26-65) JRi 7 UNITED. STATES GOVERNMENT 

• Memorandum,..,, 
TO 

£ 
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

Director 
Federal Bureau of investigation 

date: 
October 2 2, 1971 

from : The Att$^e^Q§jf^£ral 

( ) 
SUBJECT: EMERGENCY DETECTION PROGRAM, 

This will acknowledge your memorandum of September 30, .1971 
regarding the effect that the repeal of Title II of the internal 
Security Act of 1950, as amended, has on the FBI's authority • 
"to investigate subversive activities and related matters." 

all r.r'-orjA Ynour contained 

i With respect to your initial inquiry, I wish to advise you 
that the FBI1s authority to investigate violations of the / 
espionage, sabotage. Smith Act, Atomic Energy Act and related 
statutes, as well as subversive activities and related matters 
in accordance with its statutory responsibilities and the 

GO -U'wA < 
uaiiv 7-r»v-onrlnm roma t r>c 

unaffected by the repeal of the Emergency Detention Act. 

Furthermore, the repeal of the aforementioned Act does 
not alter or limit the FBI’s authority and responsibility ' 
to record, file and index information secured pursuant to 'I 
its statutory and Presidential authority. An FBI adminis- i 
trative index compiled and maintained to assist the Bureau j 
in making readily retrievable and available the results of j 
its investigations into subversive activities and related ; 
matters is not prohibited by the repeal of the Emergency ^ 
Detention Act. 
| 
! While the Department dSes not desire a copy of any lists "1 
that you may compile on the basis of such records or indices, 
the Internal Security Division should be furnished a monthly 
memorandum"reflecting the identity of government employees • 
who by significant acts, or membership in subversive organiza- j 
tions, have demonstrated a propensity to commit acts inlm^pah-i 
to our national security. 

With regard to Department instructions to the United”States 
Attorneys and Marshals and related materials maintained in 
sealed envelopes in each of the Bureau's field offices, it is 
noted that such emergency documents were prepared on the basis 
of authority other than the Emergency Detention Act. A study 
is being undertaken within the Department as to the disposition 
to be made(- pf those pre-positioned sealed instructions. Wheffh 
such a reviser has been completed you will be appropriately 

^ ^ national security information 
SECRET Unauthorized Disclosure 
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form DJ-130 y 
<£!. 4-26^3) 

• " UNITED-STATES GOVERNMENT 

to : The Director 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 

% 

! date: January Vo , i / i 

from • Rofeer't c- Mardian 
Assistant Attorney General 
Internal Security Division 

« 

•SUBJECT: NSW LEFT MOVEMENT . 
INTERNAL SECURITY - NEW LEFT 

Reference is made to your cover letter of October 
14, 1971 which served to transmit to the Internal Security 
Division of the Department of Justice informal work papers 
regarding 71 leaders of the New Left movement. 

I 

As you know this Division is oon^noting an in depth 
analysis of the New Left movement to determine if any of 
its leaders can he prosecuted under-the provisions of the 
Smith Act or other federal statutes. In connection with 
this study, it would he helpful if the Cuieau could furnish 
current photographs, if available, of the 71 individuals 
whose biographies have previously been made available.- 

VMffg£> 

mz. 

\ 
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A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

F. 

G. 

H. 

Rabble Rouser Index; Agitator Index 

Key Activists 

Action Groups 

Dominican, Index 

Computer Statistics 

Adex Printouts 

Adex Cards 

Security Index; Adex - Volume I, 1939-1951 
Volume II, 1952-Present 
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RABBLE ROUSER INDEX; 
AGITATOR INDEX 
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• ; Tv 
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Hr. W. C. Sullivan 
i 

C. D. Brennan 

iaA 'Mi'* 

8/3/67 

RABBLE HOUSER IHBEX 
(SUBVERSIVE COHTHOL) 

"»T „ ‘ >?V ^ l) 1,1 „ * * t ' ' * , ;>*>,' <\<vi - 
_J:.f .*’ >|'.hi,"''".1 ><.-‘V-V.■.»*.(? \T, Vi'li t' 

V ” V I • )J ,‘r ‘ ‘v7V~\k'T/ 

.r.:' "v: 

Tho Director has instructed that an indox bo 
compiled of racial agitators and individuals who have 
Remonstrated a pi’opensity for fomenting racial discord. 

f In accordance with these instructions, wo are 
instructing tho field 'to submit tiie names of individuals . 

, who should be'together 
with appropriate bacftgrodnd'informatio.n concerning, those 
individuals• This Indox will ho maintained at tho Seat of 
GoveTiimunt ia alphabetical and geographical order and the 
field is being instructed to maintain a similar index in 
each office. Appropriate Manual and Handbook, changes are 
being preparer?. 

That tho attached SAC Loiter be approved. 

t ' ■’WT" hi xA 
fVfc * y*# V11 ' 'i 

.*■ r#.ri. J 

/ ,»1 a ,*■ ' , r' 
», i 

1 ■ » ; * .i \ ■ • ', 

1 }'J.*f i,,j# '* •* f ’ h #1 ‘ 1 i , 

' 
■! * / */, • „-"/i 

'/,/« *|U4 1 1 X* V r , v1 . >V *;. v , » s , * f * » t V 
*,* y< i ,Jn ,*> v 1 *.i \\ * r ' , . 1 ' «'i ** 'r/1 - 1 ’ 1 * ,* * *, 1 ,i ( , v, V t*y t 

'' * vl 1 .' ■ » ' \l • 
' * 1 \, 

, ‘ 'V1 i * , ■ » * f ■' J ‘ C', ", ' 
' , 1 >, , * ,H)< ■ 1 ' 

- ift'C , 

This document is 
nation outside y^fi^onient mm not %,effected to. . 

sr*»s:S& ss* ****•■',•, :^W-W 
■ • * • . 

i *• 
** T'-V (i xib 
' ' rrf• 
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Hr. 11. C. Sullivan August 25, 1967j 

J. F. Bland 

RABBLS ROUSES E30EX 
INSTRUCTIONS CONCERNING 

Thera is attached for approval a memorandum of 
instructions concerning the handling of the Rabble Rouser 
Index and the approval of individuals for inclusion therein. 
The establishment of this Index was announced in SAC Letter 
#67-47 (B) dated August 4, 1967. 

ACTION? 

Section, Domestic Intelligence Division, which will arrange for 
the reproduction of sufficient copies for distribution to all 
supervisors assigned to the Internal Security. Subversive 
Control, Soviet, Batin-American, Research-Satellite, and 
Nationalities Intelligence Sections of the Domestic Intelligence 
Division and 'the Civil Rights Section of the General Investi¬ 
gative Division, . ■ • 

jjhJ 
^ a. '-./i > 

\ij-' -- 
DATS. 

tsSP 

-- * " 1 :7 „ .<•,..***»* Ctf 

iT^Sut Z'^ss vrncval ,of the FBI 
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August 28, X9G7 

BABBIS RGrarw 
WLI^PiftW’^»^ ' **"“ 

SAC Letter £67-47 (B) dated August 4, 1967, 
announced the establishment of a Babble Houser Indore and 
requested field offices to submit an oripineI end three copies 
of a vrito-up containing specified information on each nominee 
The control file for the Index is Bureau file number 
All sail captioned "Babble Houser Index" should be promptly 
routed to the Subversive Control Section* Boon 806 Federal 
Triangle Building (Bacsastic In tall i pone a Division). Thi 3 
section will physically Kiaintaln the Inf.a::. As write-ups arc 
received they and copies of the cover letter will be matched 
vith main files if they exist, if not, search slips trill be 
attached to the vrite-ups and copies of the cover letter. 
Tho«« vlll bo routed to the supervisors to whom the cases are 
assigned. Where no main file exists at the Bureau, the "write¬ 
ups vill be cent to the section or supervisor which appears 
to have the most interest based on the classification of tine 
references on the search slip. 

The supervisor to whom assigned will afford prompt . 
handling in the following Banners 

X* Bill compare the information in the write-up 
with that in the- file for accuracy. 

--'-hydl-.{.• ''A,;;X.yh^re;.,no vKain; file, exists,. will call ,the;.: 
- ♦" #* 'xxjf erenceip. and verify-:.the dnformatibn lri; 

the vrite-uo against that in the refer- 

$8s« r; «■•"■• **“*“*••- - --- •.- 

* , * • • ** • V *- ‘ 

■ '1' •;• • • -' -'• h-fy * • \*V v ;. 
This document is prepared in' response to pour request ‘and’ U n'it-fd’r'dissem*-' 
nation outside your C’nnmiHee, //! ■« i ’ 'mited to officia ■ oceedings by 
your Committee and the content may not be disclosed to unauthorized person* 
nel without the express approval of the FBI , 

11W-3S099 DocI(l:33t>8P621 JLagpn.qi 
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BABBIE RC05ER IKDSX 
X 

XX. 17111 determine iron the file or references 
whether,, cubiect meats the standards for 
inclusion of his UU;,1 in the linden as set 
out in the above-cited SAC Lottes 

n 

If so? he trill write “Prepare RSI cards” 
In the' upper right cornet' of the original 
of the write-up and initial the statement. 

HU then route all four copies of the 
write-up and the copy of the cover letter 
with the file (or identical references) 
through his Section Chief to his Assistant 
Director. . • . 

A3.X g T'tio 1vioT?...<^11(3- 
supervisor^ recomendation for inclusion 
In the Index will so indicate by initialing 
under the supervisor’s written recommendation 
In case they disagree, they will indicate by 
a written, appropriate statement on the 
original write-up and initial it, 

there subject’s name is to bo Included in the 
Index and the original write-up has boon 
appropriately endorsed by nil including the 
Assistant Director, the latter will route the 
original and three copies of the write-up and 
the copy of the cover latter to 

fUsss^^ifc, .Icooti GO5 PCdaral. Triangle . .. 
Building, where the cards will be prepared and 

:!•, of • the*. inclusion 

--1 to 
..^ .. ___ the Subversive Control Section.; however, search 

. ' '"slips, whore used,‘should be stapled to the back 
... ...of - the original-.of •• :tbo -.write-up* . • 

xn. 

2 
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RABBIS HOUSER IKD2X 

XV, In instances where it is decided the subject's 
activities do not bring him within the standards 
set out in the SAC Letter * the file and ell 
copies of the write-up till be -returned to the 
original reprieving supervisor \A\o trill prepare a 

* letter so advising the field under appropriate 
Individual caption with an extra yellow designated 
for the control file (Rabble Houser Index, Bureau 

. file number . A.11 four copies of the 
write-up and the copy of the cover letter are to 
be stapled to the blocked yellow end under the 
routing block of the yellow should be written: 

805 FIB.1’ Av tickler of the letter 
should also be designated for 

sr. ,j-\ -*•. -*-r- •'Si A ^ ^ j, 
Lr.k 1 J* -L tJLA to nominees for the Rabble 

Router Index trust receive expeditious handling 
in order that the status of the Indore can be 

possible* taainfcained in as current status as 

VI* All future mail pertaining to individuals whose 
names arc included in the Index and which affects 
the information maintained on the cards, such as 
changes in residence* employment,or office of 
origin as well as updating of the summary of 
activities appearing on the card, must ba promptly 
routed to the Subversive Control Section, Room 805 
Federal Triangle Building so that emended cards 
can be prepared, • 

c.‘ i -x-.A o-*b'.'*iXl'•»< 1-h'l--'.i.'.k'XHH'!'lr i-*1 *<*r.'••;••'V-y-g. 

:*■'* •'*.*' •'> 

\ ' * ' 1b* >, 

,-f .♦* 
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RABBLE ROUSER INDEX 

VII« An SAC Latter is being prepared with additional 
instructions to the field concerning this Index* 
It will include a request that reports be 
promptly prepared on all subjects whose names 
are included in the Rabble Rouser Index where 
no report has previously been submitted or 
where there is pertinent information in field 
files concerning activities not included in 
reports previously submitted* 
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Mr. Sullivan 

P, L. Ccx 

RABBLE ROUSER IKBSX 
SUBVERSIVE CONTROL 

9/5/67 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED \ 
DATE hLtSS. BY Cz/cjpul 

By SAC Letter 67-47 (B) dated 8/4/67 v;e establirued 
a Rabble Rourer Index toconsist of the natne-% identifying cfeta, 
,«.nd background information of individual- whc have des-snatr&ted 
by their actions and sieechs* that they have a propensity for 
fomenting racial disorder. The field was- instructed to submit 
nominations for inclusion in the Indas. • . 

/ 

In reviewing the nominations submitted by the field, 
we have no ted Lho t Ifs ,iu»£ in stances the Bure cu is net in 
possession of eny reports on the individuals involved snd no 
train care file exists. We should be in possession of all 
information contained in field files concerning these individuals 

**-* *»4“ ^ * — < f* * -5 J ^.> ^ ^ js. 4 * ^ 
jf O 1 — *J 4 /•%> Sr'v.i**Lxi L 4rL:Ai 

«-»•* « 1 X-v 
V w'W 

Instructions are in existence for the field to review 

this Index every three months to insure that ell information is 

current and accurate. It would slso appear to be desirable to 

have the field bring resorts up to dete in these cases on an 

annual basis or if no information is available to report, to 
submit a letter to that effect. 

This will not require extensive work on any field 

office &s v:s hove been very selective in individuals being 

included therein. Therefore, the Index is not large, consisting 

this ;-£iB2$,y .. y.,.;.t. „ v. '.. ./. 

Thr-t ve require reports et this tiiae in those cases 
in-which reports have never been submitted and -th.it* these eases 

.be brought u> to date annually. If you agree, there is attached 
’# nroaoseu LAG'letter ccrit'ihing eppropricto instructions.- 
Manual changes being prepared. 

27ms document is prepared in response to your request and is not for dissemi¬ 
nation outside your pommiHee. I’-- n*e i "mited to offida7 proceedings by 

,r Committee and the content may not be disclosed to unauthorized person- 
without the express approval of the FBI 

vypierr&i'A'k' 
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Hr. V* C. Sullivan 

C. C» Kocre 

fotcsbd /.sditioi to 
SECTION 122 CF TIS 
R4’JuAL OF IHSITFXTXCHS 

-*••-•■»• ••• ',.•’■•, 

Saptetfosr 12, 19671 
. ,g, . ,.I rT.,^^:'S*TO''nu^uiu...i.iii,fr..|. ■T_ 

1 .y TWTwVprrr~*7 r?r^ ' ' C * 

6>S 

\v:.’::;. wwg; 

-A* . 

k! C>3 -S. Y» <u J. '^4TJ.J v/v *«.•—-* **.**.■»>*< 

field ssvd st til© Bureau and the method of keeping it current 

Thts &dditi#n also provides for'd1snerination to 
v!.... iKH«a4* **w h .A *7 4 t*<y AvO^ ^V*I ^ ^ .a <2*ii* ^ .*x••j t*5^35.0 

v-v-IFv^*. . ;, Zr Vi’*-<■ *^».i* ,*« « ; /*>Vk » 4^>4y # JL ***» V4r** V— ^ V iw *-r V4 *• V_J <•«!- ’V V* T' ?v». * 1 is*-'J 

appear in the K»lSbl<a ^os:*sr Xndor the sane; as vo do in cases 
concernin'': sn‘b-1 acts vbosa n&sses axe included in tha Saerrlty 
Xnco-^r and other security objects in vhon Secret Service 
ralflit haro. an .Interest under* ib» ar-Tsaraent batmen the FBI 
and Secret -Service ©onesr?\i«£ Prosidontinl protect ion* 

H^Ca-ftSMD^TOr-T; '*■'.' 

' tt is recomendad tbtt the attached proposed 
Kanu&l of Instructions additions be approved and referred 
to the Training Division for preparation sad transmlttfCl 
to the field* 

_ _ _ . _ ^ TJSpSJWW* 

document is prepared in response to pour request and is not for dissemi¬ 
nation outside pour Committee, Its use is Vmited to officio' ;; •oceedings by 
your Committee and the content may not be disclosed to mta.:l,iorized person- 
v-i without the express approval of the FBI . 
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. . • X, 
^ w* C* SuXlivsn 

G* C# Hoote / ... • 
s f . t # 5 

RABIJIX ROUSSR ZHDESC 
-XRGTRbCTXQhS COiiCBIlMNG 

1/nt. 1 w 

October 119 1957 

■ v iy\j r :'V'T' f\j p 

3 - 

Reference is made to J® ?e Bland to Hr® d0 C» Sullivan 

memorandum dated August 25„ 19 o 7 „ attaching ror ^ appi.o val a 

mcniorandui'a or instructions concerning the handling or ths^ 

Rabble Rouser Index at tbs Seat oi Govemnent® .because or 

the recent reorganisation of work in the Domestic^intelligence 

Division and the establishment of toe Racial intelligence . 

Section in place of the Subversive Control Section?^certain 

change these instructions are necessary® Attached for • . 

approval is a revised memorandum of - instructions which /. ,; 

includes the necessary changes® . • . .. 

ACTIO??’. •' - ‘ ’’ -'•••' 

If approved3 please return to the Racial Intelligence 

Section9 Domestic Intelligence Divisions wnicn viil arrange *or 

the reproduction of sufficient copies tor drotriout.-i.on to all . 

supervisors assigned to the Internal Security5 Racial^ 
XnteX 1 igc nos ^ Soviet ^ LuCiH^xiceri caii? ncssar an** SatcXo. rts j 
and Rationalities Intelligence Sections or the cornea cic . 

Intelligence Division and the Civil Rignts section or ttiS . . 

General Investigative Division® . ■ — 

;* »v*■/*. *Hy* * wf/ **! .. V; **/ * 1 *v*;*,;*:. ^ • \ ‘c?»'k’‘A '.jw V*b ;: 

.. -**U ■-’.•* •• V^*vlr,v‘. *1 * A*; 

,*V< V 

document is prepared in'response to 'dour request and is uoffor'dissemi¬ 
nation outside yovr Committee. V-. use i- 7 mi fed to offirir oceedings by 
mem- Committee and the content may not be disclosed to unauthorized person- 
ZTwithmt the express approval of the FBI . 
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October XI* 1967 

RABBLE ROUSSR IHDS&. r&XXr 'J.Y*T'r'1~ . 

HER! , ' < Sfi 

SAG Letter £67-47 (B) dated August 4, 1967, 
announced the establishment of a Babble Rouser Index and 
requested field offices to submit an original and three copies 
of a write-up containing speciried information on each^x^aii^e. or a wrrre-up couLuiuiug 
Tlie control file for the Index is Bureau file number 
All mail captioned "Rabble Rousor Index" should ba promptly • 
routed i-o the Racial Intelligence Section, Boom 835 Federal 
Triangle Building (Domestic Intelligence Division;* inis 
Section will physically maintain the Index. As write-ups^are 
received they .and copies of the cover letter will be matcxied 
with main files if they exist,, if not, search slips will be 
attached to the write-ups and copies of the cover letter. 
These will be routed to the supervisors to whosi tne cases are 
assigned, where no main file exists at the Bureau, the write¬ 
ups will be sent to the section or supervisor which appears 
to have the most interest based on the classification of the 
references on the search slip* .... • 

The supervisor to whom assigned will afford prompt 
handling in the following manner: 

- X.' 'Will compare the information in the write-up 

references and verify the information in 
the write-up against that in’the refer- - 
ences insofar as possible. 

. L.iM, *■ 
« * . y , . - v* • *• . ^ ^ 

rpj,^ document is prepared in response to your request and is not for dissemi¬ 
nationSide yolr Committee. i Cmited to offina proceedings by 

' loir Committee and the content may not be disclosed to unauthorized person- 
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f. 

RABBLE ROUSER INDEX 

Will determine from the file or references . 

whether subject meets the standards for 

inclusion of his name in the Index as set 

out in the above-cited SAC Letter. 

A. If so, he will writs "Prepare RRI cards" 

in the upper right corner of the original 

of the write-up and initial the statement. 

. B. -Will then route all four copies of the 

write-up and the copy of the cover letter 

with the file (or identical references) 

through his Section Chief to his Assistant 

Director. . •• . 

G. .All those who review and agree with the - 

supervisor’s recommendation for inclusion 

in the Index will so indicate by initialing 

under tne supervisor’s written recommendation 

In case they disagree, they will indicate by 

a written appropriate statement on the 

. original write-up and initial it. ' 

'where subject’s name is to be included in the 

Index and the original write-up has been • 
appropriately endorsed by all including the 
Assistant Director, the latter will route the 

original and three copies of the write-up and 

the- copy of the cover letter to the Riot and 

Racial-Disturbance Unit, Room 835 Federal 

-. prepares'-and •maintained ■•and-v.-uneor i-eia -aav3 

of the inclusion of subject’s name in the 

Rabble Rouser. .Indc Files, and/ox-- references . ... 

should not be returned to the Racial Intelligence 

Section;•.however.,-- -search-'-slipsy where'-used,. 

should be-stapled to the back of the-original. 

•of-, -the-.wfi-te^up.,:/ , '• .V< •. 
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RABBLE HOUSER INDEX 

Xn instances where it is decided the subjects 
activities do not bring him within the standards 
set out in the SAC Letter, the file and all 
copies of the write-up will be returned to the 
original reviewing supervisor who will prepare a 
letter so advising the field under appropriate 
individual caption with an extra y-ello:,'designated 
for the control file (Rabble Houser Index, Bureau 
file- number » All four copies of the 
vnrite-up and the copy of the cover letter are to 
be stapled to the blocked yellow and under the 
routing block of the yellow should be written; 
“Riot and Racial Disturbance Unit,.836 FTB." 
A tickler of the letter should also be designated 
for that Unit* ■ . 

V, All mail pertaining to nominees for the Rabble 
’ Houser Index must receive expeditious handling 

in order that the status of the Index can be 
maintained in as current status as possible. 

VI. All future mail pertaining to individuals whose 
names are included in the Index and which affects ■ 
the information maintained on the cards, such as 
changes in residence, employment, or office of 

•• origin as well as updating of the summary of 
activities appearing on the card, must be promptly 
routed to the Racial Intelligence Section, 
Room 836 Federal Triangle Building so that ‘ 
amended cards can be prepared* 



RABBLE ROUSER INDEX ' • ‘ ' 

! ; ‘ *"•••■ '• . •- ’..V ■‘.‘’V •• 

\ . VII. Instructions concerning the Rabble Houser 
Index to be included in Section 122 of the 
Manual of Instructions have been prepared 
and approved. 

•*4** 
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iir. V,« C. Suliivaa. ri.-,v<r:-~~t-cr 22, f9 

• 0, C. Hoot© 

RABBLE KOUSER 1KDE4 
(KACIAL XirrELLlGERCE) 

all L• 
H®®1' 
PA.1L—-- 

&s/cjjiO 

In view of the graving problems cheated by 
• rabble reusers from the standpoint of internal security, it 

is felt necessary that the criteria for recoia?sending 
individuals to be included in this Index should be expanded. - ’ . 

Under the existing criteria the Rabble Houser Index 
served as an index only for individuals who traveled exten¬ 
sively engaging in rabble rousing activities and was limited 
to racial disorder. The expanded criteria will cover 
(1) agitators who have demonstrated by their actions and ' . 
speeches that they have a propensity for fomenting, disorder 
of a racial and/or security nature and (2) have attracted 
such attention, nationally or locally, as a-o be oc si^:iific«ut 
interest with, regard to the over-ail civil disturbance 

■ picture.■ • 

In the attached proposed SAC Letter instructing the 
field with regard to the expanded criteria, it is being 
pointed out to the field that it is the intent of this 
criteria to have within each division as well as nation-vide 
an index of agitators of all types whose activities have a 
hearing on the national security, appropriate h&nu&i and 
Handbook changes are being prepared. 

;-H;kf:CO:i:&di}hTX&d'f >./! 

. • _ That the attached proposed SnC Letter be approved. 

This document is prepared in response to -jour request and is not for dissemv- 
nation outside your Committee. Its use is limited to official proceedings by 
your Committee and the content may not be disclosed to. unauthorized person¬ 
nel without the express approval of the FBI . 
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..-.1 I'M -*?' 

KiaifinS £t ■* ■ liiiajugflgda&i < -. 

December jj, 

ALL T^ 

Mr. W. C. Sullivan 

G. Co Moors 

BABBLE EOUSEE 2HDES 
J"“ **—"''• ,. „• - .ii 

-^sfeACZitfjatasS^hsa&i^ 

To recoraaend that captioned Index ho programed Into 
our autossatic data processing equipment and to rocoaunond the ■ 
adoption o2 a proposed tore: (copy attached) lor ugje fcy the 
2’icld in rccoamoadlag additions to5 changes in,- and deletions 
from. this index. 

By SAC Letter 67-70 <£) dated Koveabes? 28, 1907, the 
Babble Sousor Index was? expanded to include agitators who 
have.attracted local attention as well as national attention. 

V n .*,.*» .^ % «« 1 <■- * —V r~y — -!•- »»r *4 h yw.l A r-»1 *(J* »»w 4 -4 M -5 “X <'f ,n,») >’» A 4 i»*Y Kft ^ 3" ,1 *Cl V IbO -£l y SS»r it A J+ <C5 4* 11\> V*r A» t/ CJ vm> .& AMli ¥* V. l^V V VT w. *V*«» «. Sr »AVi .** •>»' »*.*• •* «. r»~. V «£t V* 

prominence and because ex the sjra 11 voIuia© jmtiers dealing 
therewith have been handled manually. 

With the expansion it is believed that a savings in 
clerical time in the i'ieid so wail as at the Seat of Government 
can bs accomplished by placing this index am the above equip*** 

/Mn i ■/ ^‘.vn«'U^ TJ *4 ***** t*\ *».*-< **? *i ro } * r>* as <■*! *V"4vr*ja c*» v*** *ir “£ i3T 
JLMsmM «• * 40 w a^* -wrv 1<-X*<„> r>»* *» «W *w ^ «.""•-*- *A >.* *w -*** »-» -*v w* nwi -«> hk^mp w -«» *• •*-nr> ««• -v*y-f -<• *»• -** «•» S» Wi W F ^ -**r- 

of tlio Voucher ^Statist leal Section* 

The attached proposed fora which, it approved, will 
be given the forxs. number FD-337, is designed tor field use In 
connection with &attcrs dealing with, the Babble Bouser Index. 
It has been reviewed by representatives of ilia Vouchor-Statistical 
Section and meets the noeds of that section in placing this 
index in our computer system. 

EF.COMMnrDATSOHs 

or 
use in connection therewith. 

If you ogres with tho above recommendations, an 
appropriate ccjrr.nn.ication will bo directed to all offices 
giving instructions concerning this srntior. 

r^ryyyryM 1' -»v >■1'" ” *■ * ycy* 

HW 55099 

■ n i in »fjuLi wjH" *V *1 f " ip''*** Mf^lillU)k<1' ' lW~ -h 
IMWnot W dissem^ 

mnt'inv outside your uunwim-i1>.. /fe wsc limited to official pi accedings by 
lour Committee and, the content may not be disclosed to unauthorized parson 
nel without the express approval of the FBI . 
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10 OffiOHAl fO*M NO, 

MAT 1**2 tDIIlON 

OU GIH, ttG. NO. 27 

w •'UNITED STATES G MENT 

Memorandum 
TO . :* Director, FBI (Bufile- > DATE: 

FROM : SAC* 

SUBJECT: 
■ ■ _ t 

o * , 
• ‘ 

RABBLE R©HSBE BMISEX 
-1 1 New Subject « Change QD Delete 
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SAC, Albany 

i 

Director, FBI 

AGITATOR INDEX 

Agitator Index to acre aptly describe this Index. 

Each office should immediately take steps to 
secure a current photograph and physical description which 
should be placed on the back, of each Agitator Index card 
filLed in the field in the same manner as this is presently 
handled on Security Index cards* 

Appropriate changes in the Uanual of X-n^tmctions 
and routs which have been appropriately ciumged will be 
furnished the field in the near future. Xn the meantime?-, • 
continue to use your supply of Form FA-39? for recommending 
add*, t ions to, cxicUigcs m, &uc uuuC* 
Index* 

2 ~ All Offices 
*;ij_ jU » * 

HEREnv • __*w , 
datk ±2^B BlJ£lJ££l22' 

Tru.u> IVVcC, TOTggBgycgggy,, JL. qs ^ . ^y.r ^'•fyy y^j i ,w ywr yftygwy n ‘ly.'.V.- w I ■ , L _ ygcg;?swB, 

l 

. •* - . • . * - / * * > . _ i 
« ** ^f^f*9** + ^4> ^ 4 * ‘ « I* # •*> * % 4 %•*»•*"* % m *• 

* ’* “"»**/• * ; *•» ,*• •* »J* •*. **.’■*% ** ****?<*. * •*. ....•* • 

” *.**, *•. *•.*.'.* ** • 

This document is prepared in response to pour request and is not for disseim- 
nation outside your Committee. Its use is limited to official vroceedinas bv 
your Committee and the content may not be disclosed to unauthorized person- 
nel ivithout the express approval of the FBI 1 
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# # 

Mr, C. D. Brennan 9/X/70 

R. D. Cotter 

AGITATOR INDEX 3-/•?-$? 

< .V V ”FT) 

’ jr/5? 

A review of the control file on the Agitator Index shows 
the Index was begun pursuant to memorandum 8/3/67 from C. D. 
Brennan to v7. c, Sullivan recommending that an "index bo compiled 
of racial agitators and individuals who have demonstrated a 
propensity for fomenting racial discord." 

The Agitator Index, however, has not been justified 
sines date of initial memorandum. It is suggested that the 
Racial Intelligence Section prepare memorandum justifying 
the continuance of this Index on the basis of its productivity 
and potential value aad thereafter set an annual tickler 
regarding justification„ 

ACTION: 

That Racial Intelligence Section prepare a memorandum 
justifying Agitator Siiujx and bet annual tickler for justification 

! 
s 

• *1-’ 

< 

•>/.%v*.%*rrv;> -ap;f-vC.-j•:j,*tv; •<*j“:"?*.A*-£*' " 

*IV -**£- >>^-•* •• *• *...*:**£% r <;.'5tV>%:.v::- Av, V^v. ^"’WAj' .*.*%.*•>**- 

ZTc^mitee °.ni the content muP not be disclosed to unauthorised person 
nel without the express approval of the FBI . 
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Mr* €• 3* Brensas IQ/Q/70 

So D. Cotter 

Mmm xhs&x £VU.. 
.. B£n-V 

h* 

-This is to recossnend tfeo Agitator Index b® 
continued on the. basis, of its usefulness is the racial field* 

• The Agitator Index was established 3/3/<S? by 
BeMorandura c* Brennan to Mr. W* C. Sullivan captioned 
"Itfibbi© Houser Index" as a ready reference of racial 
agitators and individuals who have demonstrated a propensity 
for fomenting racial discord. Individuals are included 
who have attracted such attention nationally or locally 
as "to be of significant interest with regard to the over¬ 
all civil disturbance picture. 

r«*+ . A . A .. A— — *=• — ? ... .? 05 **— 
AUV Vi.i i»UA" ,&2» vi 2T€r<iMV AOAVAVMV#'*/ 

field and at the Bureau since it provides personal data and 
a sumary -of agitational activity of those listed. It is 
of assistance in following saovesaests or? these agitators and 
obviates the necessity for extensive file reviews as those 
persons com© to our attention. The Index is a cataloging 
procedure on IB'l equipment * which has been thoroughly 
streamlined through the use of forms. 

lEECQSEaEKPATIOH £ 

That the Agitator Index be continued* 

*‘:*VyA:\ :’xv'Jv:V a£;/sfZ!& "v^r-^ ;**’?*!V'X^vV*-’J;"*t .k*!* *-’ # / ^ ■*'** £; vr; %:*,*^aC£?$V*y “ 'Vf v.* ***& 
<. ’ :V /•. ,jVvv«''Vv*;».;"- •'h ’v' ' v»‘ * V,,A’f;» ♦-Jt ■*•> .*’ *V*v O• *■•»'*£** vt1 ■: •'‘"‘V';!.’ * * V'»’* ,i • , >.J,^ {»•„,/* - 

o *. iihv.vX. 

V* * ■« ** c-v.:*#;'f * 1:»•-O < —.t..*** ■.**«*■*& •-/ ^ ‘'l ■•*•**/•**_,-.**“'* \ *’;*’;•«*‘r. ^ «»r^h'v'V*?•»*•/ tfv.v-d/v., »*' ^ .“V **•£ 

rpjjio ijnrument is prepared in response to 'you? request and is not for fissem- ' 
27ws (iocwf1., J Committee. Its use is limited to of Jiao' proceedings by 
ZurVCommitiee and the content may not be disclosed to unauthorized person- 
neZ without the express approval of the FBI . 
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Ilr. C. D, Brennan 

G. C. Moore 

AGITATOR B1DSX 

4/21/71 ' 

/ i 

■>. . 

all information contaxto 

Xo ceooBBCQd the Agitator Xu-dax (AX) be aboilshea.^ 

; •.iwft.^s W-bii^ &/3/S7 ,t.eS?r2^r't0 
"" individuals vfeovbad dononstratcd a propensj-w 

. agitators w*« tbam .fox inclusion on 

^^?n^T)'S the H •>ras~a*cor.fidor.tlal. adtilsistrative 

• device "to" follow f-iW.^mtios.^Stuce^c^. 

- and agitators save oxoasn**. J ^U.^ionsry activitic- 
-Jt 

* .>-* P 

dVC - j.IaVC«Vv:'w. 'Cii-1 ^ v-:. * * , . . .;, . ■; •.«? vv*r: ]v;5 

This; change in activities orbein^ included on 
{« those vho. ore cnpftDJ-c or causing ° 
SI. j Thus, they have been deleted £ron /4j-* 

/• Trj this regard, it is noted during past ::i:^fii°nths tae. 
/ ,. u'."j c' -iti'-lv'.f'*ci on AX has dccreashia •-•..c^- --■*•■'■•• '•- 

nua»sr oy. niu-••■•• 7" . . ......,.;x.n.v,;. ■• r. suit. ok Annual’ 
6GC. This st<v4dy ujcia^e fafl Should-be retained 

• evaluation ox . ^.r. ^eliy* included on 
on AX-and as a result oi nony U **oj*rt~ ^*o , - . 
due-:to involvetient .in c^trcsirst activ^ae*. .. .. . ,,.... ■'. .., , .... 

~ ' ’ ' : ' • ' . 
I * . - _ f ' 

’ • rhvt document is prepared in response to your request and is not fordxsserm- 
vaHfm outside vow I i United to official proceedings by 
lour Committee and the content may nut be disclosed to. unauthorized person 

rtti&AF'Tiitifh'f&ik o/ifctf r.Bi'k*:* _ ' *fc .. ?**. .- ; : 

i CCaililUBD - OVER 
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Memorandum to Mr. C. D. Brennan 
He: Agitator Index 

Comprehensive reports have been submitted concerning 
each AX subject and dissemination has been made to the Department 
and Secret Service. Quality informants have been developed 
who report on the activities of Ai subjects. 

AI is no longer the necessary administrative tool it 
once was and it appears it has served its purpose. vwe certainly 
will not suffer from its discontinuance as extremist subjects 

- involved are adequately followed through SI and those individuals 
not warranting inclusion on SI are afforded investigative 
attention commensurate with nature of their activities as such 
comes to our attention. For these reasons and to streamline- 
our operationsf it is recommended the AI be discontinued. ' The 
field will be required, if this recommendation is approved, to 
specifically review each case file pertaining to-AI subjects 
and to submit recommendations to the Bureau concerning any 
subjects whose current activities would qualify than for inclusior 

.on’SI. . - 

The Department has not been advised as to the. 
establishment of the AI. 

ACTION: 

If approved, the attached letter will be sent to 
all Special Agents in Charge and necessary changes will be made 
in the Manual of Instructions and FBI Handbook for Special 
Agents. 
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X /SO/68 

ASRT3L 

SACs j Boston 
Chicago 
Cincinnati 
Cleveland 
Beti'Oit 
Los Angeles 
Newark 
New York 
Philadelphia 
San Francisco 

Ml INFORM W COS'^3 

EBS©**? 
From: Director, FBI 

o 
INVESTIGATION OF THE NEW LEFT 
(KEY ACTIVISTS) 

During your investigations of organizations which 
•Fall under the category of "new left" organisations, you have 
furnished information indicating that certain individuals 
in the Students for a Democratic Society and anti-Vietnam war 
groups are, extremely active and most vocal in their statements 
denouncing the United States and calling for civil disobedienc6/ 
and other forms of unlawful and disruptive acts. These 
individuals, because of their leadership roles and activities ^ 
in thesse organizations, could be considered to be Key Activists, 

This document is prepared in response to pour request tend is not for Wcssvm- 
nation outside pour Committee. use i limited to officio' ;• oceedings by 
your Committee and the content may not be disclosed to unauthorized person¬ 
nel without the express approval of the FBI . 
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V,\. 

V\ 

Airfel to SAC, Boston 
RE: INVESTIpATION OF THE NEW LEFT 

(KEY ACTIVISTS) 

At this*’ time, the Bureau is designating the following 
individuals as Key Activists in the "new left" movement': 

Of this group, the following, are -not on the Security 
Index: 

The offices handling .these individuals are instructed 
"to immediately reopen tlieir investigations concerning them and 
submit reports together with a recommendation concerning their 
Security Index status. Synen considering xne'se individuals lor 
the Security Index, particular attention should be placed to 
current Bureau instructions-on page 45, Section 87D, of the 
Manual of Instructions concerning the Security Index criteria 
and especially Item (C). 

Furthermore, an intensive investigation of each of the' 
above-mentioned individuals should immediately be initiated 
with the objective of developing detailed and complete information 
regarding the.ir...day-1Qr.day_activities and future plans for 
staging”demonstrations and disruptive'^acts direct ed'lig a insf 
the Government.' Because of their leadership and prominence in 
the "new lpft^'-Tfioveraent, as well as the growing militancy of 
this movement, each office must maintain high-level informant 
coverage on these individuals so that the Bureau is kept abreast 
of tlieir day.'.to-day activities as well as the organisations they 
are affiliated with, to develop information regarding their 
sources of fhnds, foreign contacts, and future plans.* 

In the event adequate live informant coverage is not 
immediately available on these individuals, other types of 
coverage such as technical- surveillances and physical surveillances 
should be considered as a temporary measure to establish the 
necessary coverage. 

- 2 - 
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* V* 

i 

Airfel to SAC, Boston 
RE: INVESTIGATION OF THE HEW LEFT 

(KEY ACTIVIST) 

. .. Each recipient office in •which a Key Activist 
resides is instructed to submit a separate letter to the 
Bureau*within 30 days from the date of this communication 
under the caption of each .individual outlining what steps 
have been made to insure adequate informant coverage of 
these individuals. 

Each recipient office is also instructed to 
remain alert for the addition of any individuals in their 
respective territories which would warrant intensified 
investigation and who fit the Key Activist .category and 
sulet their recommendations to the Bureau. In the future,' 
when submitting communications concerning the individuals . 
designated as Key Activists, these words should be added 
after the character except on communications such as reports 
and LIIMs which will be disseminated outside of the Bureau. 
This will facilitate handling these cases at the Bureau. Reports 
should also be submitted to the Bureau every six months 
concerning these Key Activists. 

This matter is being closely followed by the Bureau 
and you are expected to give the investigation of them 
individual continuous attention. 

/ 
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2/1/68 

AXRTEL . ; 

To; SACs, Boston 
• «. Chicago 

Cincinnati 
Cleveland 
Newark 
New York 
San Francisco 

From; Director, FBI 
t9 

"INVESTIGATION OF THE NEW LEFT (KEY ACTIVISTS) 
* 

ReBnair-tel dated 1/30/68, 

0^^1/31/68 two Americans f 

from the U. S. on route to North Vietnam for'the purpose of 
securing the release of three prisoners of war. jgggife and 

were apparently selected to make this trip by 
ssaa, and other key loaders of the- new 

left movement. It is noted and were 
designated by the Bureau as Key Activists in referenced 
airtel. > ' ' 

/ v 

N-< Recentyescalation in terrorist activities of the 
Viet Cfong such/as the suicide assault on the U. S. E^'r-ocv 
in Eafgon could well trigger similar instances againso ' **' 
U. S. Government installations by militant new leftists- 
in this country. ^ 

In view of the above situations, it is imperative 
that we have immediate informant coverage of these individuals 
designated as Key Activists and that each recipient of this 
communication take steps through the utilisation of existing 
informants and sources to effect this coverage. The Bureau 
must be in a position to knot/ in advance the plans and 
activities of these Key Activists and the organisations thcTr 
are affiliated with. 

This document is prepared in response to pour request and is not for dissemi¬ 
nation outside your Committee. Its use is limited to pfficia1 p-oceedings by 
your Committee and the content may not be disclosed to unauthorized person- 

' nel without the express approval of the FBI . 
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AirteX to SACs, Boston 
HE;- nr/SSTXGATXON OF THE NSW LEFT (KEY ACTIVISTS) 

The deadline of 30 days set out in referenced 
airtel to advise the Bureau, under the caption of each 
individual, steps which have been talsen to insure adequate 
informant coverage of these individuals is rescinded. 
Advise the Bureau no later than 2/25/68 concerning this 
matter. 

*• 2 » 
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OPtlONAl fO*M NO. 10 

MAr 1*62 E01TIO‘- 

GSA C€N. *£G. NO. 27 

5010-106 

UNITED STATES GO\ *NMENT . * • ' J 

Memorandum 
i 4 % 

to : Mr. W. ,C. Sullivan date: May 24, 1968 

* 

from : Mr. C. D.. Br.enna/" 
* ■ \ 

, * y , 0 

SUBJECT: J2-]TESTIGATIG2J.~DIL KEY ACTIVISTS 
• I-N THE"' NEW-.LEFT 

INFO Tu.xAT I ON CONCERNING 

i 

. • . p— . 
This memorandum recommends uncertified copies 

of Federal Income Tax Returns filed by Key Activists in 
the New Left movement, for the years 1966 and 1967, be 
obtained from the Internal Revenue Service through the 
Liaison Section. 

✓ * 
OBSERVATIONS; 4 * 

Recent events on many college campuses through¬ 
out the nation point up the 'true anarchistic nature of the 
New Left movement. It is abundantly clear that this 
movement is bent on revolution. As a result, it is 
incumbent upon us to closely follow this movement. In 
part, this can be done through the investigations of its 
Key Activists. We have been conducting exhaustive inves¬ 
tigations of the activities of certain of the Key 
Activists in the New Left. 

* * As a part of our intensification program, we 
are inquiring; into the financial activity of these individuals. 
Part of this inquiry is to consist of a survey of their 
tax yeturns to determine their financial status, the source 
of their income, and to determine whether their income 
support£ their ability to travel throughout this country, 
and abroad as part of the New Left revolt. A blind 
memorandum for each Key Activist considered for this 
phase of our investigation is attached. 

Enclosures - 16 

. • prepared in response to oceeding* by 

srjssffi 2% *the FBI ■ 
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Memorandum to Mr. W. C. Sullivan 
RE: INVESTIGATION OF KEY ACTIVISTS 

IN THE NEW LEFT 

RECOMMENDATION:; 

• - It is’ recommended that the Liaison Section 
deliver the attached blind memoranda to the Internal 
Revenue Service with the request for uncertified copie 
of Federal Income Tax Returns for the years 1966 and 
1967, 'be obtained for qa.ch individual. 

* * 

/ 
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10/24/68 

* 

* 

Airtel 

To: SACs,' Albany 
Baltimore 
Boston 

: «*: Buffalo 
Chicago 

• ; Cincinnati 
Cleveland ’ 
Dallas 
Denver 
Detroit 
Honolulu 
Houston 

/ 
J^rom: Director, FBI / 7 

^JJEELIiEFT MOVEMENT 
(KEY ACTIVISTS) 

Indianapolis 
Kansas City 
Los Angeles 
Memphis 
Miami 
.Milwaukee 
Minneapolis 
Newark 
New Haven 
New Orleans 
New York 
Oklahoma City*' 

Omaha 
Philadelphia 
Pittsburgh 
Portland —^ 
Sacramento : 
St, Louis 
San Antonio 
San Diego 
San Francisco 
Seattle 
Springfield 
WFO 

\ 

\ 
\ 

In January, 1963, the Bureau designated certain 
individuals as Key Activists in the New Left movement. At that 
time, appropriate offices were instructed to conduct continued 
and intensive investigations of these individuals with the 

Objective of developing detailed and complete information Regarding their d.av“to~daTr actiyities__and .future plans for 
tagin& demonstrations "and disruptive acts directed against 
he Government, These individuals were extremely active and 

~|iost vocal in their statements denouncing the U, S. and calling 
=for civil disobedience and other -5forms of unlawful and 
disruptive acts. 

~ Due to the success of the Key Activists Program, 
consideration is being given to expansion of this Programs 
Recipient offices are to review pertinent files to determine 
those individuals who are leaders or prominent in the Nsw-~La>f4 
movement in their divisions for possible inclusion in an 
expanded Key Activists'Program, In making this determination, 
you should consider if the individual was rendered ineffective 
would it curtail such activity in his area of influence. 

This document is prepared in response to your request and is not for dissemi¬ 
nation outside your Committee. Its use is limited to official proceedings by 
your Committee and the content may not be disclosed to unauthorized person¬ 
nel without the express approval of the FBI . 
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Airtel to SAC, Albany ©t al 
RE: NEW LEFT MOVEMENT 

f 
* - 

■Within 30 days of receipt of this communication, 
recipient.offices are to advise under this caption the iden¬ 
tities and £ile_ numbers of individuals 'to be included under 
the expanded Key Activists Program on a UAC3 basis. Included 
should be a brief statement relating the basis for designating 
eadh^individual as a Key Activist, At that time, under 
individual case caption, a communication is to be forwarded 
to the Bureau outlining what specific steps are being taken 
to obtain adequate informant coverage of the individual. 

It is expected the Key Activists Program will be 
given intensive investigative attention and close supervision 
by participating offices. You should be continuously alert 
to recommend additions or deletions where;: warranted and not 
wait for the Bureau to call to your attention the..need to 
include an active, obvious leader of Hew Left activities; in 
your division. Such communications should set out Key Activist 
•in parentheses after the character and contain adequate justi¬ 
fication for recommended action; Key Activist should not, 
however, be used in the caption of any communication prepared 
for dissemination. These'- individuals will be included in the 
Security Index in Priority I, 

To insure that the Bureau- is kept abreast ox the 
day-to-day activities of the individuals designated as Key 
Activists, each office must maintain high level informant 
coverage on them as well as the organisations they are 
affiliated with to develop information regarding their sources 
of funds, foreign contacts and future plans. Live informant 
coverage of these individuals and groups is absolutely essential 
and is expected to receive priority attention. You should 
explore all avenues of investigative coverage and submit any 
recommendations under appropriate case caption for consideration 
by the Bureau. 

All investigative matters pertaining to the New Left 
movement are being closely followed by the Bureau. Key Activists 
are considered to be of primary investigative importance and 
cursory handling of these cases will not be tolerated. The 
overall oojective of this Program is to render Key Activists 
ineffective and thereby radically restrict their influence and 
the effectiveness of the New Left movement. In order to obtain 
the desired results, it is expected intensive, aggressive 
investigation will be afforded these cases. 

~ 2 • 
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Airtel to SAC, Albany Qt al 
m: NEW LENT MOVEMENT 

It is imperative to note the shift to violence 
in the Net? Left movement. Sabotage, arson, bombing and a 
variety of obstructive tactics have been openly advocated 
during the past’ year. In September, 1968, within a five-day 
period three ROTC establishments v»ere sabotaged and a fourth 
threatened. In addition, a Central Intelligence Agency office 
at Ann Arbor, Michigan, was bombed during that month. These 
instances ox openly made, plans for violence and the brazen 
follow-through of action are examples of the problems facing 
the Bureau in this field and the absolute need for intensive 
investigative efforts in these matters. Successful prosecution 
is the best deterrent to such unlawful activity. Intensive 
investigations of Key Activists under thi£ Program are logically 
expected to result in prosecutions under substantive violations 
within the Bureau*s investigative jurisdiction. * 
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1 OfUOHAi iorm no. io 

' MAY 1*63 tomON 

G$A CEN. MO. NO. 77 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
to : Mr. W. C. Sullivan DATE: 12/6/68 

from : C. D. Brennan 
* » 

EcrfOT SUBJECT INVESTIGATIONS OF KEY ACTIVISTS 
-IN TIIE NEW LEFT 

INFORMATION"CONCERNING 
(INTERNAL SECURITY) . 

This memorandum is to recommend that uncertified 
copies of 1966 and 1967 Federal Income Tax Returns filed by 
additional Key Activists in the New Left be obtained from 
Internal Revenue Service. 

Following a request approved in my memorandum 5/23/68, 
Internal Revenue Service furnished copies of Federal Income Tax 
Returns for certain Key Activists. For others, it was determined 
that no returns had been filed and Internal Revenue Service has 
initiated investigations. ^ . 

We have recently expanded the Key Activist Program 
include additional individuals. As a part of our over-all 
intensive investigation designed to neutralise these individuals 
in the New Left movement, inquiry into their financial status y 
has proven productive. Information from their Federal Income 
Tax Returns is of value and, in addition, Internal Revenue Service 
action may be initiated where no return is filed or a return is 
filed showing only minimal income not in keeping with outlays 
for travel and other activities. 

/ 

A blind memorandum on each Key Activist now considered 
for this phase of our investigation is attached.A 

RECOMMENDATION: 

That Eaaison deliver attached blind memoranda to 
Internal Revenue Service with the request that uncertified copies 
of Federal Income-Tax Returns-,-,for the last two years be furnished, 

Enclosures 

„ „ ^ *. nsst sgSSSS 
This document vCmmtiee. Iw^ disclosed to una^onz 
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SYNOPSIS: 

To advise of the results of New Left conference' 
with 12 key Special Agents in Charge (SAC) and their 
supervisors at Seat of Government 12/6/68, 

A 

The purpose of the conference was to make attendees 
, personally aware of strong threat to. national security, also- 

to impress upon them the growing use of terroristic tactics 
on the part of New Leftists as shown by spreading incidents 
of bombings and arsons. Further, the aim was to stress to 

( them the need to utilize manpower most effectively to combat 
tthese activities. The SACs from Detroit and San Francisco 
* were called upon to discuss in detail specific bombing 
incidents.perpetrated by New Left elements in their area to 
illustrate how the hard-hitting investigative techniques 
used are the most effective deterrent measures. 

* s. 
' The determination was made the most effective 
counteraction should involve concentration on Key Activists 
in the New Left. Various counterintelligence measures to 
combat the New Left were explored. To insure most effective 
utilization of manpower various streamlining measures were 
discussed to obtain maximum investigative time and reduce 
paper work. Conference was highly beneficial to all 
participants and specific recommendations and suggestions 
made. These will be thoroughly reviewed and appropriate 
recommendations made separately 

RECOMMENDATION: 

,For information..' 

This document is prepared in response to your request and is not for Mssemt- 
nation outside your Committee. 7/s use i' limited to officAa p-oceedings by 
your Committee and the content may not be disclosed to unauthorized person¬ 
nel without the express approval of the FBI . 
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Memorandum C.D. Brennan to W.C. Sullivan 
RE: NEW LEFT MOVEMENT 

DETAILS: 

This is to advise of the results of the New Left 
conference with 12 key SACs and their supervisors at Seat 
of Government on 12/6/6S. By memorandum of 11/7/68, the 
Director approved bringing 12 key SACs with their appropriate 
supervisors to Seat of Government for a conference. 

* The purpose of the conference was to make them 
personally aware of the need for action, necessity of assigning 
adequate personnel to these investigations and their respon¬ 
sibility to give close attention to these matters to insure 
positive results. 

The conference was an open discussion between 
participants. The over-all threat to our internal security 
posed by the New Left was defined and the shift to bombings 
and arsons of Government facilities was stressed. SACs 

Detroit, and San Francisco, gave in depth 
discussions of recent New Left bombings in their divisions with 
emphasis on the deterrent effects of inuu-ui 1 ling investigations 
into the New Left movement. The need for hard-hitting 
investigations by the field and close personal supervision 
by SACs was clearly established. Extensive discussions were 
held regarding possible methods of reducing Agent time spent 
on administrative matters and paper work with the objective of 
giving maximum investigative time to the Agent commensurate 
with our responsibilities to supervise the field and disseminate 
critical information to high Government officials and agencies. 

The consensus of the conference was to concentrate 
investigative efforts toward Key Activists in the New Left 
movement with particular emphasis on developing evidence from 
which they may be successfully prosecuted. Successful prosecution 
remains the best deterrent to illegal activities. It was agreed 
among participants taking Key Activists out of the New Left 

I movement by successful prosecutions would largely cripple its 
\ effectiveness and more clearly establish its illegal and violent 

nature to the public. The notoriety of the key leaders in the • 
New Left and their seeming ability to flout the law has a 
catalytic reaction among discontented and restless youth that 
cannot be allowed to continue. • 

Among the many suggestions and ideas exchanged, the 
following specific recommendations have particular merit. 

DETAILS CONTINUED - OVER 
— 2 — 
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Memorandum C.D. Brennan to W.C. Sullivan 
RE: NEW LEFT MOVEMENT 

1) With the incoming Administration’s expressed 
interest in cui-bing lawlessness, it would appear a propitious 
time to request a reaffirmation of previous Presidential ,v 
Directives regarding the FBI’s responsibilities in the internal 
security field with particular emphasis on the subversive 
threat of the anarchistic and violence-prone New Left. Since 
9/6/39, Presidential Directives have instructed the FBI to . 
investigate subversive matters; however, the New Left poses a 
new dimension in subversiveness and a strong forthright 

1 Presidential Directive dealing directly with this problem 
would give high level definition and focus to the problem. 

2) Expansion of the existing Key Activist Program' 
to include additional persons emerging in a leadership capacity 
was considered essential, coupled with increased intensification 
of our investigations of them along lines detailed above. 
Instituting a Key Activists Album containing a photograph and 
descriptive data of all Key Activists will materially aid 
these investigations, particularly in following their activities 
between field offices. 

Among possible streamlining measures considered to 
afford additional investigative time to Agent personnel where 
practical were the following: 

1) Authorizing posting of channelizing memoranda 
and other memoranda to the file in internal security cases in 

, line with existing instructions in other security cases. This 
would eliminate a tendency on the part of Agents to send out 
unnecessary correspondence to other field offices merely to 
post a case. 

2) Amending requirements for verification of residence 
and employment when a subject is on both Agitator and Security 
Indices to insure there is no duplication of investigative efforts. 

i The above suggestions and recommendations will be 
thoroughly reviewed as to their practicability and appropriate 

{recommendations made separately. Many ideas were expressed and 
discussed and they will undoubtedly have beneficial effects on 
our investigations in this field in the future. Undoubtedly, 
the biggest over-all benefit of the conference was the bringing 
together of key personnel in a mutual exchange of ideas and 

DETAILS CONTINUED - OVER 
- 3 - 
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Memorandum C.D. Brennan to W.C. Sullivan 
RE: NEW LEFT MOVEMENT 

recognition of the seriousness of the threat to our internal 
security pos*ed by the New Left and the responsibilities 
imposed on the FBI. The conference sharpened our focus on 
the New Left and clearly set the objectives of our 
investigations into a positive hard-hitting program to deal 
effectively withrit. 
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OPTIONAL TOUM NO. 10 

MAY 1962 ID1UON 

CSA C£N. *£0. NO. 27 

$010-106 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
Mr. W.- C.’ Sullivan date: January 17, 1969 

from : C. D. Brennai( ' 

SUBJECT: NEW LEFT MOVEMENT ' 5. 

key'activist 
PREPARATION OF PHOTOGRAPHIC ALBUM 

/Ali K'FCiTUATiOM CONTAINED , 

This is to recommend the pr egaration_a JicLTfie 1 d~\vi.cle__ 
dissemination of arNalbum containing photographs^,and biographic 
sR'etches of-VNew Left Key Activists. .. ~ . . . ..-. 

*\ ’ ~~~ 

The recently completed New Left conference held at 
the Seat of Government with representative field personnel took 
cognizance of the fact that many New Left Key Activists travel 
extensively throughout the country and appear publicly at various 
functions including demonstrations, conferences and other meetings. 

The conference felt that the preparation and distribu¬ 
tion field-wide of an album containing photographs and biographical 
sketches on each Key Activist would be most helpful for identifi¬ 
cation purposes should one of these individuals show up in a 
particular field office territory. 

In line with the conference suggestion, extensive file 
reviews were conducted to gather appropriate background data and 
to insure that photographs of all Key Activists were available in 
Bufiles. We are now in a position to prepare these albums. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

That such an album be prepared at the Seat of Government 
and distributed to all field offices along with appropriate instruc 
tions concerning its use and maintenance. 

Ms ioemen,t is vrepreij^ons^ fjygj-J 
nation. cume yop *. iisctosed t/umutkoritsi person- 

S-S’S — t th°Fm' 
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XBA. 4-26-tv 

\/ 
UNITED STATES GOVE1 *1ENT 

Memorandum 
TO 

. Director 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 

Apartment of justice 

date: February 18, 1969 

"f 

/ 
J'. Walter Yeagley 

^OM . Assistant Attorney .General 

J v Internal Security Division 

• / subject: Illegal-and/or Vio£ent_gagtPiia-J?±s.orders , 
Students for a ..Democratic... Society ; \ ^ , _3 

^ v Seditious Conspiracy? Smith Act? Inciting to''Riot:~ 

t 
In'&rr attempt to determine whether there is any under¬ 

lying subversive group giving illegal directions or guidance 
to the numerous campus disorders, throughout the country, it 

is requested that you endeavor to obtain information regarding 

the following: 

Individuals who have been active in induing 
campus disorders who are riot students at the 

college or university involved, particularly those 

whose activities resulted in violence'or the 

violation of laws or in arrests. It is requested 

that inquiries at the colleges be made of college 
officials only. , 

l l 
Individuals who have traveled to other schools 

to participate in student disorders. It is re- { 
quested that such information be solicited only 

from college .and JPolice 
Department records and sources. \ 

\ 
Plans, programs and tactics not previously 

reported, for the conduct of violent or illegal 

campus disorders. It is requested that such infor¬ 
mation be solicited only from Bureau and Police 

t-*    - - -—.*——   ■* 
Department informants and.sources. rGo liege 

officials might be asked if they hafW,secn any •- 

printed material concerning such activities* 

9 • * * 

This document is prepared in response to your request and-is not foy dissemi¬ 
nation outside your Committee. ' Its use is limited to pfficiai proceedings by 
your Committee and the content may nut be disclosed to unauthorized person* 
-■ ■1 ■>-ahout the express approval of' the FBI . , 

■ <**. 
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Information showing a movement of •, 
information, reports or directives"between 
organizations, or brancKeg,~'^o^;'thre~5ain'e,i"'^''~^ 
organizatibnT at various campuses wh^re 
violent or illegal disorders have taken place. 
It -is requested that such information be 
obtained from Bureau and Police Department 
informants and sources. College officials 
might be asked if they have seen any such 
printed material. 

Information as to the source of funds 
for bail or payment of fines where any large 
number of demonstrators have been arrested. 
It is requested that such information be * 
sought only from bank officials, court officials 
or from Bureau sources. 

Information not previously reported indi¬ 
cating a movement'of funds between organizations 
from one campus area to-another to support or 
maintain sit-ins where college buildings have 
been taken over or occupied without authority. 
It is requested that such information be obtained 
from Bureau and Police' Department informants and 
sources only. 

r 

Individuals identified’ by fingerprints or 
otherwise who have been arrested at demonstrations 
at more than one campus. It is requested that 
such information be obtained from Bureau or Police 
Department records only. 

It is appreciated that a great deal of information has 
already been furnished regarding campus demonstrations. The 
foregoing is only submitted as suggested areas of particular 
interest for future investigative efforts. 
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Turin uj-150 

(Ed. -f-Jrt-65) 

•;'.'UNi#£D STATES GOVL®MENT 

Memorandum 
P^ARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

to : Director 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 

date: Harch 3, 1969. 

Wom : J. Walter Yeagley 
' Assistant Attorney General - 

Internal Security Division Mi. ) 
■■/> f HSSBI.'XJf .. 

suBTECTy'Campus Disorders ( 
' V-- —-- ~ * •• x 

The Internal Security and Criminal Divisions of the 
‘Department -are jointly considering the possibility of conducting 
a grand jury investigation of some.future serious campus 
disorder with a view towards securing testimony and evidence 
concerning violations of the seditious conspiracy (18 U.S.C. 
2384), Smith Act (18 U.S.C. 2385), registration of certain 
organizations (Voorhis Act - 18 U.S.C. 2386), anti-riot 
(18 U.S.C. 2101) and civil disorder (.18 U.S.C. 231} statutes 
and any possible conspiracies in connection therewith. 

In that regard, it would bp most important for us to 
secure in advance the names of any persons planning activities 
which might fall within the proscription of any of the foregoing 
statutes. It would also be important for us to know the 
identities of the officials of any participating organizations 
who have custody or control of records concerning the activities 
of such organizations which we would seek to obtain by means of ! 
subpoenas duces tecum. 

c j. 
It would also be most helpful if you were able to furnisl^ 

us with the names of any individuals who appear at more than one* 
campus either before, during, or after any active disorder or 
riot and the identity of those persons from outside the campus 
who might be instigators of these incidents. 

We would, therefore, appreciate whatever action you can 
take in obtaining information of the foregoing character, both 
through your existing sources of information and through any 
other sources you may be able to develop in those areas most 
likely to be productive of such information. 

«? —* t%%ZtmeeSr™m°e H3dt 
ZT'cmmittJand ihe content may not be disclosed to unautlmized verson- 
net without the express approval of the FBI . 
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5010** 106 OMIONAl fO*M MO. »0 

MAY 1962 IDlIION 

OSA GEN, *£C. NO. 27 

(# 
V 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

% 

/ ^ 
Memorandum • 

TO : 

-— % 

Mr. W. C. SullivVli* date: March 7, 1969 
* 

FROM : C. D. Brennan./ 
• 4 1 

all INFORMATION CONTAINED \ 

O • 
SUBJECT: NET/ LEFT MOVEMENT - 

STUDENT AGITATION -“KEY'ACTIVISTS 
1 s 

PURPOSE:' 
To secure approval for an airtel to ^ll_o££ices containing 

f instructions to the field to develop certain information in respect 
to the securing of testimony and evidence concerning violations of 
statutes within the Bureau's jurisdiction in connection with leaders 
involved in campus disorders. '• , ■ 

a 

By letter 3/3/69 the Assistant Attorney General, Internal 
Security Division, advised that the Internal Security and Criminal 
Divisions are jointly considering possibility of conducting a grand 
jury investigation of some future serious campus disorder with view 
towards securing testimony and evidence concerning violations of 
the seditious conspiracy, Smith Act, registration of certain organi¬ 
zations, antiriot and civil disorder statutes and any possible 
conspiracies in connection therewith. 

In this regard, it was pointed out that the identities \>f 
those individuals planning activity which might fall within the 

' above noted statutes be secured as well as names of those who appear 
at more than.one campus either before, during or after any active 
disorder or campus riot. 

OBSERVATIONS: 
Dep-art-ment-^.„by_..le_t.t.erL_2/lS/69, previously suggested areas 

of interest in gathering intelligence-type information concerning 
. campus disorders, Th.e__Dir.ec-tor..note.d„we„.should.intensi.fy_.our 

coverage., of student disorders and the field .was .so..advised. In line 
with the Department’s expressed concern over these matters and their 
current prosecutive interest of those in a leadership role, we are 
instructing the field .to submit reports every 90 days on Key 
Activists in the New Left movement. The Bureau must be keot advised 
on a current basis of ail pertinent activities of these individuals 

I for dissemination to the Department in line with their request. 

ACTION: ___ . v , 
That the enclosed airtel to all offices be approved. 

This document is prepared in response to your request and is not fof dissemi¬ 
nation outside your Committee. Its use i' limited to officio? p oceedings by 
your Committee and the content may not be disclosed to unauthorized person¬ 
nel without the express approval of the FBI . 
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3/10/69 

Airtel 

To: SAC, Albany 

From:“ Director, FBI 

«EW left movement 
“black EXTREMIST ACTIVITIES ' •••:• 

STUDENT AGITATION - KEY ACTIVISTS ’ 

There is enclosed for each office a copy of a letter 
from the Assistant Attorney General, Infernal Security Division, 
Department of Justice, wherein he requests certain information 
be developed concerning individuals involved in a-"leadership 
role in campus disorders. 

In this regard, generally speaking, those individuals 
who have been previously designated as Key Activists in the 
New Left movement have been involved in campus disorders in 
this country or have appeared on campuses either before, during 
or after such disorders which would indicate possible involve¬ 
ment on their part along lines of interest to the Department. 

Accordingly, bearing in mind the enclosed request of 
the Department, you are to submit an investigative summary report 
on those individuals designated as Key Activists within 45 days 
from the date of this communication. Thereafter, an investigative 
report concerning Key Activists should be submitted every 90 
days. Furthermore, an appropriate communication suitable for 
dissemination should be promptly submitted on these individuals 
whenever they make a speaking engagement on any college campus or 
adjacent 'to such campuses or whenever they make a statement 
indicating the propensity for violence or indicating potential 
student agitation on a campus. 

You should also bear in mind that even if an individ¬ 
ual is not a Key Activist at this tine but would fit into a 
category as—noted in enclosed letter, intensified investigation 

Enclosure 

date 

This document is prepared m response to pour request and is not for dnssem*- 
nation outside your Committee. Its use limited to official proceedings by 
your Committee and the content may not be disclosed to 'unauthorized person- 
nel without the express approval of the FBI . ‘ 
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Airtel to SAC, Albany 
RE: NEW LEFT MOVEMENT 

must be conducted regarding this individual 1r>secure the 
testimony and evidence needed. Insure that the Bureau is 
promptly advised in form suitable for dissemination ox any 
pertinent information developed in these cases. 

Particular effort should be made in connection 
with these investigations to obtain recordings of or reliable 
witnesses to inflammatory speeches or statements made which 
may-subsequently become subject to criminal proceedings. All 
such information should be properly recorded in interview 
report form suitable for production in legal proceedings. 

In all cases whenever there appears to be a possible 
violation of a statute within the investigative jurisdiction 
of the Bureau, the substantive violation character should also 
be included in your communication. In reports submitted 

' . . concerning Key Activists and other individuals fitting into 
. the category noted in this airtel, eight copies of any report 

prepared should be submitted to the Bureau. In the case'of 
letterhead memoranda submitted to the Bureau, ten copies should 
be furnished. 

/ 
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TO : 

FROM : 

SUBJECT: 

t 

v 

optional no. »o 

MAI m2 £D«tiOH 

G5A GIN. *£C. NO. 77 

5010-106 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
Mr. W. C. Sullivari! DATE: April 1, 1969 

C« De Brenna.n . 
y 

f > 
'NEW LEFT MOVEMENT 
key Activist 
PREPARATION OF PHOTOGRAPHIC 

* 

By my memorandum 1/17/69, captioned as above, the 
Director approved preparation of an album containing photographs 
and biographic sketches of New Left Key Activists for distribu¬ 
tion to the fieldb a. copy of which is attached. 

t’ 

We have completed a biographic sketch with a photograph 
for all 55 individuals now included in the Key Activist' Program* 
As others are added to this program a biographic sketch and 
mounted photograph will be prepared and forwarded to the field 
for inclusion in the album* ' . . 

ALBUM 

In view of the widespread foreign travel of Key 
Activists, a copy of the album will also be forwarded to all 
Legal Attaches* 

The attached letter to all offices and Legal Attaches 
will transmit the Key Activist Album and set out instructions 
as to^responsibilities for maintaining it* Each office which is 
origin in the investigation of a Key Activist is being instructed 
they are responsible for maintaining the photograph and biographic 
sketch in a current status and any changes must be forwarded 
promptly to the Bureau and all offices in insert form* 

* 
* 

RECOMMENDATION: \ 

The attached letter to all offices and Legal Attaches ‘ 
be approved* i 

Enclosures - | 

your Committee and the content may not 
nel without the express approval of the FBI . uuwrizea person 
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SAC, Albany 

Director 

April 2, I960 
! 

PERSONAL ATTENTION 

imi LEFT HOVE'IENT - • 
INTERNAL SECURITY - LI ISCELLAHEOUS 
(KEY ACTIVIST ALBUM) 

Aa INFORMATION OONjAINIt' 

isaffiSu :^0 

Enclosed is a copy of the Key Activist Album, containing 
a biographic sketch and photograph of*all current Key Activists. 
As other individuals arc approved as Key Activists, a biographic 
sketch and photograph will bo -forwarded to you for inclusion in 
this album*, A photograph of 11 be 
forwarded as soon as available. * 

This album is intended as an investigative aid for 
you?* use in covering the widespread travel and u&ilulioual 
activities ox these individuals* Office of origin and Bureau 
f*t *? Oi t%.** .-!*•*<; r* ^ *J* y-w^vr iif- •} '•1 -* n *r^ p. t-j*j 

•V-fc-V-* ..Wii.i*-'v*-*. v-» tv ^ I^u^/ulvi KV W Lf .1. Jfj -w- VA b_ ii Jr V14JL 

cations. When an individual included in this program is 
determined to bo in your territory, you should insure the Bureau^ 
and office of origin are kept fully advised of his activities 
in form suitable for dissemination. 

It will be the specific responsibility of office ojh 
origin in each individual case to insure the biographic sketch 
and pho-tograph are kept current. Uhen any changes are made 
office of origin is responsible.for preparation and dissemination 
to all offices and the Bureau of new pages for insertion in the 
album. ’£he above .caption should be utilised for this purpose. 
Fifteen copies should be submitted to the Bureau for forwarding 
to Legal Attaches and Bureau records. 

Enclosure . . '• 

TTiis document is prepared in response to your request and is not for dissemi¬ 
nation outside your Committee. Its use v- limited to officio.1 proceedings by 
your Committee and the content may not be disclosed to una :f.homed personi~ 
■ T without the express approval of th- FBI . . 
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5/22/69 

Mr tel 

AULINFORMATION CONTAINED 

SW1T 

To? SACs, Albany 
Boston 
Chicago 
Cincinnati 
Cleveland 
Dallas 

Detroit „ 
Los Angelos 
Newark 
New York 
WO 

From: Director, FBI 

STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC euw 
IS - SKS 
(KEY ACTIVISTS) 

Current i»»ues of ’’Now Left Notes” sot. forth the 
locations of Students tor a Democratic Society (CBS) Regional 
Offices. Recipients of this communication cover the area 
whore these Regional Offices are, The Bureau desires that 
each office promptly submit ten copies of a letterhead memorandum 
setting 
offices. 

J.W ■rth pertinent data concerning the location of these 
the activities of the office and the identity of its 

organisers? and any other individuals associated with the office. 

It is also desired that a cover airteX be submitted 
with requested letterhead memorandum showing the identities 
of all of the individuals connected with the Regional Office 
and a comment made as to whether or not this individual should 
be included in the Security Index and specifically whether 
his or her activities warrant designation as a Roy Activist, 
In this respect, careful consideration should be given to 
designating those individuals as Key Activists who travel to 
various CDS chapters.throughout the Regional Office territory 
and, therefore, would be most apt to visit various college 
campuses and possibly be instrumental in a loaderchip role 
in campus disorders. 

S.*S| *5S'sSjSS: 
STJSKffi * the m • 

Dodd: 32989621 



A in tel' to SAC. Albany 
RES STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY 

Regarding those individuals who are'being 
designated as Key Activists, prior Bureau instructions relating 
to investigations of these individuals must be closely 
followed, A summary report must be promptly submitted or 
a supplemental summary report when a prior one Ins already 
been prepared. Insure that each report contains, among other 
things, pertinent data concerning speeches or statements made 
by these individuals which could possibly be considered as 
a violation of Antiriot Law statutes or other violations of 
of Federal laws, _ 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT i DEPARTMENT 

/:-// ots) wy ft')'} sh trn 
*L. » v ^ 1 \sv+ & Kj'L/ (s'1/ / / v ^ /'’•> v*jm *f» « 

Co» v^i/sE* i.t«» N i A E x 

to : Director . . • 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 
date: oe-pU i<n\ 

from : Robert C. Mardian 

Assistant Attorney General 

Internal Security Division 

subject: NEW LEFT MOVEMENT ' 

The Internal Security Division is, at the present 

time, conducting an in-depth analysis of the New Left 

Movement to determine if any of its leaders can be 

prosecuted under the provisions of the Smith Act or 

.other federal statutes. In this connection, it would 

•be appreciated if the Bureau could furnish an up-to-date 

;listing of the leaders of the New Left Movement, together 

'with a summary of their background and activities. 

AIL ¥Bl COimmED 

■NATIONAL SECURITY INFORMATION 
Unauthorized Disclosure 

Subject to Criminal Sanctions 
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Mr. Eo S. Miller 10-12-71 

E. L. Shackelford 

NEW LEFT MOVEMENT 
XNTEBKAL SECURITY - NEW LEFT 

Memorandum recommends we furnish Department up-to-date 
listing of the leaders of the New Left movement and a summary 
of their backgrounds and activities. 

DETAILS.:'- ' 

By. memorandum to the Director dated 9-29-71, 
Assistant Attorney General Robert C, Mardian advised that .the 
internal Security Division of the Department is conducting an 
in-depth analysis of the Nsw Left movement to determine if any. 
of its leaders .can be prosecuted under the previsions of the 
Smith Act or other Federal Statutes. In this connection, he / 
requested that the Bureau furnish an up-to-date listing of the 
leaders of the New Left, movement and a summary of their back¬ 
grounds and -activities. 

In connection with th© Key Activist program, the 
New Left Section of th© Domestic Intelligence Division maintains 
current profiles of all Key Activists, who are the leaders of 
the Mew Left movement. 

These are work papers prepared for intra-Bureau use 
but contain only public source and nonsensitive information, ' 
which is believed will adequately serve the needs of th© 
Department, Since those profiles are to be utilized only as 
work papers by th© Department, it is not believed that we 
should devote the necessary time to reworking them into formal . 
documents, 

BEC0MI1ENDATX0N: 
******* *M*m>'mwt*'ir**‘~**mB»**n<fiTf*K»***** 

If approved, a copy of each profile will be furnished’ 
to the Department with attached letter. Letter indicates profiles 
are in work paper form. , ' . . 

„ * _e/> +n biMJ/lf VfiftVP.Rf. (twA ?<? not jQf UflSSCTf^r 

Enclosures 

•aper form. .. * 

» rKS* XSJfJZJSTty 
™"comStttei and %u content may mt be disced to unauthorized person- 
nel without the express approval of the FBI . 



ZQWTDExm&h 

Assistant Attorney General 
Internal Security Division 

October lt|9 1971 

]&roctoir» £01 

KEtf LEF*1 EOYEMSH^ 
INTEKti&Ii SSOHUT? « KBUf SLOT 

Reference is mde to yousr letter dated September R9, 
1071, Its which yon rcquosted aa up-to-date listing of tbs 
leaders ci the Bass Lett wovesHBiit and a ©u®aary oi th&ir 
backgrounds- and activities* 

inforoal worli; papers regarding 71 3.waders of tlm 
0®» Lett sovgseai are £«rai.s*aodl herewith. ' . 

y ' 
• / ^ 

Sodoouras ' 

NATIONAL SECURITY INFORMATION 
Unauthorized Dis'l^nre 

‘Subject to Criminal Actions 

(jq{& ir 

h< GROUP 1 
Sxcluo^if^oia automatic 
downgrad^s^aticl 
dec 1 assail eaEiron 

hw aana 



UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

to : The Director 

Federal Bureau of Investigation 

from • Ro^)er't c« Mardian 
Assistant Attorney General 

Internal Security Division 
4 

• subject: new left movement . . 

INTERNAL SECURITY - NEW LEFT 

date: January JL 8 . 
1 / 

Reference is made to your cover letter of October 
14, 1971 which served to transmit to the Internal Security 
Division of the Department of Justice informal work papers 
regarding 71 leaders of the New Left movement. 

c o n (flu. <2i ulcj /n •v\ *V» 
wi v As you knov/ this D.iv-5 <H on 

analysis of the New Left movement to determine if any of 
its leaders can be prosecuted under the provisions of the 

. Smith Act or other federal statutes. In connection with 
this study, if would be helpful if the Bureau could furnish 

| current photographs, if available, of the 71 individuals 
\ whose biographies have previously been made available.- 

T 
I 

ttSSmJZ* the content mat, jwt be disclosed to unauthorized person- 
nel without the express approval of the rBI . 

1972. 
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ornoNAi ;o?m )io, 10 

MA1 1962 eOlflOH 

C5A OJN. kfO. HO. 77 

5010-10* 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO Mr. E. S.. Milled DATE: 1/25/72 

FROM : R, L. Shackelfordj 

SUBJECT: NEW LEFT MOVEMENT 
INTERNAL SECURITY - - NEW LEFT 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 

BACKGROUND: 

With the Director's approval, we previously furnished 
the Assistant Attorney General, Internal Security Division, 
work papers containing background and activities of 71 leaders • 
in the New Left movement as requested by the Department, 

PUT ATT,S: 

By letter dated 1/18/72, the Internal Security 
Division (ISD) of the Department requested that we furnish 
current photographs of the 71 New Left leaders. The ISD is 
conducting an in-depth analysis of the New Left movement to 
determine if any of its leaders can be prosecuted under.the 
Smith Act or other Federal statutes. We have photographs 
available of' the 7.1 New Left leaders at the Seat of Government 
which were obtained in connection with the Key Activist Program. 
Reprints of these photographs can be furnished to the ISD. 

•RECOMMENDATION: * 

If approved, the ISD will be advised that we will 
make available reproductions of photographs requested. 

Enclosure 

This document is prepared m response to your request and is not for dissemi- 
nation outside your Committee. Its use i> 1 muted to officio ZoZdSSu 
your Committee and the content may not be disclosed to unauthorized verso%- 
nel without the express approval of the FBI . ■ a Peison% 



Assistant 'Attorney General 
Internal Security Division 

Director, FBI 

Jaimc.ry 26, ID 7 2 

NEW Lr,!Ff b'QVF.mm! 
ISTS UMAX. SB CUHITY NEW LEFT 

Reference is rondo to your letter dated January 18, 
1972, in which you requested current photographs of 71 
leaders of the Hew Left movement. Information concerning 
the background and activities of the 71 Now Left leaders wa3 
previously furnished to you. 

Please be advised that photographs of the 71 
leaders in the Mew Left movement are available at Bureau < 
Headquarters. Upon reproduction of these photographs, 
copies will .be furnished to yt>u. 

national security information 
Unauthorized Disclosure. 

Subject to Criminal Sanctions 

c Group 1 
Exc 11livKl f r05n ant oxo a tic 
dowuqr; and 
declassification 
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0'*TIONAL FORM NO. 10 

MAY JlXC EO.i ION 

Xf asA'tPMR {*' i*n) iot-11.8 

UNITED STATES GOVEiWTENT 

ff e 
>i 1 

to : SAC, Albany 

/ 

Director, FBI (100-446997) 

subject: REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVITIES 
KEY ACTIVISTS 

date: 10/16/73 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED ^ 

ReBulet 4/2/69 captioned "New Left Movement, 
Internal Security - Miscellaneous (Key Activist Album) 

?/ith the end of the Vietnam War and Selective 
Service Lottery System and reduced drafting of young men, 
there has been a marked reduction in nationally known 
agitators traveling about the country giving inflammatory 
speeches before large groups. There has been a corresponding 
decrease in major disturbances. Some organizations of 
national significance during the previous period of disorders 
have become ineffective and other groups have emerged with 

taCt^CS »n<1 = __ 

The Key Activist Album has served as an invaluable 
investigative aid to field offices covering subversives in 
frequent travel status by making readily available photographs 
and background information for use by Agent personnel on the 
scene. 

Because subversive groups, particularly those 
associated with New Left, are hot particularly stable as to 
leadership, there is a need for constant review of the 
sufijects included in the Album to insure there is a current 
basis for their inclusion. Also there is a need for periodic 
review of field office files to insure those subversives 
emerging in leadership or activist roles are added to the 
Album. There are numerous well-known subversives who do not 
have strong organizational affiliation but whose travel requires 
coverage by the various field offices. 

Offices should review logical files of.those 
subjects in which they are office of origin and who are 
known to travel extensively for the purpose of recommending 
for inclusion in the Key Activist Album those who warrant 
the investigative attention required and whose presence in 

2 - All offices 
TMs document is prepared in response to jyour request and is not for dissent- 
nation mSe your Committee. Vs use V United to official proceedings by 
Tour Committee and the content may not be disclosed to unauthorized person 
SwUlxmt the express BPiwJ of tU FBI . 

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Bay roll Savings Blan 

! - HW .55099 
L___ 
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Letter to Albany 
Re: Revolutionary Activities 

Key Activists 

the Album would be beneficial to other offices covering 
their activities. It is not intended that large-scale file 
reviews be conducted, as such subjects are believed readily 
identifiable to personnel working these matters. 

Persons considered for inclusion in Key Activist 
Album should qualify for Administrative Index. Within your 
reporting of the activities of Key Activists you should 
comment in the cover pages of such communications within 
six-month intervals as to the justification for subject 
remaining a Key Activist. During your following of the 
activities of Key Activists, particular attention should 
be given to their statements and activities looking toward 
developing prosecutable violation of statutes within 
investigative jurisdiction of FBI. In the event such 
violations are developed, such as Antiriot Laws (ARL), the 
substantive character should be included in communications. 

Appropriate recommendations under individual 
caption making reference to this communication should be 
promptly furnished to Headquarters. .One copy of proposed 
biographical sketch, together with two photographs of subject, 
is to be submitted with recommendation. Handwriting specimens, 
or preferably hand printing specimens, are to be submitted 
on every Key Activist under individual caption, Attention: 
FBI Laboratory. 

•* Once an individual has been approved as a Key 
Activist, Headquarters will send to field copies of biographi¬ 
cal sketch. Whenever any changes are to be made in a 
biographical sketch, the office of .origin is responsible 
for preparation and dissemination to all offices and 
Headquarters of new pages for insertion in the Album. 
Submit revisions by routing slip, Attention: IS-2 Section, 
under individual caption. Sixteen copies should be 
submitted to Headquarters for forwarding to Legal Attaches 
and for Bureau records. 
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5010-104 , fOUM NO. 10 

' EDITION 

C5A GfN. *EG. NO. 27 

UNITED STATES iW ZRNMENT 

Memorandum 
DATE: 2/13/75 

to : Mr . W. R. Wanfta'thl 

from :Re l. Sha*cicelfor<| 

' /O 
SUBJ ECT:~'pj?y0 lu,tipnary ACT IV fXIE S' 

ICEY ACTIVISTS ' ' ALL INFORMATION CONTAINS© \ 

-PURPOSE:' . 

To obtain approval to send attached airtel to all 
offices and Legal Attaches (Legats) Mexico City, Ottawa, and 
.Paris, (only Legats presently possessing the Key Activist 

.. ‘ -Album) advising them Key Activist Program is being discontinued. 
A* 

BACKGROUND: 

By Bureau airtel dated 1/30/S8, captioned 
"Investigation of the New Left '(Key Activists)," ten selected 
offices were advised of the Bureau's institution of captioned 
matter including appropriate instructions as to the h^-nUling 
of same. In subsequent communications, all field of/ice^* j..' 
were apprised of captioned matter and existing instruct 

r 

This program proved to be of extremely valuable 
investigative assistance, and at one time there were approxi¬ 
mately 75 subjects listed as Key Activists. At the inception 
of this program, FBI investigations revealed a number of" subjects 
were traveling extensive^ denouncing the United States and 
advocating civil disopp&bnce and other forms of unlawful and 
disruptive acts. 

Subsequent to the termination of the Vietnam V/ar'anci 
the draft, tactics changed within the subversive movement, and 
there was a drastic reduction in travel. By Bureau letter, 
10/16/73, all offices were requested to review logical files 

fkis document is prepared in response to yonr request and is not for dissemi¬ 
nation outside your Committee. Its use is limited to officia' ” •oceedings by 
your Committee and the content may not be disclosed to unauthorized person» 
nel without the express approval of, the FBI . 
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Memorandum to Mr. W. R. Wannall 
Re: Revolutionary Activities 

Key Activists 

of subversives\vho were known to travel extensively for the 
purpose of recommending these individuals for designation 
as-Key Activists. No field offices subsequently recommended 
additions to the Key Activist Album, and at the present time 
only 12 subjects are designated as Key Activists. 

OBSERVATIONS: 

Since the end of the Vietnam War and the draft, 
.the subversive movement has lost its "rallying point” and is 
•in a fragmented state with little cohesiveness between 
present day subversive organizations. This latter aspect is 
certainly borne out by the Weather Underground's^recent * 
publication of "Prairie Fire" in which they call for the 
unifying of all revolutionary activists in order to achieve 

•their final objectives and goals; however, to date the 
Weather Underground's call for such unification has failed 
to achieve any success whatsoever. 

Bureau teletype to all offices and Legats,■ captioned 
"Destruction of Field Files and Records," dated 1/29/75 
instructed no FBI files or records maintained in the field 
are to be destroyed until further notification. Accordingly 
recipients of attached airtel are being instructed to maintain 
their copies of Key Activist Album. 

* v 

Forms FD-128 and FD-305 (attached) contain information 
concerning Key Activists. These references should now be 
deleted/as noted in line with discontinuance of Key Activist 
program. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

1. That attached airtel be approved and sent to all 
offices and designated Legats advising them of the termination 
of captioned program., 

2. This memorandum be referred to Training Division 
so that appropriate changes can be made in Forms FD-305 
and FD-128. 
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Airtel • 

* To: SAq, Albany ' - 2/19/75 
LEQAT8, Mexico City 

Ottawa 
; ‘ Paris 

0 

From: Director, FBI 

•REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVITIES 
•KEY ACTIVISTS 

ReBulet to Albany (all offices) (no copies to 
Legats) dated October 16, 1973,' captioned as above, wherein 
all field offices were requested to review logical files of 
subjects qualified for the Administrative Index (ABBS) who 
were known to travel extensively in connection with their 
subversive activities for the purpose of recommending them 
for designation as Key Activists." * 

In January, 1968, FBI Headquarters designated 
certain individuals as Key Activists in the "New Left" 
movement. At that time, ten Selected field offices were 
instructed Key Activist subjects were to receive continuing 
and intensive investigation so that the Bureau would have 
complete and detailed knowledge regarding their day-to-day 
activities. This program was later expanded to include all 
field offices and was invaluable at the time the "New Left" 
movement was at its height. 

* At the time the Key Activist Program was 
instituted,, a number of individuals prominent within the 
"New Left" movement were making extensive public appearances 
throughout the United States and abroad. During the course 
of public appearances, these individuals were highly vocal 
in their statements denouncing the United States and called 
for civil disobedience and other forms of unlawful and 
disruptive acts. 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAJHH 

mU<i rthMiwimi is prepared in response to j/our request and is not for dissents 
MrtJ mSe vour Committee. Its use is limited to official proceedings by 
Zur Committee and the content may not be disclosed to unauthorized person¬ 
nel without the express approval of the FBI . 
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Air tel to Albany, et al 
Ee: Revolutionary Activities 

Key Activists 

Since the cessation of hostilities in Vietnam 
and the ending of the draft, FBI investigations leave 
little doubt-that the tactics of the subversive movement 
have changed considerably, including diminished travel 
throughout the United States and abroad. This is borne 
out by the field’s inability to add qualified individuals 
to the Key Activist Album in response to referenced Bureau 
letter. ' 

Because of the above, Headquarters is of the 
opinion the present day activities of subversive subjects 
do not necessitate the continuance of this program. 
Accordingly, captioned program is being'terminated. In 
line with Bureau teletype, 1/29/75 captioned ’’Destruction 
of Field Files and Records’* all offices and appropriate 
Legats should retain their copies of Key Activist Album. 
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NAME 

* 

Race: 
Sex: 
Nationality: 
DPOB: 
Height: 
Weight: 
Build: 
Hair: 
Eyes: 
Complexion: 
FBI No.: 
Other arrest no’s.: 

SSN: 
Scars and Marks: 
FPC: 

Marital Status: 

Education: 

Residence 

White 
Male 
American 
1/2/36, Chicago 
6’2” 

Illinois 

160 pounds 
Slender 
Brown-red, receding hairline 
Brown 
Fair-freckled 

16 MI Tt I 12 Ref RT 
MI T II 

Married to 
Currenty separated 

BA JD Loyola 

Employment: Attorney 

Relatives-Residence: 

Military Service: None 
Illinois drivers license 
00’ File No.: 
Bufile No.: 

Succinct Profile: 
specializing in radical clients, including 

Weatherman and Black Panther Party. He was leading activist in 
Weatherman and has had contact with Weatherman fugitives. 

copy of Weatherman ''New Morning, Changing Weather" state- 
delivered to him 

He traveled from to West Coast cities 10/71 s. 
where he reportedly was to contact Weatherman fugitives to arrange 
their surrender. During he conducted legal consulta¬ 
tions with inmates 

hli'^lS^OONTAINeD . 
DATE 

is attorney with law firm 

ARMED AND DANGEROUS' 
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Photo 

m1o;.ookta.}<e0 

DATE 

Name 
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telC, Atlanta Sept eraser 2, 1964 

Director, FBI 

C0DNTE3ISITgLLgaBSXg PSOGI&H. 
XHEESIAL SECURITY 

.BISifflPTIfai OF EATS GEDUPS. MBSSSa 
; y ""Effective immediately, the. Btireau is instituting 
’» coordinated Counter intelligence Prograrn. (Cointelpro) 
directed against ii'lan^typs and hate organisations, Offices 
receiving conies of this letter are instructed to immediately 
open an active control file, captioned as above, and to 
assign res pons ibilit :•? for this program to an experienced 
and imaginative Special Agent who is veil veiled in 
investigation of hate and racist-type organizations and 
their membership. j 

The purpose of this program is to expose, disrupt 
and otherwise neutralize the activities of the various lilans 
and hate organisations, their leadership and adherents. 
The activities of these groups must be followed on a 
continuous basis so we cay take advantage of all oppor¬ 
tunities for counterintelligence and also inspire action 
in instances where circumstances warrant. The devious 
maneuvers and duplicity of these groups must be exposed 
to public scrutiny through the cooperation of reliable 
3Cws media sources, both locally and at the Seat of 
Government. Ve must frustrate any effort of the groups 
to consolidate their forces or to recruit new or youthful 
adherents. In every instance-, consideration should be 
given to disrupting the organized activity of these groups 
and no opportunity should be missed to capitalize upon 
organizational and personal conflicts ofjth^ir leadership. , 

This document is prepared in response.to pour request and is not for dissemi¬ 
nation outside your Committee. Its use is limited to official proceedings by 
your Committee and the content may not be disclosed to unauthorized person? 
nel without the express approval of the FBI . 
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DISRUPTION OF HATE GROUPS 

The following Sian organizations, currently 
under active investigation, should be considered for 
counterintelligence action: 

1. Association of Arkansas Klans of the 
„ Knights of the Ku Klux Klan* : ' 

2* Association of Georgia Klans* 
3# Association of South Carolina Klans, 

Knights of the Ku Klux Klan* 
4* Christian Knights of the Ku Klux Elan, 

Hinton, West Virginia* 
5. Dixie Klans, Knights of the Ku Klux 

Elan, Inc* 
6* Improved Order of the U* 3* Klans, 

Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, Inc* 
7* Independent Klavern, Fountain Inn* 
8* Independent Klan Unit, St. Augustine, 

Florida* 
9* Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, Aka. 

10. Mississippi Knights of the Ku Klux Klan. 
11* National Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, Inc. 
12* Original Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, • 
13. Pioneer Club, Orlando, Florida. 
14. United Florida Ku Klux Klan. 
15. United Klans of America, Inc., Knights 

of the Ku Klux Klan. 
16. U, S. Klans, Knights of the Ku Klux 

Klan, Inc. 
17. White, Knights of the Ku Klux Klan of 

■ Mississippi* 

The following hate organizations currently being 
afforded active investigation are included in this program. 

1. Alabama States Rights Party (Origin: Mobile) 
2. American Nazi Party (Origin; Richmond) 
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EE} COUirrSHII-ITELLlC-EfTCE PROGRAM 

INTERNAL SECURITY 
DISRUPTION OP HATS GROUPS 

3» Council for Statehood, aha, Freemen 
( Ox’ig in; lliaui i ) 

4* Fighting American Nationalists 
i Baltimore) 

S« national States Rights Party 
(Origin: Birmingham) : 

0. National Renaissance Party 
(Origin: How Yorls) 

7* TJsitod Freemen (Origin: Miami) 
8, Filming Youth of America (Origin: Tamps.) 
9# ¥hit© Youth Corps (Origins Chicago) 

On or before 10/15/64, participating offices 
Sr® instructed to submit to the Bureau a detailed analysis 
of potential counterintelligence action against pertinent 
organisations and individuals active within their respective 
territories and specific recommendations should bo included 
for any logical immediate counterintelligence action. 
Recommendations submitted under this program must 'include 
all necessary facts to enable the Bureau to intelligently 
pass upon the feasibility of the proposed action. In 
instances where a reliable and cooperative news media ' 
representative or other source outside the Bureau is to 
be contacted or utilized in connection with a proposed 
counterintelligence operation, it will be incumbent upon 
the rocommending office to furnish assurances the source 
will not reveal the Bureau*s interest or betray our 
confidence* 

Offices participating in this program who have 
investigative responsibility for Elan organizations should 
specifically comment in the. initial letter to the Bureau 
regarding ’’Action Groups,” As these offices are aware, 
these groups have been described aa tho relatively few 
individuals in each organization who us© streng-ara tactics 
and violent actions to achieve their ends. Often these 
groups act without the approval of the Elan organization 
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INTERNAL SECURITY 
DISRUPTION 0? IIATE GROUPS 

t 

or ifiembership. The Bureau considers it vital that we 
expose the identities and activities of such groups and 
where possible disrupt their efforts* Those groups should 
be subjected to continuing counterintelligence action. 

■» 

Ho counterintelligence action mav be initiated 
the, field •.•/ituout specilic' bureau authorisation. 

Commencing 1/1/65 and every 3 months thereafter, 
each participating office should submit to the Bureau a 
Status letter covering the prior 3-month period, including 
comments under the following captions: 

&« Potential Counterintelligence Action 

2* Pending Counterintelligence Action 

3« Tangible Results 

If necessary, a 4th caption "Miscellaneous" 
say be utilized for additional comments. 

Recommendations for counterintelligence action 
Should not be included in 90-day status letters to the 
Bureau but following the initial analysis due 10/15/64, 
Should be submitted individually by separate letter. 

All Special Agent personnel responsible for 
the investigation of Klan-typa and hate organisations 
and their membership should be alerted to our counter¬ 
intelligence plans relating to these groups. Counter¬ 
intelligence action directed at these groups is intended to 
complement and stimulate our accelerated intelligence 
investigations. Each investigative Agent has a responsi¬ 
bility to call to the attention of the counterintelligence 
coordinator suggestions and possibilities for implementing 
the program. You are cautioned that the nature of this 
new endeavor is such that under no circumstances should 
the existence of the program be made known Outside the 
Bureau and appropriate v/ithin-office security should be 
afforded this sensitive operation* 
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INTERNAL SECURITY 
DISRUPTION OP J/ATE GROUPS 

The Bureau is pleased with past successes 
achieved by our counterintelligence efforts in other 
phases of our investigative responsibilities. To 
insure our success in this now endeavor., the Agent to 
whom the program is assigned in each office must have 
ft detailed knowledge of the activities of the racist 
groups in the territory and that knowledge must be 
coupled with interest, initiative and imagination. 
The Agent must be alert for information which has a 
disruptive potential. The information will not come 
to him - - he must look for it. The most effective 
way of being assured os keeping cn top of the situation 
in io i^aintain close contact with these Agents who handle 
the investigation of the racial and hate groups and their 
membership and also to periodically review relevant files. 

If an enthusiastic approach is made to this 
mew endeavor, there is no reason why the results 
achieved under this programjwill not equal or surpass 
our achievements in similar-type programs directed 
gainst subversives* 
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^ UNITED ST\TES GC CRNMENT 

' MemorarMum 
TO : Mr. W. C. Sullivan date: November 18, 1965 

FROM : Mr. W. R. Wannall » 

SUBJECT: DOMINICAN INDEX 
* # 

INTERNAL SECURITY 

PURPOSE': 

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINE0\ 
. • NiRiiMfffUWSLAggfPl! 

§ah §¥ 

! __ .To recommend implementation of a Dominican Index in order to 
t have a ready record of individuals who should be continually borne in 
: mind from the standpoint of the security of the ’Dominican Republic. . 

BACKGROUND: 

The Bureau’s mission in the Dominican Republic is to identify 
Dominican subversives and to supply information on these individuals 
to the appropriate authorities so thg.t necessary action•is taken to 
neutralize them. 

We are diligently carrying out our mission and will continue 
to do so as long as we remain in the Dominican Republic. In order to • 
a c-r1 *i CT 'ic? ^ ww J.O JhJljl. ri"5 oho iilcl utilize a Li a.dminiairaliv'fc! aid 
consisting of an alphabetical working index containing the names of 
those individuals in the Dominican Republic who are identified as . 

■communists or otherwise believed to be. subversive. 

Latin-American Section after obtaining Legat, Santo.Domingo’s 
views has prepared the criteria for determining individuals to be included 
in the Index and the procedure to .be utilized for inclusion of their names 
in the Index. These are basically similar .to current methods being used 
for maintaining the Security Index and data processing system will be • 
used. Upon approval at Division level to include a subject in the 
Dominican Index, data processing unit will prepare two cards containing 
pertinent background data as well as residence and employment of a . 
subject if known. Legat will be furnished a card cpntaining pertinent 
data which will be filed alphabetically in .his office.. At the Seat of 
Government, Domestic Intelligence Division will maintain one card in 
alphabetical order for ready reference at the Bureau. Thus, Legat, 
Santo Domingo, and the Seat of Government will have at_at moment’s notice 
the identities of all those deemed dangerous tcT*tlie’'"J^^iaidan Government. 

CRITERIA: . ‘ 

life following are the criteri^utider.ixnnsiderqj:ipQ ifor 
inclusion of names in the Dominican Index 

mT * _ 1 ...... ...i .n iwA»/5/M/»A*/?W O/Vt. 1 

Enclosures 
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Memorandum Mr. Wannall to Mr. 
Be; DOMINICAN INDEX 

Sullivan 

A. Membership in a basic communist-type organization. 

B. Subject has served in a leadership capacity in a procommunist, 
pro-Castro or communist-front organization .or has had substantial active 
participation in the furtherance of the aims and purposes of such an 
organization. 

C. Although not identified as a member of a subversive or front 
organization, subject has, by public utterances and/or overt acts, shown 
he adheres to communist doctrines and principles. • 

D. Although investigation has failed to -establish ov'ertr acts or 
statements on part of the subject, facts have- been developed which clearly 
and unmistakably depict subject as a dangerous procommunist individual. • 

Concerning the basic communist-type organizations Mentioned in 
item A above, the Bureau considers, at present, as acceptable in this 
category the Partidp Comunista Dominicano (PCD - Dominican Communist 
Party) and the Movimiento Popular Dominicano (MPD - Dominican Popular 
Movement). As additional information is gathered, additions may be made 

-‘to these basic communist-type organizations. 
w 

OBSERVATIONS: \ 

The Dominican Index is believed necessary at this time in order 
| to fulfill our responsibilities in the Dominican-Republic. It is ' 

^believed that Legat, Santo Domingo, should be armed with such an index 
in order that he may have a complete run-down on those persons deemed 
dangerous to the Dominican Government at all times. • 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

That the Dominican Index be placed in effect and that LegatJ 
Santo Domingo, be advised of the mechanics to be utilized. In order that 
we may proceed with implementation of this 'index, there is attached 
for approval: 

(1) A form by which an index card may be prepared or 'amended. 
If approved,.form will bear number 5-146. 

40 

' ' . ' \ 

(2) A letted to Legat, San’to Domingo, containing instructions 
relative to implementa'tiojn of the Dominican Index. .. . . . y 
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, JnTito States g/J^nment 

'/ ‘ Memorandum 

ro 

from 

/&} 
Mr. W. C. Sul,liYa.pc/ 

date: December 8, 1965 

/r r 
W. R. Wannall- 

SUBJECT: (^j) 
DOMINICAN INDEX without me exvr^s u/> .-•» --- 
INTERNAL SECURITY - DOMINICAN REPURk I£^Qp^rnoM CONTAINED 

UKD!=l^,i«iJ IfJCl ASSJFlE&/»/j , 

mi;, /jnrvment is prepared in response to your request and is not for (ftssd 
This aocum V L -+tee jls me i- limited to official proceedings 

■your'nCo£iittee avd k* content may not be disclosed to unauthorized pers 
n»l ivithout the express approval of the FBI . 

BACKGROUND: 
HERElt 
DATE 

„ASS5RE 
BY 

By memorandum Mr. Wannall to Mr. Sullivan 11/18/65 approval 
was secured for implementation of a Dominican Index to enable Bureau and 
Legal Attache, Santo Domingo, to have ready record of Dominican subversives. 
It \vas approved that the Domestic Intelligence Division should decide 
which individuals v/ould be included in Index. 

By letter 11/19/65 complete instructions were issued to Legat 
relative to Index. A supply of approved forms (copy attached) has been 
forwarded for his vise and by airtel 12/3/65 he was instructed ,o begin 
recommending individuals for the Index. 

PURPOSE: 

This memorandum is for purpose of securing approval of _ 
instructions relative to Index for guidance at Seat of Government (SOG). 

MECHANICS OF OPERATIONS AT SOG: 

Upon receipt from Legat, Santo Domingo, of form 5-146 by the 
substantive desk, the Supervisor will review the data on the form for 
tccSac^ lad completeness. He will review the addendum, for accuracy and 
completeness and to insure that the succinct summary warrants the subject s 
name for inclusion in the Dominican Index. 

....•.(a)... . Recommending., for. Domini can.,Ind ex .card,.r-: If, Supervisor 
agrees’"with Le^at * s recommendation to place the subject's name in the 
Dominican Index, a notation "Recommend for Dominican Index" and initials 
of Supervisor should be made in the upper right of the xorm. At the 

’bdttcjm of’ the form the ‘Supervisor’ should make a notation _1—:——T—T- 
(name ot Supervisor designated to handle this function) -P^gre Homanican 
Index cards.” The Supervisor should not initial for the Section until the 
form is returned to him indicating^ what action was taken upon his 

r e c o mm e n t'ibTu ; • ~ 

After taking above-action, Supervisor should forward the form by^ 
if-slip- to his Unif -Chlef-who- will pass :upb^i fi^-f^^nendation- - • routing -'slip 
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and place his initials below the Supervisor’s in the upper right portion 
of the form. The Unit Chief will then send the form to the Section 
Chief for final approval. However, if special circumstances exist 
making it desirable to do so (e.g., subject is high Dominican ‘ 
Government figure or a highly controversial figure), Section Chief 
will secure the final decision from the Assistant Director’s Office. 

If recommendation to place subject in the Dominican Index is 
approved, form 5-146 will be returned to the Supervisor in charge of 
the Index who will take the necessary action- to have the Dominican 
Index cards prepared. 

Supervisor in charge of Index will have his Dominican Index 
clerk stamp beneath the Section stamp and will forward 
form 5-146 to Mr. by routing slip. 

The program calls for making two cards (soe attached sample) 
which will be prepared through data processing and will be returned to 
tile Dominican Index clerk. Clerk will compare data on cards with data 
on form 5-146 for accuracy. If found accurate, cleric will stamp the 
carbon copy of form 5-146 "Approved Dominican Index Card. File card 
in your Dominican Index" and likewise stamp "Transmit to Legat, 
SauLo Domingo." Clerk will also stamp the original of form 5-146 "Card 
filed. Card sent Legat, Santo Domingo" and will thereafter staple the 
carbon copy of form 5-146 to one of the Dominican Index cards and 
forward same to Legat, and will file one card in alphabetical order in 
the Dominican Index maintained in the Dominican Communist Unit. After 
clerk has taken above action, the original of form 5-146 will be routed 
to substantive desk Supervisor for initialing for the Section. 

Should the recommendation for placing a subject in the 
Dominican Index be ruled against, form 5-146 should be returned to 
substantive desk Supervisor who will direct a letter to Legat, 
Santo Domingo, advising of such action and the b?si.s for the decision, 

.^,*;Sp.ch co^r.espo.ndence.-shouId.:adyise. Legat to be alert in the future and. 
should additional derogatory information" 'be' obtained','’''Eegat: may"'at'"'that'''' 

’4tim.e' fesubmi.t- his: recommendation. .. * *. ! **'• •;* ••**■... * • ' . • 

the-."eVent’■'Leg'?:t;' 'recommeii'd'g: • agains 1&-p T&cihg --aksub jec t.,.- again 
whom subversive allegations have been received, on the Index and 
substantive Supervisor agrees, the concurrence of the Supervisor in 
Charge of the Dominican Communist Unit must be secured before the case 
may be. closed at the. SOG. . _ ... .. * 

v* 4 • I • • * ••*.**■ # # ‘ : - ' •• * f 1 - * • • - • # • . 
* t ^ s f . § ♦ 1 ' . • j • • • ■ . k • * • • * a *f ( ^ ■ ' • ♦ ' . . t 

* (b) Changes- or' Additions to Dominican' Index- card-—- When 
'*::^'.fibrft-.T5-14'6- is '.utilized •••to''make -a- change., or addition,.to-.a 'Dominican . Index 

card, the form should go directly to the Dominican Index clerk who will 
stamp and forward to Mr.fg|g|^ by routing slip. 
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Memorandum Mr. Y/annall to Mr. Sullivan 
Rc: DOMINICAN INDEX 

Data processing will prepare the changed Dominican Index cards 
and return them to the- Dominican Index clerk v/lio will chock the change 
for accuracy as it appears on form 5-146, she will stamp form 5-146 
"Cards UTD, Card sent Legat, Santo Domingo," and will file one Index card 
in the Dominican Index maintained by Supervisor in Charge of the Dominican 
Communist Unit and will destroj1- the old card. Clerk will stamp routing 
slip (0-7) "This is a corrected Dominican Index Card. Substitute for card 
in file and destroy old card" and will then forward a corrected Index 
card to Legat. After clerk has taken above action, form 5-146 will be 
returned to substantive desK for initialing for the Section by the 
Supervisor. 

(c) Responsibility of Substantive Supervisor — Basically, it 
is the responsibility of the substantive Supervisor to see that prior 
to closing a case, the subject thereof is considered for inclusion in 
the Index where his sympathies or activities might bring him within the 
criteria. There v/ill be cases in this regard when no investigation will 
h?.ve been conducted by Legat, Santo Domingo, and, hence, the sole 
responsibility will rest with the SOG Supervisor as, for example, where 
subject is residing outside the Dominican Republic. j 

RECOMMENDATION: 

That above instructions be approved. Upon approval, copies of 
this memorandum will be furnished interested personnel. 

\ 

1 
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' unitej states government 

~'~MemorandiMi 
: Mr. W. C. Sulliv^a DATE: 11/8/66 

i>M : W. R. Wannall' 

V IjECT-r T)01 DOMINICAN INDEX 
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS, UNCLASSIFIED^ n , 
PATE MimCL. BY$kk&< 

■ By memorandum 8/5/66 it was recommended and approved 
that the Dominican Index (DI) be maintained for an additional 
three-month period, at which time it should be re-evaluated. 
We have made a re-evaluation and feel that the BT should now be 
limited in its scope.to include only the key figures among the 
Dominican subversives. 

BACKGROUND: 

The DI is a ready record of individuals who should be 
continually borne in mind from the standpoint of the security of 
the Dominican Republic (DR). The.DI was established in November, 
1965, to assist in fulfilling the Bureau's mission in the DR, 
that of identifying Dominican subversives. It provides at a 
moments notice, through use of the data processing system, the 
identity of those subversives deemed dangerous t.o. the Dominican 
Government. it provides for the tabula.Lion of individuals 
considered to be key figures because of their position in the 
Communist Parties, influence in education, labor, and so forth. 
We have at this time over 960 individuals on the DI, of which 
over 250 are key figures. 

CURRENT EVALUATION: 

We have discussed this matter concerning the DI thoroughly 
with Legal Attache, Santo Domingo, to obtain his views as to 
whether we should continue the DI as in the past or to make 
adjustments which would better serve his purposes. We havtK&l^o 
discussed whether the DI should be discontinued. 

Legal Attache feels that since his mission has now been 
changed from an operational one to that of a strategic rioting 
post for intelligence, the DI as originally instituted does not"* 
meet his needs. Since his efforts are now directed toward 
gathering intelligence concerning the over-all Dominican situation 
rather than the identification of individual subversives, he 
believes the DI will be.of considerable assistance to him if 
limited the tabulation of key figures who are playing a prime 
role in/tbn-Dominican subversive movement. • . • . 

This document is prepared in 'response to your request and is not for ctissenti- 
nation outside your. Commitmjp. Us use % ' 'limited to official proceedings by ' 
your Committee and the content may not be disclosed to~unautkorized person¬ 
nel without the express approval of the ■FBI . CONTINUED 
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Our experience has shown that the capital city of 
Santo Domingo is the hub of all political and subversive, 
activity in the DR and it is on those key figures who exert a 
significant influence on developments there that Legal Attache -' 
will concentrate. Accordingly, we will carefully go over names 
currently designated as key figures on the DI to make certain we 
do not waste time and effort on the less important ones, many ■ 
of whom are located in rural areas of the DR. These names will 
be eliminated as key figures. 

Legal Attache has stated that by concentrating on 
key figures and by utilizing the DI for tabulating purposes, 
such will be of great assistance in his developing information 
which will enable him to be well aware of just what is happening 
in the DR from an over-all standpoint. As an example, he noted 
the communist influence in the labor movement is worthy of 
attention and that by concentrating on key Dominican subversives 
active in this vital area, he will be able to closely follow this 
area and spot the areas where the influence is greatest. 

In connection with our re-evaluation of the DI, we 
have taken due cognizance of the capabilities of his current 
permanent staff in order to avoid bogging him down with • 
unnecessary paper work. By limiting the DI to key figures only 
we will be able to maintain this index with a minimum requirement 
on Legal Attache, Santo Domingo. Y«7e recognize that the key 
figure list is presently composed of individuals who have come 
to our attention as most important subversives in that country. 
From time to time, some of these individuals will become less 
important and will be removed while other more influential 
individuals will be coming to the Legal Attache’s attention and 
at that time will be placed on the DI. 

The individuals currently on the DI who are not key 
figures will be placed in a closed section so that if the 
situation flares up again we can, with a minimum of effort, 
reactivate the DI for 'tiie purpose of identifying all subversives 
if we are again called upon to become operational. 

ACTION: 

If you approve, we will continue to maintain the DI 
but will limit its scope to provide a tabulation of key figures 
only. Legal Attache, Santo Domingo, will be appropriately advised 
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11/15/GO 

MrteX 

To: 

*^rom: 

^DOMINICAN INDEX 

Legat, Santo Domingo 

Director, FBI ffl§|j|j|| 

AIL Ixf- C..,-4.,-\TI0.N CONTAINED 

In line with discussions held between Legat, 
Santo Domingo, and supervisors of the Latin-American Section 
on 11/3/66, the following procedures with regard to placing 
an individual on the Dominican Index (DI) as a key figure 
are to be implemented. . 

It should be pointed out that in each instance a 
significant determining factor would be that the subject 
to be considered as a key figixre must have been actively 
engaged in subversion since April, 19G5, the date of the . 
Dominican revolt, and must otherwise meet the established 
criteria for inclusion on the DX. 

As a guide in identifying and considering an 
individual as a key figure, the following additional criteria 
have been devised: 

(1) Official of a Communist Party. 
* 

(2) Official of a communist front group. 

(3) IIa3 received training in Soviet-Satellite 
countries, including Cuba, and/or Red China. 

(4) Is a terrorist, sabotage expert, is given 
to violence,.a propagandist, or teacher of communist doctrine. 

(5) Holds a key- position, siicif it& in government.,.,'.. 
labor, education*-and. so forth. 

"" 

1 « Foreign Liaison. (Ff^te. through for review) 

* ' :j 
• •' • mflnntW)Pnt (s prepared in response to your request and is nod for dissemi- 

Thjs docu v Committee Its use is limited to official proceedings by 
• ' 8 . ZtrnCommittee and °the content may not be disclosed to unauthorized person* 

neV without the express approval of the FBI ... > . 
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(6) Individual -who although not known to be a 
member of a Communist Party, plays a key rolo in influencing 
othors in the communist cause through such activities as 
lending financial support, disseminating propaganda, or 
affording guidance and direction. 

Since expcrionce has shown that the capital city 
of Santo Domingo is the hub of political and subversive 
activity in the Dominican Republic (DJI), it is anticipated 
that the majority of individuals that you will recommend as 
key figures v/ill be those situated within this sphere of 
activity; however, you may recommend individuals who may 
resido and be active in the other provinces if you deem it 
advisable. 

With regard to the current DI cards maintained 
by your office, you should place those individuals who are ' 
not key figures in a closed section so that if the situation 
in the DS should flare up again- you can,, with a mininun of 
effort, reactivate the DI for the purpose of identifying 
all subversives in the event you are called upon to become 
operational. 

Any additional comments or suggestions that you may 
have with-regard to the above should be promptly furnished in 
order that any necessary action, if warranted, may be taken. 

It is recognized that in your continuing review of 
key figures currently on the DI you will determine that some 

* do not meet the above criteria and will, therefore, be 
removed as key figures._ __ 

! 
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'* * ¥N>F£D STATES GOVEI^IENT 

Memorandum. 
•• Mr*' W. C« Sullii date: March 20, 1967 

'om : W* R« Wannall 

iBjECT: DOMINICAN...INDEX (DI) 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIf^SXfNCLASSiFIEQ. A 
DKmm£m.BYSE2M 

■ . During the recent Inspection of- the Domestic 1 
Intelligence Division (DID), the Inspector suggested that 
an appropriate record be noted on Form SAN-1 (form used by 
Xregal Attache, Santo Domingo, to place subject on DI).when 1 • 
subject "has received training in Soviet - Satellite countries 
including Cuba and/or Red China*" 

It was suggested this would be of assistancer"£rr* 
following the influence other communist countries will have . 
on subversive movements in the Dominican Republic* 

The DID agreed to this suggestion and advised that 
a further refinement would be considered whereby the country 
in which the training was received would also be indicated. 
This would enable us through machine, tabulation to identify 
the communist- nation exerting the greatest influence on the 
Dominican subversive movements* 

There is attached a. SAN-1 form including a block 
which can be-filled out by Legal Attache, Santo Domingo,- if 
the individual he is. recommending "has received training in 
Soviet - Satellite-countries including Cuba and/or Red China.” 
A notation is also provided whereby he can indicate the 
country in which this training was received* This has been 
coordinated with the Voucher Statistical Section. 

ACTION; 
In order that the full benefit of this suggestion 

may be realized as soon as possible, it is recommended that 
the Mechanical Section, Administrative Division, print 500 

* * /SAN-1 forms containing this new revision for transmittal to. 
Legal Attache, Santo Domingo. It is believed this -number 
Should satisfy his current needs. 

J ■ .Attached is a letter advising Legal Attache", 
Santo Domingo, of this new change on the DI form and instructing 

, that he should commence using the revised form as soon as they,- 
are received from the Burec^i. 

f Enclosures «=. 2 ' •- 
7 1 * • ■ foewmeni is prepared in response to -jour request and is not for dissent 

; . . ' •*•••? nation outside your Committee. Its use i* limited to offiria7 'rroceedings hw 
your Committee and the content may not be disclosed- io unanUorized person- 

. * - net without the'express approval of the FBI . • 
HW 55099 Decld:32989621 Pade 171 ' . t 



ou 9!h.’ «o. 

" * untied States government 

Memorandwn 

OM i . 

UBJECT: 

DATE: 

PH It is recommended that a Dominican Index 
card be prepared on captioned individual 

| | The Dominican Index card on captioned individual 
should be changed as follows (specify change onh 

Aliases 

Citizenship 

J | Dominican □! Other (specify) 

All information contain 
HEREIN IS UNCLASStF 

ggraawHWTs 

.Affiliation 

□ PCD □ MPD □ MR-1J4 

Miscellaneous (specify) 

I | Tab for Key Figure □ Photo Available 

Business address (show name of employing concern) 

Residence address 

REGISTERED MAIL Proposed amended SAN ~ 

■ -Yf e i iT :Mr MMM 



SAN-1 (Rev. 3-20-67) 
^QMjqnais^sm **Q. 10 

*UY **f6l 70III0N 

&»A GflM, IriO. HQ.'JJ 

' UNltfiD SPATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 

> *■ 

OM : 

BJECT: 

DATE: 

1 1 It is recommended that a Dominican Index 
card be prepared on captioned individual 

iOHNiCAN 

I Aliases 

□ The Dominican Index card on captioned individual 
should be changed as follows (specify change only; 

DATE hi MfUAii 

I Citizenship 

Affiliation 

I | Dominican (□ Other (specify) 

□ PCD □] MPD ' □ MR-1J4 

Miscellaneous (specify) .. -_!_ 

[□Has received Training in Soviet-Satellite j 
Countries, including Cuba and/or Rei China.! 

Country_j 

1 I Tab for Key Figure j j Photo Available 

Race Sex 

| | Male | Female 

Date of birth Place of birth 

Business address (show name of employing concern) 

]Residence nddre: 

(1:32989621 Page 173 
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4UT 196} 10<“ION 

’'(jSA. CfH. «#£. NO. 77 

UNITED STATICS GOV ERNMENT 

Memorandum 
W. C. Sullivan date: May 17, 1968 

FROM : 

SUBJECT: 

W. R. Y/annall 

OPERATIONS - SANTO DOMINGO 

AQ!NFCF?fc}/\T!Q!x} CONTABffift 

In view of stability which Balaguer government has 
established in Dominican Republic ■ (DR) 9.11a apparent unlikelihood- 
Bureau will again be called upon to become operational there, we*-- 

'■ feel our staff in Santo Domingo can be reduced from two Agents and 
two clerks to one Agent and one clerk with elimination of the 
Dominican-Index (DI). 

Y/hen Dominican revolution erupted 4/24/65, our Government 
had practically no verified intelligence data concerning DR 
subversives. Intelligence agencies having-responsibilities abroad 
produced only 77 names of well-known communists,. whereas literally 
thousands of communists and other leftists broxight about the 
critical situation by taking advantage of an attempted coup. Y/hen 

< the President ordered tis into Santo Domingo in May, 1965, we- 
procccdod to compile information on persons who could be exp'ected 
to constitute a threat against established authority in future 
emergencies. Drawing on Bureau's long experience in investigating 
communists and cataloging them on our Security Index, we created 
the DI and by November, 1966, had listed over 960 potentially 
dangerous Dominicans, as compared to the 77 known to the entire 
U. S. intelligence community a year and a half before. Y/hen 
our .staff in Santo Domingo was cut back in accordance with desires 

the-President., to-make-it .possible- to..preserve this-..index- 
in its more important facets we discontinued listing all but the 
most important key figures. Y/e now have 385 of these key figures 
on the DI. 

. . In February-, 1968, a very important victory was won by 
" ■ 'v:'PFesfdeni VBalal'gu 0 r ’' wiien"; he "sentt r 00 ps 'into’’ the "'Autonomous'-- 
. - -University ..to' put down a- leftist-student revolt. • Following that, - 
... third anniversary celebrations of the revolution on 4/24/68 and of 
vio.T.the: -ar r-iya 1.• .0f.,;.Uwv-S*-v ir oopspom--4/28/68 ,were. carried. :out, with/yery-...;.. 

minimum of violence, despite previous threats of communists to 
attempt to overthrow Balaguer. On 5/16/6S the country went to 
the polls for a-municipal election-, the first election of any type - 
since Balaguer went into office in July, 1966. Reports from 
Degai' Attache' (Legat) as'well as from press have shown, that tho' - -. 

ieTe'Ctioh was One --.of -' the-most -order'ly- 'ih- the-'-histdry ■ biT'th^pDRv.' • 

This document is prepared in response to pour request and is not for dissemi~ 
i nation outside your Committee. Its use i> b'mited to official proceedings by 

■ your Committee arid the content., may not be disclosed to unauthorized person- 

..... nn.„|.aWfegtok 0W”'0wi °! the FBI • 
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Memorandum for Mr. Sullivan 
RE: OPERATIONS - SARTO DOMINGO 

In view of foregoing, we feel v;e can discontinue main¬ 
taining our DI, Vfe can, of course, continue to keep record of 
persons listed in the DI so it will be available should President 
in the future order us again to become operational in Santo 
Domingo. By doing this, we can cut back the work load in Santo 
DoBiingo to point where the office can be reduced, to a one-man, 
one-clerk operation. . 

x> 
Following arrival of our first Agents in Santo Domingo 

5/21/65, our staff there increased immediately to a total of 14 
Agents and 10 clerks. On 8/1/66 Ilonorable-jg^QU^lSS^ advised 
Assistant to the Director that the President desired us to 
cut back to the nonoperational-type Legat office we maintain in 
other foreign countries. There"were then nine Agents in the DR. 
Four were ordered out immediately and 30 days later two more were 
cut from the staff. That left us three Agents, and thx*ee clerks 
were assigned to the office on a .permanent basis. On 2/19/68 we 
further reduced the staff by one Agc-nt and one clerical employee. 
By cutting one additional Agent and clerk at this time, we can still 
maintain the listening-type post White House desires. This will 
leave us with the necessary nucleus to gear tip again should the 
President at a later date feel the Dominican situation has changed 
to point where further FBI personnel are needed. 

If we discontinue our DI and reduce our staff as outlined 
above, we must recognise we .will not be in a position in Santo 
Domingo to produce general intelligence information to same extent 
as in the x3&st. We now get such information from informants who 
are contacted about DI subjects. Contacting them is time-consuming 
and with only one Agent available we will have to retrench in general 
intelligence production. When this occurs, however, we will be in 

‘ a position to discontinue the teletype tie-line presently maintained 
principally to expedite flow of intelligence to Bureau through 
San Juan radio-teletype facilities. The tie-line goes from Santo 

^.-Domingo.:to-...San .Juan...,. Hereafter,.,.Legate will use..Bureau code and State! 

Department cable facilities. 

ACTION: 
.   —■ » • 

If approved, we will discontinue the DI but maintain 
the listing for possible future use; issue necessary instructions 
to Legat, Santo Domingo, to bring about reduction of the staff 
‘to.a onc-Agent, one-Clcrk operation; and discontinue the teletype 
tie-line between Santo Domingo and San Juan. . 

HW 55099 Dodd: 32989621 Page 1/5 
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£ 

Legat, Santo Domingo 

Director, FBI 

May 23, 1963 

Ol-’Sr; A.TSOIJS, BEGAT, 
•^SAUTp dgmibgo, office 

BUDED: 0/22/GtT 
AULiWPOft 
HERBNAS; 
date JUJ 

; ...STAKED 
inoSirlEB^/ 

A decision has been made to reduce the staff of 
your office to one Agent and one clerk as soon as this can" 
bo accomplished, keeping in mind the need for the continuing 
smooth and efficient operation of your offico. 

To permit -your future operations with the reduced 
staff, the'Bureau is discontinuing tha Dominican Index (D2). 
Cases relating to individuals who arc in or who are being 
considered for inclusion in the Index, which cases are. 
presently, pending in your office, should be brought to an 
immediate conclusion. In those instances whore inquiries 
have been made or record checks conducted, the results of 
same should be forwarded, under tho case caption in an RUC 
communication,- to tho Bureau. In instances v/h^r^ «<■» inquiries 
or checks have been instituted, you may list all such cases 
under the caption "Dominican Index,” in a communication 
addressed to the Bureau, advising that these cases are being 
rtUC’d administratively in order that Bureau records will 

—conform with records of your office .- 

Uport discontinuance of investigations of Dl subjects 
Sind reduction of your staff, it is recognised you will not 
Tp's in a position to produce general intelligence information 
?yO the sane extent as in the past. In this connection, it is 
nbted that much information of this type originates with 
informants who are contacted about DX subjects. Since 

i*cb'nVaet'ih'f 'rSUCh 'iilf o’rmathts “is" t'iTfe^eth i sum 1 irg"; -with just one - • 
Agent available in the future to make the contacts there will 
be a normal retrenching in general intelligence production. 
Accordingly, upon the departure of one of the two Agents 
currently on your staff, the Bureau will discontinue the 
teletype tie-line presently maintained between your office and 
the £>au Juan office, which was instituted-for tho principal 
purpose of expediting the flow of into 11 igoiiecrklafif "t tT',EIfe •’ 

• . , . • . / i 

ms —t ri rear? sssrs 
STcSSJ«( the content may net be disclosed to manthorized person- 

' : nel without the express approval of the FBI . 
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Letter to Logfit, Santo Domingo 
EI3J 0PB11 AT £6HS « LD'iATj, 

. sauyo rjcttimo, office 

Bureau, Upon discontinuance of this 1 Ins, you v/.iXl utilisso 
Bureau code anet State Department cablo facilities to forward ' 
such intelligence data as you receive and to carry on 
communication with the Bureau tor other purposes. 

9 

By 6/22/63 you should submit your recommendations to 
the Bureau concerning the personnel you isoi should bs 
transferred from Canto Domingo for the purpose of establishing 
your permanent staff of one /'■■goat and one clerk. At that time, 
you should advise the Bureau how you have progressed in BUGJing 
the D£ cases, in the manner described above, toe. should include 
your recommendation as to the date when the teletype tie«line 
should be discontinued, In this connection, it is anticipated 
the data ohouxd as nearly as possible coincide- v/.vm the departure 
of the Agent being released for assignment elsewhere. 

Tha fact that these changes are being Ein.de in your 
office is to be* treated in too strictest confidence. under no 
circumstances should anyone outside xho begat office bo made 
aware of the fact that at this time tho Bureau contemplates 
reducing your staff, This fact will be undo fcnavm to appropriate 
officials in Washington alter C/23/G3. You v/ill bo advised* 
when you my reveal it to the appropriate Embassy officials 
in Santo Domingo. 
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** *«« »V* >* r 5t*A *««* "V- x, 
UNifcED STATES GOVERN^p 

Memorandum 
Mr. W. R. Wannall date-. June 26, 1968 

«4 : W. H. Atkinson 

JSCT/'DOMINICAN INDEX 

. t 
' The Dominican Index was discontinued May 23, 1968. 

In the event there is a future need to reconstitute the 
Dominican Index, single copies of two lists dated June, 1968, 
are attached for inclusion in instant file. .One list is 
captioned "Key Figures"' and consists of 17 pages. The 
other list is captioned "Non-Key Figures" and consists of • 
31 pages. 

Cards for individual subjects who had been included 
on the Dominican Index are being filed in the case file$ 
pertaining to such individuals. 

% 

Mr. ^-Voucher-Statistical Section, 
Administrative Division, advised that if it were necessary 
to reconstitute the Dominican Indbx on the Bureau4s 
automatic data processing machinery this could be accomplished 
from data reported on the attached two lists ana from data 
listed on the cards of the individuals who made up the 
Dominican Index. In this connection it is noted that the 
cards contain information concerning such individuals that 
was not included on the attached data processing lists. 

One copy of each of the above two lists is being 
maintained by the Section Chief, Latin-American Section, 
and by the Supervisor in Charge of the South American- 

. Dominican Unit of the Latin-American Section. These lists 
are being maintained as an investigative and an administrative 
aid. They will be destroyed when it is determined they are no 
longer useful. * 

Enclosures - 2 

!» dommmt is WT**^-** S&’S&fiSt 

^cSSSUZt rn coltmt jnavgt * —*"*"* 
S wiilmit ■the express approval of the FBI . 



COMPUTER STATISTICS 
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UNITED STATES GOVi^NMENT 

Memorandum 
to * : Mr. Callahan date: 1/18/60 

from : J. S. Johnson 

subject: SECURITY INDEX CARD STATISTICS 

There are 12,533 persons represented in the Security 
Index (as of January 14, 1960). Of the total, 10,765 or S5.9 
percent are communists. * . 

A detailed table, enclosed in duplicate, shows as of 
January 14, 1960, the distribution of the subjects by field 
office, nationalistic tendencies, dangerousness, sex, race, 
citizenship, and ’’special lists." A key to abbreviations is 
enclosed. 

Enclosures 

all* iNFOP.mTTfftr *rNTvniFr» 
HEREIN \ " 
DATE_Mj&t *t. f $> 

riatiment is prepared in response to your request and is not for dissemi¬ 
nation outside your Committee. Ps use is Vmited to of fide; proceedings by 
voir Committee and the content may not be disclosed to unauthorized person¬ 
nel without the express approval of the FBI . 
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KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS USED IN SECURITY INDEX 

AX Alien 
DC Detcom 
KF Key Figure 
NA Naturalized 

NB Native Born 
TF Top Functionary 
UN Unknown 

AEP Atomic Energy Program Employees 

COM Communist Party, USA 
ESP Espionage Subjects 
FGE Foreign Government Employees 

GOV United States Government Employees 
ISL Independent Socialist League 
JFG Johnson Forest Group 

NOI Nation of Islam 
MIS Miscellaneous 
NPR Nationalistic Party of Puerto Rico 
PPA Proletarian Party of America 

RUS Russian 
ASC American Socialist Clubs 
SWP Socialist Workers’ Party 
UNE United Nations Employees 

UPR Union of the People for the Establishment 
of the Republic of Puerto Rico 

YUG Yugoslavain 

All nr . 
HERFT 
DAT' 

” .. 
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SECURITY INDEX CARD' STATISTICS - BY FIELD OFFICE 
BASED CN VOUCHER-STATISTICAL SECTION RECORDS AS OF JANUARY Hi, 1560 ' 

NATIONALISTIC TENDENCY OR ORGANIZATION AFFILIATION 

. t£t!l 

FIELD OFFICE 

ALSANT 
albu;uep.;ue 
ANCHORAGE 
ATLANTA 
BALTIMORE 

CHICAGO 
CINCINNATI 
CLEVELAND 
DALLAS 
DENVER 

DETROIT 
EL PASO 
HONOLULU 
HOUSTON 

JACKSONVILLE 
Kansas ci nr 
KNc XVTLLE 
LITTLE ROCK 
LOS AN3E-ES 

LCUTSvlLLE 
MEMPHIS 
MIAMI 
MILWAUKEE 
MINNEAPOLIS 

>;CBIi-E 
NEWARK 
NE- HAVEN • 
NSV< ORLEANS 
NE* YORK 

CGK ISL JFG HOI MIS NPR PPA P.US ASC SWF ■ UPR YUG * 
"1 T " ■ 1 —r— —-- 

10,765 181 66 hoi 72 ' 277 ’ 35 21 - S3 617 !t 1* 

105 1 l 2 2 

/ 

15 
5 
7 14 2 1 “ 

RB 34 1 

_Male Female 

7,388 5,ih5 

62 49 ' 
9 6 
3 2 

20 4 
8? 40 

(6) 
- CITIZENSHIP STj 

NB NA AD NB NA AL _JN ' | WHITE NEGRO CHIN OTHER 

10,127 2,155 187 2h ; 

' 14 

' 

14 
* 4 

, 40 6 
3 
9 
i 

2 
i 
4 

693 244 
33 46 

199 53 
19 8 

348 93 
5 

2023 23 21 35 

31 5 1 
102 5 4 18 
164 3 * 3 58 

3 
461 7 27 ' 4 3 24 
134 1 7 2 ? 2 

21 l . v ■ 
2959 58 9 42 36 59 1 9 . 22 127 

6 3 
12 3 

2 2 
1 

1183 1057 

85 44 
153 95 

318 208 
’ ’ 82 66 

12 10 
1871 1451 

8 1 
15 

4 
• 1 * 

1730 473 35 

~ 10^“ 
3 

27 9 1 
113 15 - 1 
227 19, 2 

431 87- 6 
.121 27 

22 
2474 780 61 

81 14 

| ^ 2 
'J .,1* 

? 4 
; l 

2. 2075 145 

*~T~J 8 ~~ 2 
, 2 1 

■ • 37 
. ■ 116 13 

2 1 
449 77 
128 20 

7 15 
2989 307 

“ NCR-CLK 12 i L » 4 
^ i 

4 2 Q 3 j 1 9 
3 f ! 8 4 

c':1::”,; ctt ; 12 , | 12 7 2 7 5 1 \ 12 ! j 12 
OMAHA ?1 20 1 6 15 - 6 ‘1 ; 20 1 t i 19 2 
FRILAl rLPHIA *. 6A0 48? 9 40 2 1 36 115 - 18 2 j 333 207 ! i 441 97 ■ 2 . 450 89 
PHOENIX ; 44 

1 
44 

1 
11 

'1 
29 !5 j 33 10 1 41 3 

| PITTSBURGH ! 95 6 1 5 1 3 20 11 
1 

68 27 ] 73 18 4 76 19 
S PORTLAND 66 84 1 1 ' 15 5 52 34 7R ■ 6 1 l 83 3 

RI CHM.ND ; ’ 12 ; 1° 2 4 i | ? 
! 

8 4 10 2 10 2 
\ ST. LUTS 

70 
1 69 5 5 31 10 51 28 74 4 1 . 56 23 

1 SAL? UK- CITY 1 31 2 9 2 10 ! ; u 19 12 , 30 1 30 1 

^ SAN ANTONIO !" u ; > 11 * 5 ! • ? 9 2 9 2 10 1 
• , SAN riEGC 81 . 65 2 3 11 16 : 1 7 i 50 31 70 Q 1 l 1 72 7 

SAN FRANCISO ! 1280 1191 16 2 R 1 ,1 3 6 46 303 63 2 714 566 1077 178 21 4 1156 93 
SAN JUAN 251 44 6 1 06 4 4 4 0 230 21 2 4 H" 2 1 223 28 
5k\ ANNA.1 ’ 7 

1„ ' ? 1 1 ? 1 j 
3 1 2 

SEA~?~E 1 383 ' 3 1 fi ■ 4 31 ^ ! ! ^ 1 1 204 140 i 323 20 10 328 22 

A 
STRl NviFT r mI | 2 8 1’ i 1 i 1 6 8 ! 21 2 77 1 
6rtU *• IT* .» 136 

ft 117 2 16 1 
1 34 i ° 1 1 

1 08 '?6 1 1; . HI 2>, 

HW 55099» l£;GM33(idt3&93496c2iL coP-agt, iSSrc included In secUione 3, 5, 6, and 7. Cblumna KF and TF are included in DC column. 



ALL INFORMATION ^NTV0<1F 
HEREIN „ r ;V, 
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KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS USED IN SECURITY INDEX 

AL Alien 
DC Detcom 
KF Key Figure 
NA Naturalized 

NB Native Born 
TF Top Functionary 
UN Unknown 

AEP Atomic Energy Program Employees 

COM Communist Party, USA 
CUB . Cuban 
ESP Espionage Subjects 
FGE Foreign Government Employees 

GOV United States Government Employees 
ISL Independent Socialist League 
JFG Johnson Forest Group 

NOI Nation of Islam 
MIS Miscellaneous 
NPR Nationalistic Party of Puerto Rico 
PPA Proletarian Party of America 

i 

RUS Russian 
ASC American Socialist Clubs 
SWP Socialist Workers' Party 
UNE 'United Nations Employees 

YUG Yugoslavian 

m» T:Zi. 

3~<&~ %t 
S f 9- T# P ’ 
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TIKLD OFFICE 

CHICAGQ 
ciscihhati 
CLEVELAND 
DALLAS 
DENSER 

'DETROIT 
EL PASO 
HONOLULU 
HOUSTON 
INDIANAPOLIS 

JACKSONVILLE 
KANSAS CITT 
KNOXVILLE 
LITTLE ROd 
LOS ANGELES 

LCUISVILLS 
HE>S>HiS 
HIAKI 
MILWAUKEE 
MINNEAPOLIS 

MOBILE 
HEW ARE 
NEW HAVEN 
NEW ORLEANS 
NEW TORE 

SECURITY INDEX CARD STATISTICS - BI FIELD OFFICE 
BASED ON VOUCHER-STATISTICAL SECTION RECORDS AS OF JANUARY 13, 1961 

NATIONALISTIC TEHDENCT OR ORGANIZATION AFFILIATION 

CCX ISL JTQ NOI ms NPR PPA RUS ASC SWP CUB TUO 

10,litS 170 63 k6$ 13h 266 32 21 7B 6oQ 6 I 

17 1 10 1 
26 189 

13 
8 57 

KF TF MaX* FeMlt 

“ZhB ‘ 35 7^BTES3 

61 42 
8 4 
3 

15 5 
74 39 

4 4 
167 92 
100 70 

30 12 

PITTSBURGH 
PORTLAND 
RICHMOND 
ST, LOUIS 
SALT LAX I CITT 

SAN KHTOHIO 
SAN DIEQO 
SAN FRANCISCO 
SAN JUAN 
SAVASK*H 

SEATTLE 
S?2X&FISiA 
TAKPA 
WASHINGTON 

* Items do ml *Jd to total colon t$ but ar« ladodod in motion* 3, 5, 6, £od 7* Columas £7 and TF art included in DC column* 

201 139 
3 2 

54 21 
51 32 
13 6 
48 22 

(6) 
CITIZENSHIP STATUS 

NB IU AL UI 

£330 2,15U 178 30 

89 12 
11 

WHITE NEGRO CHIN OTHER 
137&5E 37557 $ I# 

98 5 
n 

3 
8 12 

(0* 
SPECIAL SECTION 

AXP ESP FOE QOT tfttt TOO 
"“0 "T2 "TO 1 "I 

2 02 56 
157 11 

39 3 
13 

543 368 ' 741 152 15 3 669 242 

65 18 80 3 34 49 

139 84 182 38 2 1 173 * 50 

13 6 18 1 15 ■ 4 

39 23 56 5 1 
- 1» ■ 

61 1 

337 73 
4 1 

320 96 
5 

11 1 
13 6 
68 14 

7 2 
17 2 

2 1 

1063 970 

5 2 
2 2 

19 13 
87 41 

158 94 

4 1 
315 202 

69 56 
14 10 

1845 1464 

7 2 
6 3 

, 14 6 
305 198 

30 15 

1546 451 '34 

7 
4 

13 18 1 
111 16 1 
225 24 1 

418 92 5 2 
102 23 

24 
2438 798 61 12 j 

8 1 
9 

19 1 
413 88 2 

34 11 

63 10 4 
75 6 2 
17 2 
67 3 
23 1 

* 6 1 
3 1 

32 
116 12 
243 9 

2 3 
432 85 
112 13 

7 17. 
2963 320 22 4 | 

5 4 
9 

18 2 
412 90 1 

43 
j- 

2 

5 
13 

291 
51 

1 

3 
6 

81 2 
14 

7 2 
49 27 

688 553 
236 20 

X 

8 1 
66 6 

1050 169 
253 2 

1 

66 47 1 192 ' 149 316 16 

10 14 6 18 2 

2 > 1 9 4 11 1 
22 I 8 78 46 98 23 

3 13 2 2 

62 13 
80 3 
12 7 
50 20 
24 

8 1 
63 11 

1125 87 
227 29 

316 23 
19 1 
12 1 

102 22 

1 1 
14 15 



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN t;:; UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE_3.-./n/7_BY SPXrAj^j^, 



UNITED ST AT. 

Memoi -vl / V 

to : Mr, Callahan date: 1/10/62 

FROM : jc s., Johnson 

subject:/.-SECURITY INDEX CARD STATISTICS 

There are 11,667 persons represented in the Security Inde: 
as of January 5, 1962, Of the total, 9,715 or 83,3 per cent are '' 
communists„ 

f j 
- = A detailed table, enclosed in duplicate, shows as of ; 

January 5, 1962, the distribution of the sxibjects by field office, 
nationalistic tendencies, dangerousness, sex, race, citizenship, « 
and "special, lists0" A key to abbreviations is enclosed* j 

3 ; 
Enclosures i 

h\;,U 

11^;:;' (S'- 
^ Vj —^ 

This document is P'mnl|» M3JW5" ffl'JSTtl ofJc£; 

srsa r7 - **-—* —-- p«~ 
S without the excess «««>* of tlw FBI . 

.ii-v SNf.;* f-v i */*; 
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KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS USED IN SECURITY INDEX 

AL Alien 
DC Detcora 
KF Key Figure 
NA Naturalized 

NB Native Born 
TF Top Functionary 
UN Unknown 

AEP Atomic Energy Program Employees 

COM Communist Party, USA 
CUB Cuban 
ESP Espionage Subjects 
FGE Foreign Government Employees 

GOV United States Government Employees 
ISL Independent Socialist League 
JFG Johnson Forest Group 

NOI Nation of Islam 
MIS Miscellaneous 
NPR Nationalistic Party of Puerto Rico 
PPA Proletarian Party of America 

RUS Russian 
ASC American Socialist Clubs 
SWP Socialist Workers’ Party , 
UNE United Nations Employees 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
. ... ••. , . ..: ... .HEREIN. JUJ HNCLASSmED ;>,**** *7'- 

1 
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wiiisis, 

OPTIONAL »OftM NO. 10 

UNITED STATES GOVERNS AT ... — - ^ j 

Memorandum 
V_ • . 

TO : Mr. Callahan date: 1/17/63 

FROM : M. F. Row 

/ ' - " 
subject: .^SECURITY INDEX CARD STATISTICS 

There are 11,061 persons represented in the Security Index 
as of January 15, 1963. Of the total, 8,929 or 80.7. per cent are '! 
communists. 

A detailed table, enclosed in duplicate, shows as of 
January 15, 1963, the distribution of the subjects b}>- field office, 
nationalistic tendencies, dangerousness, sex, race, citizenship, 
and "special lists." A key to abbreviations is enclosed. 

Enclosure 

_ , - • - ; y bCSTAINED 

D4JS. 

.v'.U'X C >* }j- * ... >y s..V‘y * i*; :.rf .* wr:*. 

«. *-«- * sri 1 

STcSSJS H.« M *° mmth0med 1,6,5 
S withmtjhe express apprmal of ti^ 
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KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS USED IN SECURITY INDEX 

AL Alien 
DC Detcom 
KF Key Figure 
NA Naturalized 

NB Native Born 
TF Top Functionary 
UN Unknown 

AEP Atomic Energy Program Employees 

COM Communist Party, USA 
CUB Cuban 
ESP Espionage Subjects 
FGE Foreign Government Employees 

GOV United States Government Employees 
ISL Independent Socialist League 
JFG Johnson Forest Group 

NOI Nation of Islam 
MIS Miscellaneous 
NPR Nationalistic Party of Puerto Hico 
PPA Proletarian Party of America 

RUS Russian 
ASC American Socialist Clubs 
SWP Socialist Workers' Party 
UNE United Nations Employees 

YUG Yugoslavian 
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m 

FIELD OFFICE 

(2) 

TOTAL 

SECURITY INDEX CARD STATISTICS - BY FIELD OFFICE 
BASED ON VOUCHER-STATISTICAL SECTION RECORDS AS OF JANUARY 15, 1963 

131 
NATIONALISTIC TENDENCY OR ORGANIZATION AFFILIATION 

COM ISL JFG NO I HI S NPR PPA RUS ASC SWP CUB YUG 

C4 >• 

DC KF TF 
ALBANY 
albusuercue 
ANCHORAGE 
ATLANTA 
BALTIMORE 

86 
9 
2 

17 
1C0 

82 
9 
2 
6 

84 

1 

• 

1 

9 
23 

1 i 

1 1 

1 

31 
3 

2 
28 

3 
1 

7 1 

51 
7 
1 

13 
66 

35 
2 
1 
4 

42 

76 
9 
2 

17 
88 

8 

20 

2 84 
• 8 

2 
7 

82 

2 

10 
26 

I 

■ 

1 

« 

BIRMINGHAM 
eCSTCN 
blffalc 
BLUE 
CHARLOTTE 

6 
198 
149 

39 
11 

4 
148 
106 
37 . 

7 

1 
1 

2 
14 
15 

3 

2 
27 

'1 

2 2 27 

2 

2 53 
48 
11 

3 

13 
7 
3 

3 
128 

91 
2? 

7 

3 
70 
58 
12 
4 

6 
156 
138 

36 
11 

40 
10 

3 

2 
1 

2 
181 
118 
39 

7 

4 
17 
31 

4 

' 
; 

1 
2 

CHICAGO 
CINCINNATI 
CLEVELAND 
DALLAS 
DENVER 

880 
71 

193 
18 
49 

733 
34 

150 
. 16 

35 

18 

4 

1 

51 
36 
14 
2 
1 

6 

4 

9 10 

1 
f 

9 

2 

37 
1 

17 

10 

7 

1 

2 

142 
19 
40 
10 
24 

28 
1 
9 
1 
4 

7 

1 

539 
54 

116 
14 
30 

341 
17 
77 

4 
19 

716 
70 

154 
18 
41 

145 
1 

35 

6 

19 

3 

2 

1 

657 
26 

146 
14 
47 

223 
45 
47 

4 
2 

1 
7 

4 
DETROIT 
EL PASC 
hcncllll 
HCUSTCN 
INDIANAPOLIS 

401 
5 

20 
9 

69 

257 
5 

20 
9 

54 

13 

1 

21- 56 

11 

2 8 

2 

21 23 

1 

' 
86 

3 
15 

4 
11 

27 
1 
6 
1 
1 

3 275 
3 

16 
7 

45 

126 
2 
4 
2 

24 

327 
4 

19 
8 

58 

64 
1 
1 

11 

10 294 
5 

12 
9 

5! 

105 

1 

18 

2 

1 6 * 

2 

JACKSONVILLE 
KANSAS CITY 
KNCXVILLE 
LAS VEGAS 
LITTLE RCCK 

8 
18 

1 
2 

6 
8 
1 
2 

2 
5 4 1 3 

7 
15 

1 
1 

1 
3 

1 

8 
18 

1 
2 

5 
12 

1 
1 

3 
6 

1 
' 

. LCS ANGELES 
LCUISVILLE 
MEMPHIS 
MIAMI 
Milwaukee 

1,720 
2 
7 

37 
127 

1,511 
2 
2 

21 
. 98 

15 17 

2 

31 

4 
2 
4 

8 

1 ♦ 

2 4 ■ 1 

4 

121 

1 
19 

9 1 

13 

244 
2 

3 
32 

71 

12 

3 

1 

896 
1 
6 

28 
81 

824 
1 

9 
46 

1,279 
2 
7 
8 

114 

409 

21 
12 

31 

• 8 
1 

1 1,589 
2 
3 

35 
119 

120 

4 
2 
a 

11 3 1 1 9 

13 

MINNEAPCLIS 246 194 2 1 49 50 21 1 154 92 220 24 2 240 6 
MCEILE 2 2 2 2 1 t 
NCmARK 464 366 9 59 1 18 11 94 13 295 169 369 78 15 2 368 96 1 | 11 
NEW HAVEN 108 79 1 7 2 2 ) 15 1 14 9 64 44 85 22 1 91 ' 17 2 2 1 
NEW ORLEANS 23 12 10 1 6 16 7 22 1 2 21 1 

NEW YCRK 3,137 1 2,685 49 8 51 73 47. 8 9 161 46 533 115 14 1,810 1,327 2,225 822 88 2 2,793 . 315 26 3 6 12 2 1 47 NORFOLK 12 2 10 2 i * 9 3 tl 1 2 10 I 
OKLAHOMA CITY 6 6 5 I 4 2 6 6 
OMAHA 8 7 1 1 7 1 8 6 2 A PhltACELPH IA 441 364 6 1 33 2 1 29 5 83 n 1 27G 171 361 74 6 356 83 2 3 % 

! PHCENIX 1 42 3 8 * L 29 16 36 9 42 3 • 
---a 

! PITTSBURGH j 67 ■ 54 4 1 4 1 1 2 18 7 50 17 54 10 3 52 IS 
: PCRTLANC 79 76 1 2 9 4 50 29 73 6 76 3 
{ RICHMOND 24 It 12 1 ■V 6 2 16 8 21 2 1 12 12 * 1 2 
j SAINT LCUIS 68 | 55 e 5 20 6 47 21 66 2 44 24 

salt lake city 20 ! 20 8 5 13 7 20 20 
SAN AMCNIC 10 I 9 i 4 1 8 2 9 1 8 2 
SAN DIEGO 63 45 I 6 11 5 3 40 23 55 7 1 S3 8 1 1 1 1 
SAN FRANCISCO 1,128 988 16 2 13 4 5 5 90 5 2 UO 81- 2 643 485 944 163 20 1 1.024 75 16 13 5 3 s 
SAN JUAN 331 40 94 196 1 63 9 296 35 326 3 2 3C4 27 1 

SAVANNAH 4 1 * 3 4 4 1 3 
SEATTLE 334 297 t 7 29 69 50 T 183 151 307 20 * 7 313 19 1 1 1 
SPRINGFI6LC 16 14 1 1 4 10 6 15 1 12 4 
TAMPA 31 7 5 3 16 4 22 9 17 9 5 25 6 16 
WASHINGTON 132 104 2 21 1 1 3 

J 22 
9 81 51 103 25 4 107 25 3 5 3 

TOTAL 11,061 8,929 143 54 535 237 260 20 22 54 675 123 1 2,005 544 35 6,652 4,409 8,752 2,067 235 7 9,516 1,460 48 37 19 16 26 1 1 124 

15) 
SEX 

(6) 
CITIZENSHIP STATUS 

HALE FEMALE NB AL UN 

17 J 
RACE 

WHITE NEGRO CHIN OTHER 

18)# 
SPECIAL SECTION 

'l 

AEP ESP FGE GOV • UNE YUG CU3 

t 

• ITEMS CO NCT ADO TO COLUMN 2, BUT ARE INCLUOEO IN SECTIONS 3, 5* 6 AND 7. COLUMNS KF AND TF ARC INCLUDED IN DC COLUMN. 

lWf 5 50DB-Pi.rTri-19qBqfi91 P^.»R 1 Q 4 



ALL 11'FORMAT I ON CONTAINED 
HEREIN UNO' VSIFIED 
HATE 3»/f-W BI±£±S*£z 
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OryiOKAl FOUM NO. JO 5010-104 \ 

<■ ' MAY 1942 EDITION t * 

G5A. GEN. KEG. NO. 27 ... ** - 

Ovi UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 
r 

Memorandum 
Mr. Callahan date: 1/17/64 

* . . •' 

M. F. Row 

0 ' . ' 
SECURITY INDEX CARD STATISTICS 

There are 10,452 persons represented in the Security Index 
as of January 15, 1964. Of the total, 8,226 or -78.7 per cent are 
communists. 

A detailed table, enclosed in duplicate, shows as of 
January 15, 1964, the distribution of the subjects by field office, 
nationalistic tendencies, dangerousness, sex, race, citizenship and 
"special lists." A key tcf abbreviations is enclosed. 

TO : 

FROM : 

SUBJECT: 

Enclosures 

ALL ; : < 

xJ'i. j. JU w.-- 

This document is prepared in response to your request and is not for dissemi¬ 
nation outside your Committee. Its use is limited to official proceedings by 
your Committee and the content may not be disclosed to unauthorized person¬ 
nel without the express approval of the FBI . - ' 
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KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS USED IN SECURITY INDEX 

AL 
DC 
KF 
NA 

NB 
TF 
UN 

AEP 

. COM 
' CUB 

ESP 
FGE 

GOV 
ISL 
JFG 

NO I 
MIS 
PPA 
PRN 

RUS 
• ASC 

SWP 
UNE 

YUG 

Alien 
Detcom 
Key Figure 
Naturalized 

Native Born 
Top Functionary 
Unknown 
Atomic Energy Program Employees 

Communist Party, USA 
Cuban 
Espionage Subjects 
Foreign Government Employees 

United States Government Employees 
Independent Socialist League 
Johnson Forest Group 

t 

Nation of Islam 
Mis cellaneous 
Proletarian Patty of America 
.Puerto Rican Nationalist 

Russian 
American Socialist Clubs 
Socialist Workers' Party 
United Nations Empl<?yees 

Yugoslavian 

HEPF-. 
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ALBANY 
Albuquerque 
ANCHORAGE- 
ATLANTA 
BALTIMORE 

.8 I RM1 NGHAM 
8CS TON 
BUFFALO 
BUTTE 
CHARLOTTE 

DETROIT 
EL PASO 
HONOLULU 
HOUSTON 
INOIANAPOLIS 

JACKSONVILLE 
, KANSAS CITY. 
1 KNOXVILLE 
; LAS VEGAS 

HTTLE rock 

I LCS ANGELES 
< LOUISVILLE 
• MEMPHIS 
j MIAMI 
* MILWAUKEE 

MINNEAPOLIS 
* MOBILE 

•NEWARK 
NEW HAVEN 
NEW ORLEANS 

PHOENIX 
PITTSBURGH 
PORTLAND 
ft ICHMONO 
SAINT LOUIS 

SALT LAKE CITY 
san Antonio 
SAN DIEGO 
SAN ERANCISCO 
SAN JUAN 

SAVANNAH 
SEATTLE 
SPRINGE 1ELO 
TAMPA 
WASHINGTON 

SECURITY INDEX CARD STATISTICS - BY fICLO OFFICE 

NATIONALISTIC TENDENCY OR ORGANIZATION AFFILIATION 

8 4 
k 1 
8 6 

228 70 
73 II 

IS) 
SEX 

male FEMALE 

43 SI 
I 2 

13 4 
57 33 

2 1 
122 69 

78 51 
25 1 1 

6 3 

505 320 
51 15 

M2 72 
13 1 
30 18 

254 M2 
2 1 

12 4 
8 3 

46 24 

1 ■a 5 

H 2 

844 760 
2 1 
5 

31 12 
75 k 1 

144 87 
2 1 

280 142 
67 43 
16 6 

1,728 1,216 
1 1 2 

5 2 
6 

238 156 

26 16 
42 1 7 
54 29 
16 4 
45 21 

13 7 
7 2 

41 22 
613 462 
313 39 

5 
184 148 

9 5 
26 12 
85 51 

6,344 '4, 108 

(6) 
CITIZENSHIP STATUS 

2,065 797 99 
13 
7 
6 

326 62 6 

17) 
RACE 

WHI TE NEGRO CHIN OTHER 

73 1 
8 1 
2 
7 10 

65 25 

668 140 16 1 
65 1 

152 29 2 1 
14 
39 6 2 \ 

300 58 8 
3 

16 
10 1 
58 12 

207 21 2 1 ■ 
3 

340 .*66 14 2 
88 21 1 
22 

I8M 

j 

SPECIAL SECTION 

AEP ESP FOE GOV UN6 YUG 

1 

CUB 

1 

5 
177 14 

98 31 
36 

228 

322 
93 

3 
3 

100 
17 
22 

2,640 299 23 2 
1 12 
6 1 
6 

315 77 2 

38 4 
45 14 
81 2 

9 1 1 
41 25 

20 
7 2 

52 9 1 1 
969 78 15 13 
321 31 

1 4 
310 20 1 1 

12 2 
24 14 

108 28 

8,934 1,438 44 36 

3 1 15 

1 13 
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ALL IWQiiiikilt-, , 
hsrs:q 
nm: 3-tS'-£n (_spa r>f= -j 

• * 
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o^noNAi fotM no. to 
At42 1#42”?omOM 

C5a oeN:-ito. no. 27 

5010-106 

UNITED STATES Gc ERNMENT 

Memorandum 
Mr. Callahan DATE: 1/19/65 

FROM 

SUBJECT: 

Mo F, Row 

SECURITY INDEX CARD STATISTICS 

There are 10,370 persons represented in the Security Index as 
of January 15, 1965., Of the total,. 7,792 or 75.1 per cent are communists. 

A detailed table, enclosed in duplicate, shows as of January 15, 
1965, the distribution of the subjects by field office, nationalistic 
tendencies, dangerousness, sex, race, citizenship and "special lists." 
A key to abbreviations is enclosed. 

Enclosures 

■' 3 

TMs do&UM&ht is ’pf&pWt-sS, vti Wspbhse id tfbW WiS, is not for Sxss&im- 
nation outside your Committee. Ps use is limited to officio.7 proceedings by 
your Committee and the content may not be disclosed to unauthorized person¬ 
nel without the express approval of the FBI . 



•• KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS USED IN SECURITY INDEX 

AL 
DC 
KF 
NA 

NB 
TF 
UN 
AEP 

ASC 
COM 
CUB 
CZE 

ESP 
FGE 
GOV 
ISL 

JFG 
MIS 
MMI 
NOI 

PLM 
POL 
PPA 
PRN 

RUS 
SWP 
UNE 
YUG 

Alien 
Detcom 
Key Figure 
Naturalized 

Native Born 
Top Functionary 
Unknown 
Atomic Energy Program Employees 

American Socialist Clubs 
Communist Party, USA 
Cuban 
Czechoslovakian 

Espionage Subjects 
Foreign Government Employees 
United States Government Employees 
Independent Socialist League 

Johnson Forest Group 
Miscellaneous 
Moslem Mosque, Inc. 
Nation of Islam 

Progressive Labor Movement 
Polish 
Proletarian Party of America 
Puerto Rican Nationalist 

Russian 
Socialist Workers' Party 
United Nations Employees 
Yugoslavian 

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE__j BY 

L 
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SECURITY INDEX CARO STATISTICS - BY f|£lU QFriCfc 

III 12) 13) 
NATIONALISTIC TENDENCY OR ORGANIZATION AFFILIATION 

FIELD OFFICE TOTAL COM I St JFG HOI ■ MMI HIS PRN PPA HUS ASC SUP CUfl YUG 

ALBANY S7 55 1 1 
At BUQUEROUE 8 7 1 
anchorage 
Ml ASIA 14 7 6 | 
BALTIMORE 96 60 28 2 1 3 1 

BIRMINGHAM 3 I- 2 
BOSTON 19* 1*0 I 10 * 2 1 1 31 2 
BUFFALO 120 62 1 18 20 1 3 t 
BUI T£ i$ 33 2 
charlotte IS * 3 4 1 

CHICAGO 797 652 , 55 b 12 8 1 6 46 8 
CINCINNATI 56 22 30 I 2 1 
Cleveland 178 135 11 6 1 ) 22 2 
DALLAS 23 1* 3 2 1 2 1 
DENVER 52 32 1 1 >6 2 

DETROIT 368 231 23 65 * 9 9 26 1 
EL PASO 3 3 
HONOLULU 17 1/ 
HUJSTON 17 12 3 1 1 
Indianapolis 62 ** 1 12 2 3 

JACKSON 1 1 
JACKSONVILLE 11 5 3 1 2 
KANSAS CITY 19 7 * 1 4 1 I 1 
xnokville 1 
LAS VEGAS * * 

LITTLE ROCK 1 1 
LOS ANGELES 1,551 1,3*9 1 12 30 10 5 129 U I 
LOJISVILLE * 2 1 
Kfc-PHIS 7 7 
MA*I 67 30 3 1 21 

MILWAUKEE 107 81 ■ 2 3 2 10 1 
MINNEAPOLIS 239 181 2 56 
MOBILE I 1 
NEWARK 378 2 70 1 6* k 2 1 23 13 
Nt* HAVEN * 121 78 17 2 5 1 15 3 

Nt* ORLEANS 21 8 11 2 
NEW YORK 2,923 2,303 10 7 *t 5 62 108 37 6 179 103 
NORFOLK 17 \ 14 I 1 
OKLAHOMA CITY 6 6 " 
OMAHA ' 9 8 1 

PHILADELPHIA 367 285 2 1 27 6 1 29 9 
PHOtNlX 38 5k 2 ) t 
PITT SBURGH SO *0 1 * 1 1 1 2 
PORTLAND 87 82 2 2 
RICHMOND 22 7 12 2 1 

SAINT LOUIS 65 50 10 1 k 
salt lake CITY 21 21 
SAM ANTONIO 11 7 1 1 f | 
SAN DIEGO 63 39 10 2 12 
SAN FRANCISCO ' 1,090 919 1 16 5 * 4 124 8 

SAN JUAN *28 39 386 3 
Sanannah S | 3 | 
StATTLE 322 276 1 7 t 37 
SPRINGFIELD 17 13 1 1 1 1 
ta-pa *7 5 16 2 24 

WASHINGTON 13* 100 23 2 * 1 3 1 

10,370 7,792 18 SO S69 5 164 STS 22 76 31 791 231 

<*)• (5) (61 (7) 
SEX CITIZENSHIP STATUS RACE 

DC KF TF hale FEMALE NB NA AL UN WHITE NEQRO CHIN other- 

21 * 32 25 52 4 1 57 
2 1 6 2 7 1 8 

2 II 3 14 6 8 
25 6 1 64 3? 77 10 1 65 31 

2 , 5 3 
49 15 125 69 152 40 2 182 12 
38 7 77 43 110 9 I 8? 31 

7 3 ?6 9 32 3 35 
1 12 3 14 1 8 7 

124 22 5 503 294 644 137 16 585 212 
19 45 H 56 23 33 
38 6 1 106 72 152 23 2 1 134 44 
11 1 21 2 22 1 18 3 
21 2 33 19 45 4 2 1 49 3 

69 22 1 257 ttl 304 56 8 248 118 2 
? 2 1 3 3 

12 * 13 4 17 10 1 6 
6 1 13 4 16 1 14 3 
V 1 42 20 51 11 44 13 

1 
MO 1 10 , 

7 4 
3 16 3 19 14 5 

2 2 3 1 4 

22* 6» 
t 

814 737 1,103 
1 

400 48 
I 

1,427 112 2 10 
3 t 4 4 
7 7 7 

14 49 ie 20 35 12 63 4 

26 10 1 67 40 96 10 1 101 6 
39 12 1 147 9? 217 21 1 236 3 

77 13 263 1 IS 299 60 19 28? 95 1 
11 7 76 45 99 20 1 l 95 26 

5 18 3 21 2 19 
*89 1 17 14 1,740 I, 183 2,041 764 118 2,588 308 24 3 

1 1 15 2 16 1 3 14 
5 1 4 2 6 6 

8 1 9 9 

73 8 1 22 6 141 305 55 7 293 73 1 
6 25 13 30 8 32 5 * 1 

11 5 34 16 39 7 4 37 12 ■ 1 
8 5 55 32 80 6 l BS 2 
3 16 4 20 1 1 10 1? 

18 5 44 21 64 , 42 23 
8 * 14 7 21 21 
5 1 9 2 9 1 I B 3 

10 5 43 20 54 7 2 50 12 1 
217 63 2 6.3? 458 919 147 2? 2 983 77 17 13 

HO 12 376 52 418 3 6 1 394 •34 
5 5 2 3 

65 46 1 180 142 296 18 8 300 20 1 1 
* 11 6 16 1 15 2 
6 3 34 13 33 1? 2 29 10 

21 7 B7 47 105 24 5 106 28 

1,886 469 28 6,426 3,94* S,158 1*911 294 7 8,629 1,456 SO 35 

(01* 
SPECIAL SECTION 

AEP ESP FGE GOV UNE YU3 CU* 

I 

1 

16 13 2 I 
3 

34 19 IS 

■ HENS 00 NOf ADD TO COLUMN 2, PUT ARE INCLUDED IN SECTIONS 3, 4, S, 6 AND 7. COLUMNS KF AND TF ARE INCLUDED IN UC COLUMN, 

HW 5509^DocI|cl: 32989621 
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2 * 
1 ! 

1 IS 

21 

1 

I 
2* 

1 23* 
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5010-106 

r 
^ '^HIONAl fO*M NO. 10 

MAY 1 962 ^EDITION* 

CSA GEN. REG. NO. 27 

UNITED STATES GO'' INMENT 

Memorandum 
TO 

FROM 

Mr. Callahan 

[. F. Row 

DATE: 1/19/66 

SUBJECT: SECURITY INDEX CARD STATISTICS 

There are 10,100 persons represented in the Security Index as of 
January 14, 1966. Of the total, 7,155 or 70. 8 per cent are communists. 

A detailed table, enclosed in duplicate, shows as of January 14, 1966, 
the distribution of the subjects by field office, nationalistic tendencies, dangerousness, 
sex, race, citizenship and ’’special lists. ” A key to abbreviations is enclosed. 

Enclosures 
\ 

j -1 _ 3 -IS * tL _ - x 

This document is prepared in response to your request arid Is not Jot aTssunS* 
nation outside your Committee. Its use is limited to officio7 proceedings by 
your Committee and the consent may not be disclosed to unauthorized person- 
nel withmvt the express approval of the FBI . 
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KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS USED IN SECURITY INDEX 

AL Alien 
DC Detcom 
KF Key Figure 
NA Naturalized 

NB Native Born 
TF Top Functionary 
UN Unknown 
AEP Atomic Energy Program Employees 

ASC American Socialist Clubs 
COM Communist Party, USA 
CUB Cuban 
CZE Czechoslovakian 

ESP Espionage Subjects 
FGE Foreign Government Employees 
GOV United States Government Employees 
ISL Independent Socialist League 

JFG Johnson Forest Group 
MIS Miscellaneous 
MMI Moslem Mosque, Inc. 
NOI Nation of Islam 

PLP Progressive Labor Party 
POL Polish 
PPA Proletarian Party of America 
PRN Puerto Rican Nationalist 

RUS Russian 
SWP Socialist Workers' Party 
UNE United Nations Employees 
YUG Yugoslavian 

. ■ ■ 

DATE. -Q SPstr-A ip-JAfg. 
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FIELD nPF ICE 

At?*NY 

ALF HCL F 8CUL 
ANCH^^AGE 
Ul i'll/ 
0*1 TI'f^E 

MRYUGFA*1 
PTSTCN 

*BUf fUf 

6UTFE 

CHAUCTTF 

UINVE3 

UCIKCP 

CL PASt 
HCVrtLU, 
Houston 

|\( IANAPQLI$ 

■*t<SC\ 
\tr srmULc 

KANSAS cut 

ANCXV ft l E 

IAS VEGAS 
UTILE PCC* 

LPS AS.FIFS 

LCOIS/ILLF 

n^His 

NEW hive*! 
he* Orleans 
Him YCPF 
NtNFCLK 
0>LAWC*i CITY 

1 
I 

0**AMA 
PH 1LALL LPH1A 

| PM^fJlIX 
P|TT5?UPGm 

1 PC°HA»JC 

RICH-CNT 

SAIM LCUIS 

SALT LA«c CITY 
sin Asinn 
5AV D.ffSO 

SAN FRAVCISCO * 
SAN JtAS 

SAS ANN At- 

st-AtrLt* 

SP3 INGFIELO 

SECURITY INDEX CARD STATISTICS - 8Y FIEU CFFICE 
OASEDON VOUCHER-STATISTICAL SECTION RECORDS AS OF JANUARY 1%, 1967, 

NATIONALISTIC TENDENCY OR ORGANIZATION AFFILIATION 

CON ISL JFG NO! NMI NIS PRN PPA RUS ASC SWP CtJ8 YUC CZE POL PLP 

15 13 8 

2 
II t 

7* 38 7 

105 76 ? 2 

22* 165 ' 

338 226 1 1 67 ( 16 IS 

tS A 

190 10* 

109 22 6 

21 
SI 6 2 

_I_!_1 
20 * 

70 20 1 

2 
11 1 

5 1 

16 1 
26 9 1 

36 11 

67 12 

9 5 

5 
*57 120 13 

5 1 

217 71 7 
82 12 

67 *0 1 

2 

C51 
SEX 

PALE FINALE 

26 19 
7 * 

2 
12 2 
6? 52 

i 1 

1 38 7? 

67 3? 

71 9 

10 5 

*85 27* 

*6 11 

1 1* 6* 

7 \ 3 

3* 20 
7/M 110 

3 1 
12 « 

15 5 

*5 27 

2 
. 8 1 

t* 

1 

3 

11 3 

3 
771 6*9 

3 1 
r 2 

66 t» 
66 * 39 

1 3? PS 

? 3a 100 

PM *0 

13 2 
1,71* 1,10* 

1« 7 
* 7 

6 1 

197 120 

23 H 

29 18 
5* 31 

1? * 

* 5 20 

1* 6 

15 3 
*7 19 

6*6 *57 

*12 57 

? 
1AM 13* 

6 
mmm 

29 13 
9? 52 

16) 
CITIZENSHIP STATUS 

NB NA AL UN 

*0 
13 

* 1 

2 
1* 
76 16 2 

7 

268 53 
2* 7 

38 6 

79 5 

21 
61 t 

20 
I 7 1 

5S 8 

_J 
171 181* 

PACE SPECIAL SECTION 

WHITE NEGRO CHIN OTHER AEP ESP FGE GOV UNE YOG CUN 

*5 
13 1 

2 
6 a 

6* 30 1 2 

b 
169 38 3 

90 8 t 

33 3 

16 

61 3 176 18 

56 2 

167 73 1 1 

3 
23 . 1 

*5 5 3 1 

32* 66 8 
* * 

16 
17 1 2 

13 1 

7 1 

1,035 3*1 ** 

* 

9 

61 3 

253 133 2 
* 

9 1 
13 7 

6 8 1 1 

5 
1,336 112 2 10 3 1 

1 
15 

* 

2 7 

67 7 
99 6 

221 3 

2*6 90 

1C6 20 2 

15 
1,977 727 111 8 

19 1 

6 

* 

21 13 

9 1* 

*0 75 
20 

11 7 

*9 16 1 

966 93 31 13 
*36 33 

2 

283 17 1 1 
8 2 

26 16 
107 37 

10,100 7,155 10 5? 6*1 26 20S 570 21 110 22 860 237 3‘ * 1,7*7 *80 28 6,367 7,955 1,815 308 22 8,*53 1,5*5 *9 ^7 31 

< • ITEMS DO NOT ADD TO COLUNN 2, BUT ARE INCLUDED IN SECTIONS 3, *, 5, 6 ANO 7. COLUHNS K? AND TP ARE tNCLUOEO IN OC COIUNN. 
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KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS USED IN SECURITY INDEX 

Alien 
Detcom 
Key Figure 
Naturalized 

NB 
TF 
UN 
AEP 

ASC 
COM 
CUB 
CZE 

Native Born 
Top Functionary 
Unknown 
Atomic Energy Program Employees 

American Socialist Clubs 
Communist Party, USA 
Cuban 
Czechoslovakian 

ESP 
FGE 
GOV 

JFG 
MIS 
MMI 
NOI 

Espionage Subjects 
Foreign Government Employees 
united States Government Employees 
Independent Socialist League 

Johnson Forest Group 
Miscellaneous 
Moslem Mosque, Inc. 
Nation of Islam 

PLP 
POL 
PPA 
PRN 

Progressive Labor Party 
Polish 
Proletarian Party of America 
Puerto Rican Nationalist 

RUS 
SWP 
UNE 
YUG 

Russian 
Socialist Workers’ Party 
United Nations Employees 
Yugoslavian 

ftT? twt?ORMATI0N CONTAINED 
HEREIN iS ENCU-SSiraD-^ 
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SECURITY INOFX CARD STATISTICS - BYFtLLO OFFICE 
9ASEO OH VOUCHER-STATISTICAL SECTION RfCORDS AS OF JANUARY 13, 1967 

m (2) (3) (4)* 15) (6) (71 

NATIONALISTIC TENDENCY OR ORGANIZATION AFFILIATION SEX CITIZENSHIP STATUS , RACE 

FIELD office TOTAL COM ISL JFG NO I . MM I HIS PRN PPA RUS ASC swp CUB YUG CZF POL PLP DC KF TF MAL E FEMALE NB NA AL UN WHITE NEGRO CHIN OTHFR 

ALBANY 46 37 1 3 1 4 14 4 25 21 42 4 44 2 

ALBUOUFROUE 23 21 1 l 5 ? 16 7 22 1 27 1 

anchorage i 1 1 1 1 

ATLANTA 17 4 9 2 1 l 16 1 16 1 6 11 

HALT I MORE 98 52 27 7 1 2 fl t 24 4 l 64 34 81 15 1 1 66 3? 

BIRMINGHAM 7 l 3 1 l 1 6 1 7 3 4 

BOSTON 199 125 1 20 1 2 1 6 35 5 3 4? 10 2 131 68 163 33 3 17? 26 1 

BUFFALO TOO 42 21 22 2 3 l 9 27 4 69 31 91 8 1 66 34 

BUTTE 33 31 2 5 ? 24 9 31 2 33 

CHARLOTTE 9 3 3 2 1 7 2 9 3 6 

CHICAGO 745 602 1 42 16 11 8 2 4 45 9 5 98 21 4 470 275 607 117 19 2 553 192 

CINCINNATI 50 14 27 2 5 1 1 18 40 10 49 1 23 27 

^^kftANO 185 117 14 10 1 41 ? 3? 7 2 121 64 163 20 1 l 142 43 

6 5 1 6 6 6 

iWlAS 23 12 9 1 1 8 1 20 3 23 11 12 

DENVER mgm 34 2 1 15 1 17 4 35 18 46 4 2 1 49 4 

DETROIT ■ 231 24 83 * 13 7 2 3 41 3 67 21 1 289 ns 343 56 8 263 142 2 

v PL PASO 2 1 1 l 2 2 

HONOLULU 25 10 I 11 4 15 9 6 

hcuston 26 13 10 2 1 4 I 21 5 26 14 12 

INDIANAPOLIS 66 40 18 1 1 6 7 t 44 22 56 10 44 22 

JACKSON 1 l ■ 1 1 1 

JACKSONVILLE 7 3 2 1 1 6 l 6 l 5 2 

KANSAS CITY 14 6 3 4 1 7 12 2 14 9 5 

KNOXVILLE 1 1 1 1 l 

LAS VEGAS 11 2 8 I 1 fi 3 to 1 ♦ 3 8 

LITTLE HOCK 2 2 l 2 1 1 1 2 

LOS ANGFLES 1,390 1,169 9 28 10 1 9 136 14 1 1 3 194 6? 734 656 983 362 44 1 1,267 112 1 10 

LOUISVILLE 2 2 1 1 2 ? 

MEMPHIS 7 4 3 7 7 3 4 

MIAMI 87 49 8 2 3 24 l 16 1 60 27 28 44 15 7, 8 

MILWAUKEE 112 72 2 5 1 2 27 2 1 26 1 1 1 76 36 102 7 3 104 8 

MINNEAPOLIS 219 162 57 40 14 2 132 07 199 20 217 2 

-MOBILE 
NEWARK 301 194 61 6 3 4 15 15 3 53 10 221 BO 228 50 22 l 222 77 2 

J NEW HAVEN 124 76 20 2 5 1 16 4 3 04 40 103 2 97 26 l 

. NEW ORLEANS 18 7 6 1 3 I 17 l 18 7 it 

t YORK 2,728 1,950 2 10 58 19 96 120 50 1 191 109 2 120 11 1,681 1,047 1,921 668 108 11 2,356 344 25 3 

, 4^holk 27 24 l l l 24 3 26 1 2 25 

^^HOMA CITY 6 6 5 1 4 2 6 6 

OMAHA m 4 4 4 4 

’ PHILADELPHIA efstb 216 1 14 2 2 2 37 6 11 47 8 176 115 236 49 6 238 53 
PHOENIX 

iiliflB 
20 6 ? 1 6 22 7 22 7 20 8 l 

PITTSBURGH 42 1 3 1 l 1 2 13 11 35 16 44 4 3 40 10 l 

PORTLAND 81 73 1 3 3 l 9 5 55 26 75 5 l 76 5 

RICHMOND 3 12 l 2 1 2 na 3 17 l 1 7 12 
SAINT LOUIS 44 12 1 1 4 17 5 18 60 l 1 36 26 

SALT LAKE CITY 18 1 1 2 6 3 7 20 1 1 27 

SAN ANTONIO 7 8 l 2 1 2 7 I 5 19 1 I 11 10 

SAN DIEGO 37 10 2 14 11 3 45 18 51 • 9 3 50 12 l 

SAN FRANCISCO 1,090 831 1 24 15 8 2 135 11 63 204 72 2 655 435 912 130 44 4 953 94 34 9 
SAN JUAN 550 30 512 6 2 J 94 13 488 62 538 5 6 1 512 38 

j savannah 
* SEATTLE 305 234 26 33 l 11 62 37 2 175 130 283 15 6 l 289 14 l l 

SPRING* I L'LO 11 7 l 1 1 1 2 8 5 ! 12 10 1 
i-t- 

*" TAMPA 47 10 15 i 1 l 17 2 6 7 33 14 38 7 l l 31 16 

WASHINGTON 136 86 29 2 12 5 2 21 6 86 50 11? 19 5 101 35 

* * total 9,950 • 6,764 5 48 655 20 2 54 658 18 122 13 893 242 3 255 1,651 474 28 6,3t»l 3,589 7,897 1,717 308 28 8,308. 1,543 67 32 

HW 5 5*b^HS * Btage IN SECTt0NS 3* ** ** 6 AN0 7* columns kf and tf are included in oc column. 
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OMIONAL fO*M no. 10 

MAY 1963 fOlflON 

OSA GIN. »£G. NO. 3? fW 
UNITED STATES GOYEuAMENT 

Memorandum 

(ROM 

S OBJECT: 

Mr. CallahAn / " ■ 
_ 

M. F. Row 

DATE: 1/18/68 

Security hTdex card statistics 

There are 10,089 persons represented in the Security 
Index as of January 15, 1968. Of this total, 6, 553 or 6570 , 
peFcehFare communists. I 

— A detailed table, copy enclosed, shows as of 
January 15, 1968, the distribution of the subjects by field office, 
nationalistic tendencies, dangerousness, sex, race, citizenship 
and "special lists." A, key to abbreviations is enclosed. j 

Enclosures 

l-lg'K 

s f’AT!4 t® 

nation ~ j .-j.- 



KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS USED IN SECURITY INDEX 

AL Alien 
DC Detcom - 
KF Key Figure • • 
NA Naturalized 

NB 
/. 

Native Born 
TF Top Functionary 
UN Unlmown 
AEP Atomic Energy Program Employees 

ASC 
i 

American Socialist Clubs 
COM Communist Party, USA 
CUB Cuban 
CZE . Czechoslovakian 

ESP Espionage Subj ects 
FGE Foreign Government Employees 
GOV United States Government Employees 
ISL Independent Socialist League 

JFG Johnson Forest Group 
MIS Miscellaneous . . •.' 
MMI Moslem Mosque, Inc. 
NOI Nation of Islam 

PLP Progressive Labor Party 
POL Polish 
PPA Proletarian Party of America 
PRN Puerto Rican Nationalist 

RUS Russian^ 
SWP Socialist Workers’Party 
UNE United Nations Employees 
YUG Yugoslavian 

m j&sQjp&'Tj 
Y,'» pv?y." *•-" • • 

3 an 
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smioirv jndfx taro statistips - «v Fffir pffipf 

RASED ON VnilCHFO-STATI^TTrat. SFP TIPN PFP.OPnS AS PF JANUARY IS, 1*6P 

riflo pcfice 

At 3ANY 

AlPUOUE0*UF 

ANCHPRAPF 

ATI AK'TA 

°ALTI«pPF 

R IPMl*jr,WAM 

rpstpn 
RlJFFALP 

PIJTTF 

rwapupttf 

P.HTCAFP 

CTNP1NNAT J 

r.LFVFLA^D 

PP,U)M“t A 

OAtLAS 

HFNVFD 

OFT Rfl IT 

Ft PASP 

HPNPLUUI 

wfUSTTN 

1 NOT ANA Dn(_ T S 

}APYSPN 

JAPYSPNVIUC 

KANSAS PITY 

K NP YV111 F 

LAS VEGAS 

LITTLE PPP< 

LPS ANOFLFS 

LPIJTSVILL F 

UfMp^rs 

« | A** I 
« ILWAJJKFF 
MINNFAOPL IS 
Mrnn F • 
NEWARK 

NFW WAV FN 
NFW PPL FANS 
NFW YORK 

NPDFPLK 

PKLAWpMA PITY 

P “ A H A 

°WILA0FL°WIA 
PFPFN IT 
PITTSBURGH 

RPR T|_ ANp 

q tPHMPMn 

SACRAMFNTP 

SAINT L rO I S 

SALT LAKF PfTY 

SAN A N'T PM TO 

SAN PTFPjP 
SAN FRANTISCO 
SAN JUAN 
S AVANN AW 

sfattlf 

SPR INP.FIFLO 

T AMpA 

W A SWINGTON 

TPTAl JP.rPQ 6,SS’ 5 SI 4 PS 1! WI 

♦ ITFVIS OP NOT A00 TO POLUMN ?, RUT Aor tNPiunro n SFCMONS 

99 Dodd: 32989621 

MTlONALISTtP TFNDFNPY PP GRP. AN! 7 AT ION AFFILIATION 

CP“ I SL JFO NPI .«>*t mis ppm ppA RijS ASP. SWP CUR YUG P7F POL PLP 

36 * \ l? 

(61 

HTT7FNSWP STATUS 

73 3 

I SO 

1 R1 6 

1? S4 IP 133 177 

’1 1 

5 IIP 4 

3 

46 1 101 inp 

l 

4? 6 

1 I 

7 1 
R 1 

17 3 

Al 

1 
IP 1 

4? 

41 

1 s 

1 7 

S 

1 3 

a 

1 

1 

4 

1 

1 

4 ■x 
1 

1 

6 

3 Q 1 1 ? 16 ! f>r? \ ? 7 77 1 T 1 ISP 0 74 

70 6P0 
' 6 1 

73’ ’ 4 ’P 1 6 

'P I pp *»"** 

6 ANO 7. rnni«NS K F A NO TF A»r INPIUOFO !»i PC 

«ALF FFUaiF 

1 

1 "1 6? 

1 

14 1 

?S 1 1 I 

’6 14 7 

4R 1 1 

9 ? 

7 

r4 
13? 1 5 

4 

«N 14 

13 1 1 

» 1 S 

6*s?p R , 1 P 3 |,67P ’is 

«71 (PI* 

rACF SPECIAL SFCTION 

WHITF NEGRO CHIN OTHER AFP ES® FGF GOV UNF YUG 

3Q S 

1 

161 

61' 

3? 
3 

6 

70 

30 

7 

l 

S 37 IPS l 
77 76 

136 41 

1 6 

1P 14 l 

46 S 

770 157 2 ■x 
o 3 

16 1 3 

41 73 
i 

4 
i 

3 

11 6 

1 1 

PR 10 

1 IP 9 
2PS 5 

214 7fl 

04 79 1 

IP 1 1 

2.3n . • 35? 74 4 

1 ?2 
S 1 

3 ■> 
??P 6? 

?P 9 
SO 1 t 1 
70 3 

12 10 

l 1 1 

4 

70 H 

S6 1 3 
q4p 10O 33 7 

’9 

?<n 1 S 3 7 

i? 1 

3? 1 4 

97 ?3 

R,376 1 ♦ M R 66 79 

1 

. 
3 S 

17 

7 

4? is 47 7 743 
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OSA OJN. *|G. NO J7 

/*T»u 3010-106 

UNITED STATES GOyJkNMENT 

Memorandum 

TO : Mr. Callahan DATE: 1/21/69 
» 

FROM . : M. F. ROW' 
\ • 

sfiyKCT: ^-SECURITY INDEX CARD STATISTICS 

There are 10,173 persons represented in the Security Index 
as of January 15, 1969. Of this total, 5, 786 or 56.9 per cent are 
communists. 

A detailed table, copy enclosed, shows as of January 15, 1969, 
the distribution of the subjects by field office, nationalistic tendencies, 
dangerousness, sex, race, citizenship, and "special lists.11 A key to 
abbreviations is enclosed. • ■ 

Enclosures 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN TO UNCLASSIFIED 
DAT' &£ a nf-j-H. 

i.£>WyV"• -wy,'KiRg.-a.• r\ 

n* «— ■ ' ■ 
ZTc°o£meeZi Zconlent mi ** be disced to 
tel without the express approval of the #BI , 

-v; ' v* ~ *• cv.V' VV1'.** *? .£* * "rA* ■* *‘V-a . •/* ' *. * $• -V *. / v?**;v*. .* v ** v*■ V. w *. '• A r :-C\ * .$ -...{\,% ;<_* ^/j. ■. 

* „** * . ** ;’*t, ».*, <. s* . 
• * ^ * * * * • • ♦ * ^ vs£-:?v ?Wry55;/c vv ’*‘ -vva**-V;?7vJ; 

Vi^~V-’J'<'■* »*, vfr.\.**>5 j:; V/C • L* “ ^ ■’y* iVv * **• *’*'■ *-*'/*’•r*■' *• A*w w‘-“. -A ;-c * >•.>■« 
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KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS USED IN SECURITY INDEX 

AL 
ANA 
AWC 
BNT 
COM 

CUB 
ESP 
FGE 
JFG 
MIS 

Alien 
Anarchist 
American Workers Communist Party 
Black Nationalist 
Communist Party, USA 

I 

Cuban 
Espionage Subjects 
Foreign Government Employees 
Johnson Forest Group 
Miscellaneous 

NOI 
NB 
NA 
PLP 
PPA 

PRN 
RAM 
RUS. 
SWP ' 
SPL 

SNC 
SDS 
TF 
UNE 
GOV 

UN 
WWP 

Nation of Islam 
Native Born 
Naturalized 
Progressive Labor Party 
Proletarian Party of America 

Puerto Rican Nationalist 
Revolutionary Action Movement 
Russian 
Socialist Workers' Party 
Spartacist League 

Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee 
Students for a Democratic Society 
Top Functionary 
United Nations Employees 
United States Government Employees 

Unknown 
Workers World Party 

HEREIN 7- wy ~y s£j 
ft ' J} "" ( • * ' 

C0lf^;^r' 
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SECURITY INDEX CARO STATISTICS - BY Mfu pFF lCf 
BASED ON VOUCHER-STATISTICAL SECTION RECORDS AS OF JANUARY 15, 1969 

FIELD OFFICE 

ALBANY 
AteucuEROue 
anchorage 
ATLANTA 
BALTIMORE 

BIRMINGHAM 
boston 

BUFFALO 
BUTTE 
CHARLOTTE 

.CHICAGO 
^CINCINNATI 

CLEVELAND 
COLUMBIA 
DALLAS 

DENVER 
OETROIT 
EL PASO 
HONOLULU 
HOUSTON 

INDIANAPOLIS 
JACKSON 
JACKSONVILLE 
KANSAS CITY 
KNOXVILLE 

LAS VEGAS 
LITTLE ROCK 
LOS ANGELES 
LOUISVILLE 
MEMPHIS 

MIAMI 
HILWAUKEE 
MINNEAPOLIS 
MOBILE 
NEWARK 

NEW HAVEN 154 
NEW ORLEANS 42 
NEW YORK 2,671 
NORFOLK 25 
OKLAHOMA CITY 10 

OMAHA 12 
PHILADELPHIA 214 
PHOENIX 35 
PITTSBURGH 63 
PORTLANC 97 

RICHMOND 24 
SACRAMENTO 54 
SAINT LOUIS 61 
SALT LAKE CITY 20 
SAN ANTONIO 38. 

SAN DIEGO 82 

NATIONALISTIC TENDENCY OR ORGANIZATION AFFILIATION 

A MIS PRN BNT RUS RAM SWP CUB SPL 

(61 
CITIZENSHIP STATUS 

16 A 
A 

20 194 107 

SNC AWC PLP WWP PPA 

2 

5 14 
9 16 

SAN FRANCISCO 1,1C4 704 17 14 15 17 53 7 7 160 8 3 
SAN JUAN 710 24 679 6 
SAVANNAH l 1 
SEATTLE 3C1 200 2 2 36 4 1 35 2 

SPRINGFIELC — 18 7 3 1 ~6 { 
TAMPA 50 11 13 2 1 1 1 18 
WASHINGTON 137 77 8 22 4 2 8 6 2 

TOTAL 10,173 5,786 231 49 681 142 232 849' 181 115 66 1,005 233 23 

■ *ITEMS 00 NOT AOO TO COLUMN 2, BUT ARE INCLUDED IN SECTIONS 3, 4, 5, 6 AND 7. 

2 
2 

13 149 

I I I III MALE FEMALE N6 NA AL UN WHITE NEGPO 

2 7 42 30 13 48 3 46 5 
2 3 46 38 13 50 1 51 

4 12 16 27 5 32 12 20 
12 15 72 69 30 84 14 l 63 36 

4 4 7 l 7 1 8 
14 49 152 157 58 194 15 3 3 IT 3 41 
28 16 51 61 24 80 5 66 19 

2 5 28 27 8 33 2 35 
l 7 8 12 4 16 8 8 

68 63 552 448 235 571 88 13 u 511 171 
13 44 44 13 l 55 2 32 25 

20 27 125 121 61 1 163 18 t 140 42 
2 3 4 1 5 l 4 

4 9 10 28 3 30 1 14 16 

2 6 41 39 10 43 5 l 44 5 
42 56 2S2 285 105 337 46 6 1 251 137 

2 1 l 2 2 
l 26 22 5 26 1 18 

7 l 29 31 6 36 1 20 17 

15 21 50 65 21 78 7 l 56 29 
3 4 6 1 7 3 4 
2 10 9 3 12 7 5 

3 9 7 19 17 1 t 12 7 

3 3 7 11 2 ll l 
l 0 7 2 8 l 

45 137 l,0C5 676 511 934 212 
l 6 4 3 7 

3 2 18 20 3 23 

l 16 68 56 29 30 43 
14 44 50 104 44 134 6 
12 13' 153 140 70 202 14 

1 1 2 3 l 4 
24 24 227 204 71 209 45 

27 26 101 115 39 131 19. 
2 27 13 33 9 41 t 

115 306 2,250 1,662 1,009 1,970 561 
4 l 20 19 6 25 

2 8 9 1 9 

1 i 26 55 59 23 70 9 
91 i 76 157 £71 693 411 954 107 

27 413 270 633 77 696 5 
L 1 1 

13 2 8 57 236 179 122 285 12 

18 13 5 17 1 
2 l 1 1 8 41 39 ll 40 8 
1 1 

J 
ll 23 1C3 87 50 119 16 

356 124 13 641 1,712 7,820 6,811 3,362 8,484 1*336 

2 1,036 
6 

14 

73 
5 134 
l 212 

3 118 
28 

21 2,310 

14 
48 

1 34 
20 

2 25 

35 
14 

336 21 

(81* 
SPECIAL SECTION 

ESP FGE GOV UNE 

25 
136 33 

2 1 1 

19 11 6 
4 

72 8,335 1,746 64 28 42 14 39 

(91* 
MISCELLANEOUS 

HI OC PR 

l 2 

7 3 
l 

95 11 

40 4 
20 21 

1 267 71 
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There are 10,903 persons represented in the Security Index 
as of December 12, 1969. Of this total, 5,660 or 52.0 percent are 
communists. • 

A detailed table, copy enclosed, shows as of December 12, 
1969, the distribution of the subjects by field office, nationalistic 
tendencies, dangerousness, sex, race, citizenship, and "special lists.” 
A key to abbreviations is enclosed. 

Enclosures 

. S(pz TA f9 

•t*V* v >*\ * 

m iommmt & mwi &»*£*,* PZSSSt * 
2»? "*{• « S (.c to person- 



KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS USED IN SECURITY INDEX 

AL 
ANA 
AWC 
BNT 
COM 

CUB 
ESP 
FGE 
JFG 
MIN 

MIS 
NOI 
NB 
NA 

Alien 
Anarchist 
American Workers Communist Party 
Black Nationalist 
Communist Party, USA 

Cuban 
Espionage Subjects 
Foreign Government Employees 
Johnson Forest Group 
Minute Men 

Miscellaneous 
Nation of Islam . 
Native Born 
Naturalized 
Progressive Labor Party 

PPA Proletarian Party of America 
PRN Puerto Rican Nationalist 
RAM Revolutionary Action Movement 
RUS ' Russian 
SWP Socialist Workers' Party 

SP L Spartacist League 

SDS ' Students for a Democratic Society 
GOV United States Government Employees 
UN Unknown 

WWP Workers World Party 

**,? V**’* ^ £•* *$**i?£* ..'-t •*•**<*'* ’ i /■s.iAv'*' '*/• *5 **Tv>£ v:•**y*. V^‘ 'V,' ***■>. ,* ***.'"■* '*• '■ Ay .^7 »’* 

AIL IHFOPmTICHJCS-;. • 
s p a. xAf • A 

■ . 3'«?'80 

•*,*, st 

► ■ > ' ’y • «k^ v. J. : v/i 
r\ *;.rr; %?>* v v?*£- 

«. *« V. •1 *•■ ■ ^ }-* >■«/< .‘it .. 
■&?Y- fvV‘vSV--’Mj"T&a*•;/-y:£/■ • M-*".’**“•'*> » 

• * * >** '. 
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SECURITY INDEX CARD STATISTICS - BY FIELC OFFICE 
BASED ON VOUCHER-STATISTICAL SECTION RECORDS AS OF DECEMBER 12. 1969 

field OFFICE 

ALBANY 
ALBUUUERCUE 
AL-tXANCR IA 
ANCHORAGE 
ATLANTA 

XNCXVILLE 
LAS VEGAS 
LlHLE ROCK 
LUS ANGELES 
LOUISVILLE 

.MEMPHIS 
MIAMI 

MILWAUKEE 
MINNEAPOLIS 
MOBILE 

HOUSTON 
INDIANAPOLIS 
JACKSON 
JACKSONVILLE 
KANSAS CITY 

PORILANO 
RICHMOND 
SACRAMENTO 
SAINT LOUIS 
SALT LAKE CITY 

SAN ANTONIO 
SAN Cl EGO 
SAN FRANCISCO 1.205 
SAN JUAN 
SAVANNAH 

NATIONALISTIC TENDENCY OR^ORGANlZAT ION AFFILIATION 

WWP PPA MIN 

10.903 5.66C 

l 
3 2 

I 
? 

HI I? l‘H 

(6) 
CITIZENSHIP STATUS 

13 20 73 
A 5 

2* 6* 173 
12 20 60 

5 22 

1 8 32 
69 75 57A 

2 13 AO 
19 30 152 

2 3 

3 
1 

A 7 

3 

16A 
A 

1 
A 

12 
1(053 

5 

2 2 IS 
2 17 75 

tr 50 97 
13 20 169 

I 

HALE FEMALE 

56 15 
AC 13 

I l 
1 

37 7 

76 30 
e 1 

185 76 
68 2A 
IS 8 

2 S 12 
A7A 2AA 

AC 15 
135 ■66 

A l 

31 3 
5C 15 

ice 105 
l l 

22 7 

36 7 
7C 21 

6 2 
15 5 
33 

I 
a 2 

u 2 
736 52 8 

6 3 

2C 3 
6A 30 

118 Ab 
1 A3 79 

l 

11 

2 11 6 

16 26 276 

l A 33 

6 n 51 

15 lb 65 

1 A 17 

25 50 

A tb AJ 

A 1 13 

5 5 1* 
1 36 61 

63 101 94 1 

2A A 19 iti 
1 . 2 

10 60 m 
l 6 m 

IA In u« 

33 
59 

365 A 
2 

29 

*1* . 7A 
130 A7 

3A 6 
1.713 997 

17 3 

81 33 
IS 3 
A3 30 
Afl 13 
IA A 

JS 
73 

TIC 
613 

• 1 

1 
2 1 

A2 3 
91 

2CI I2C 
14 4 
A 1 It 

IC3 33 

Ml* l»A«9 

UN UNITE NEGRO CHIN OTHER 

65 6 

39 2 
607 85 11 15 

52 3 
18A 16 1 

5 

A1 
86 

8 
20 
31 

5 

l 

1 1 

a 

1 
8 1 l 

13 
1.C20 20A 36 A 

9 

23 
37 A3 12 

1A9 7 3 5 
2C6 

1 
IA t 1 

227 AA IA 3 
151 21 l A 

A1 l 
2.033 531 117 27 

20 

ii 
19 

2 76 i« A 2 
W 6 
61 7 2 

110 4 
21 1 
71 A 
62 1 
1 7 1 
A6 l mmmmm 

43 to 2 l 
t *C62 99 3* 4 

741 6 • l 
3 

181* 

SPECIAL SECTION 

13 21 
46 19 

265 146 2 
2 

19 10 

20 23 
60 30 1 

3 5 
16 A 
21 10 

1 
3 5 

13 
1.064 193 1 A 

7 2 

13 10 
78 16 

143 . 19 
213 7 

1 

148 too 
137 38 1 1 

28 IA 
2.318 369 It A 

20 

u 
9 10 

2A8 72 
28 10 
53 16 1 

103 
13 
53 
13 
18 

13 
9 

21 
28 

t 

34 12 
63 34 

1.000 160 3* 9 
n* 58 

t 2 

2 74 46 3 
21 2 1 
IA 16 

11A 44 

19) • 
MISCFLLANFP 

18 34 

2 
2 

1 

1 

1 2 1? 

20 
2 

1 1 

2 1 1 14 
A 2 5 

19 11 5 106 
3 

8 5 T5 \ 

• ITEMS 00 NOT ADO TO COLUMN 2, *UT ARE INCLUOEU IN SECT IONS 3. 
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OMIONAt fOtM NO. 10 

1*62 EDITION 

GSA GEN. KEG. NO. 27 

3010—104 

UNITED STATES GCwiRNMENT ^ 

Memorandum 
to : Mr. Callahan f date: 1/21/71 

j 
/ 

FROM : M. F. Ro)£ ' 

SUBJECT: /SECURITY INDEX CARD STATISTICS 

o 
As of January 15, 1971, there are in the.Security 

Index 3,563 persons of leadership capacity (Priority I and II) and 
8,666 rank and file subjects (Priority III) for a total of 12,229. Of 
these 831 and 4,719 respectively, are communists — a total of 
5,550 or 45.4 percent. 

t * 

A detailed table for each of the two categories, copies 
enclosed, shows as of January 15, 1971, the distribution of the subjects 
by field office, nationalistic tendencies, dangerousness, sex, race, 
citizenship, and "special lists." A key to abbreviations is enclosed. 

Enclosures 

CONTAINED 
HEREBI is unclassified 
DATE—-S'? BY Sjpji TAp- 

TMs SS 
”TcSS?tteJand the content may not be disclosed to mmetuoruei person, 
ml without the express approval of the rBI . 
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KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS USED IN SECURITY INDEX 

AL Alien 
ANA Anarchist 
AWC American Workers Communist Party 
BNT Black Nationalist 
BPP Black Panther Party 

COM Communist Party, USA 
CUB Cuban 
ESP Espionage Subjects 
FGE Foreign Government Employees 
JFG Johnson Forest Group 

MIN Minute Men 
MIS Miscellaneous 
NOI Nation of Islam 
NB Native Born 
NA Naturalized 

PLP Progressive Labor Party 
PPA Proletarian Party of America 
PRN Puerto Rican Nationalist 
RUS Russian 
SWP Socialist Workers’ Party 

SPL Spartacist League 
SNC Student National Coordinating Committee 
SDS Students for a Democratic Society 
GOV United States Government Employees 
UN Unknown 

WWP . Workers World Party 

•au 

7 
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33 356 126 
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Ftttc mricr 

AS Cf JANUARY 15, 1971 



HEftEl/J J V U!*;JuAo».'ti. 
.DATE 3>.~J*Z _BY S? a. t*P- J fiiC. 

• t 
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5010—106 

«Y\ 
v r 

'V 

OFKONAt FORM f O. 10 

" M*"* * ' * ON 

OSa GfN. • . NO. 27 

•W 

\ 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum .. 
TO 

FROM 

Mr. Callahan 

M. F. Row 

DATE:' 1/20/72 

subject: .V ADMINISTRATIVE INDEX^ADEX).CARD STATISTICS 
*(-** —■ *      * * ’** J V— 

As of January 15, 1972, there are in the ADEX 
-3,995 persons of leadership capacity (Priority I and n) and 
9,031 rank and file subjects (Priority III) for a total of 13,026. 
Of these 816 and 4,233 respectively, are communists - a total of 
5,049 or 38. 8 percent. 

A detailed table for each of the two categories, 
copies enclosed, shows as of January 15, 1972, the distribution 
of the subjects by field office, nationalistic tendencies, dangerous¬ 
ness, sex, race, citizenship, and "special lists. n A key to 
abbreviations is enclosed. 

I 'V 

Enclosures 

yr*s 

Z-tS'&i SPSL 7$ 

This document is prepared in response 'to pour request mid Is not for 
nation outside your Committee. I'? ‘'re i "mited, to ■ breedings by 

... ^ ■ ^'■mmittee and Cie ma / not b disclosed to u.m .prized person- 
•* •' ’■ tkout.the c.vpr.ers j::1 of ih.: FLI.'. .... 

•*v* 4# ** «/;....4 ’ **,? *t < — « ’**• \ , ,y •*.« *.,*’• • ** . • T . , 

;-Af'-A"OfV-fS•• 
t—...... v ... W-Y.i -t i'~... \ ... . 

♦ , N ■ • • 1 * *•«*», *'*'■*' £ f*. 
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KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS USED IN SECURITY INDEX 

AL 
AWC 
BNT 
BPP 
COM 

CUB 
ESP 
FGE 
JFG 
MIN 

MIS 
NOI 
NB 
NA 
NL 

PLP 
PPA 
PRN 
RUS 
SWP 

SPL 
SNC 
SDS 
GOV 
UN 

Alien 
American Workers Communist Party- 
Black Nationalist 
Black Panther Party 
Communist Party, USA 

Cuban 
Espionage Subjects 
Foreign Government Employees 
Johnson Forest Group 
Minute Men 

Miscellaneous 
Nation of Islam 
Native Born 
Naturalized 
New Left 

Progressive Labor Party 
Proletarian Party of America 
Puerto Rican Nationalist 
Russian 
Socialist Workers’ Party 

Spartacist League 
Student National Coordinating Committee 
Students for a Democratic Society 
United States Government Employees 
Unknown 

WWP. Workers Wn-rlr! DorftT 



( SECURITY INDEX CARD STATISTICS - 8Y rIHD HF f 1(1 
BASED ON VOUCHER-STATISTICAL SECTION RECORDS AS OF JAMJfPV 15, 1972 

NATIONALISTIC TENANCY OK ORGANIZATION AFFILIATION 

L HIS PRN BNT RUS ftPP $VP CUB SPL $NC 

(6) 
CITIZENSHIP STATUS 

ANY 
tJQUEROUE 
XANOR |A 
HPR ACE 
AN T A 

TIMOPt 
'M INGHAM 

JTON 

IFAL() 
rrr 

PIP WWP PPA HIM 

l 

10 ?3 8 11 

132 397 162 365 240 26 633 263 11 4 42 6 109 38 2 36 1,333 2,£62 

• ITEMS DO NOT ADD TO COLUMN 2, BUT ARE INCLUDED IN SECTIONS 3, 4, 5, 6 AND To 
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HALT FFMAlf 

14 2 
31 2 

157 
1 

43 

36 12 
40 10 

1 
5 l 
l 

153 54 
2 1 

25 3 
17 4 
si 17 
38 * 

67 15 
60 21 
23 U 

*66 170 
10 1 

8 
31 10 
71 14 

R 7 
24 P 

77 16 
7 

3? ? 
19 4 

4 1 
— 

14 6 
49 7 

294 106 
*38 

1 
50 

3,164 831 3,773 137 ‘ 

w«irr NEGRO CHIN OTHER 

19 4 
7 
3 

7 12 

50 49 
4 10 

no 60 l 
34 9 

4 

c 26 
12* 83 1 

17 28 
57 61 

3 

161* 
SPECIAL SECTION 

ESP FGE GOV 

1 
1 5 
1 

138 66 
1 •> 

191* 

MISCELLANEOUS 

MI OC *P 

2 

25 8 
111 88 1 

l 
5 

5 3 
14 27 
60 24 1 

IP 2 
?9 27 

25? 139 7 1 
446 42 

l 

30 2,720 1,250 16 13 17 B 74 144 



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
DATE 3 - g7 RY 5 PJL T± l°- iA-7? 

• ♦ 
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As of January .15, 1973, there are 3, 582 in the ADEX, 
and of this total 661 are Communists. 

• A detailed table, copies enclosed, shows as of January 15, 
1973, the distribution of the subjects by field office, nationalistic tendency, 
dangerousness, sex, race, citizenship, and "special lists. " A key to 
abbreviations is enclosed. 

Enclosures 

j..iO 
J3Y_££*TA 

S This document is prepared in response to your request md is mi for tfcsseww- 
I nation outside your Committee. Its use is limited to official proceedings by 
1 your Committee and the content may not be disclosed to unauthorized person- 
I nel without the express approval of the FBI . 

1 
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HEREIN 1l 
DATE__ 3J 



KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS USED IN ADMINISTRATIVE INDEX 

AL 
A VC 
BNT 
BPP 
COM 

CUB 
ESP 
FGE 
JFG 
MIN 

MIS 
NOI 
NB 
NA 
PLP 

PPA 
PRN 
RA 
RUS 
SWP 

SPL 
SNC 
SDS 
GOV 
UN 

WWP 

Alien 
American Workers Communist Party 
Black Nationalist 
Black Panther Party 
Communist Party, USA 

Cuban 
Espionage Subjects 
Foreign Government Employees 
Johnson Forest Group 
Minute Men 

Miscellaneous 
Nation of Islam 
Native Born 
INcttUXitil^CU 

Progressive Labor Party 

Proletarian Party of America 
Puerto Rican Nationalist 
Revolutionary Activities 
Russian 
Socialist Workers' Party 

Spartacist League 
Student National Coordinating Committee 
Students for a Democratic Society 
United States Government Employees 
Unknown 

Workers World Party 

dJ, ’ . , . 
sn-v' ■, , 1 >t 

•V " _ 2't l - ft 
■ . .1 * 

5 
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181* 

SPECIAL SECTION 
19)* 

MISCELLANEOUS 

\A
 K

j 







v ^ 
4 

i 

' KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS USED IN ADMINISTRATIVE INDEX 

BEX 
CMC 
CMS 
CMT 

Black Extremist 
Communist (pro - Chinese) 
Communist (pro - Soviet) 
Communist (Trotskyist) 

FRN 
MSC 
PRN 
REV 

Foreign Affiliation 
Miscellaneous 
Puerto Rican Nationalist 
Revolutionary 

■trn'tjT'TM IS UKCLADDJ-f ± . 
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* j(\Vt\ I .«. .1.■’ *» >w^ (..-iwfcfWiI a? iwwliiHiiii*A^ V .ri’fWniiiyC^to^^^ ln*fe iff i»< ^ttedSteavta^l 

" i 

FIELD OFFICE 

ALBANY 
ALBUQUERQUE 
ALEXANDRIA 
ANCHORAGE 
ATLANTA 

eALTIMORE 
BIRMINGHAM 
BOSTON 
BUFFALO • 
BUTTE 

CHARLOTTE 
CHICAGO itNCtNNATI 

lEVELAND 
&LUHSIA 

DALLAS 
DENVER 
OETPOIT 
EL PASO 
HONOLULU 

HOUSTON 
INOIANAPOLIS 
JACKSON 
JACKSONVILLE 
KANSAS CITY 

KNOXVILLE 
LAS VEGAS 
LITTLE ROCK 
LOS ANGELES 
LOUISVILLE 

MEMPHIS 
MIAMI 
MILWAUKEE 
MINNEAPOLIS 
MOBILE 

NEWARK 
NEW HAVEN 
NEW ORLEANS 
NEW YORK 
NORFOLK 

ADMINISTRATIVE INDEX CARP STATISTICS - BY FIELD OEFICF 
BASED ON DATA PROCESSING SECTION RECOROS AS OF FEBPUARY 15, 197* 

-r 

(2) ■ 
TYPE 

(3) 
OF ACTIVITY 

• 

(4) ( 5) 
CITIZENSHIP STATUS 

(61 
RACE 

(71* 
SPECIAL SECTION 

(81* 
MISCELLANEOUS 

TOTAL I BEX CMC CMS CMT FRN PRN REV MSC MAte FEMALE US AL UN WHITE BLACK OTHER ESP FGE GOV MI OC PR 

’ 4 ! 1 3 3 1 4 3 I 

7 ! 1 1 2 3 6 1 7 6 1 

8 l 6 1 8 8 7 1 1 4 

17 6 1 4 5 l 13 4 17 10 7 1 1 

54 2 3 6 11 26 6 43 11 54 51 3 1 1 

6 2 * 1 2 1 5 l fc 3 3 l 

80 8 1 8 5 l 54 3 54 26 80 69 10 t 1 2 3 

30 ; 3 2 9 6 10 23 7 30 27 3 2 2 

3 : 2 1 3 3 2 1 

L8 14 1 3 18 18 3 14 1 5 

140 36 17 28 6 1 43 9 112 28 137 3 90 50 1 1 11 

17 8 1 1 7 13 4 17 8 9 l 

62 ' 19 2 11 S 24 1 50 12 62 39 23 1 4 7 

3 3 3 3 3 2 

5 3 2 5 5 2 3 3 

16 2 1 3 6 4 15 1 16 12 2 2 

116 67 7 •11 5 1 20 5 92 24 116 39 77 6 14 

5 l 4 5 5 5 

6 6 3 3 6 5 1 

19 5 3 6 3 2 15 4 19 11 8 2 

23 5 7 3 7 1 21 2 22 t 15 8 5 

16 12 1 3 15 1 16 4 12 1 5 

g 3 5 1 8 1 9 . 6 3 1 

19 5 1 1 9 3 18 I 19 12 . 6 1 1 6 

2 2 1 l 2 2 % 

120 28 10 21 30 18 13 93 27 119 1 85 34 l 9 

10 8 1 l 9 1 10 2 8 l 2 

2 1 1 1 1 2 2 

9 4 1 3 1 9 9 4 5 1 

55 5 5 6 4 30 5 44 11 55 48 6 1 1 3 6 

28 l 9 6 6 4 24 4 25 1 2 20 1 7 1 

3 3 3 3 3 

41 19 l 9 2 8 2 31 10 41 21 20 1 5 

21 7 3 1 2 3 5 19 2 21 14 7 1 1 l 

o 7 1 1 6 1 9 2k' 7 

340 53 8 106 49 8 10 79 27 247 93 328 8 4 252 85 3 5 14 19 

3 1 2 3 3 2 1 l 

10 2 4 4 9 1 8 2 6 4 

20 15 1 1 3 18 2 20 3 16 1 2 

63 21 4 23 2 1 7 5 51 12 63 33 30 1 8 

4 1 1 1 1 2 2 4 3 1 

18 1 1 7 2 4 3 13 5 18 15 3 1 

37 f 3 14 4 12 4 31 6 37 32 3 2 1 1 

8 1 4 3 8 8 7 1 2 

28 6 8 6 6 2 19 9 28 20 8 

2 l 1 2 2 2 

9 2 2 1 3 l 6 3 9 7 2 

33 8 10 8 7 26 7 33 24 8 1 4 

240 55 65 37 21 56 6 165 75 235 2 3 164 72 4 1 3 7 10 . 

161 1 154 6 137 24 156 5 149 12 1 1 4 

1 1 1 1 1 ? 

30 4 4 3 4 14 1 25 5 30 25 4 1 3 1 

24 16 2 4 2 22 2 23 1 8 16 2 

5 4 l 5 5 5 2 

3? 6 6 7 1 14 3 30 7 35 1 1 22 14 l ! l 2 2 

2.056 477 154 336 202 17 167 543 160 1.613 443 2,021 21 14 1*411 610 35 9 5 18 52 146 . 

IlAHOHA CITY 
HAHA 

. PHILADELPHIA 
PHOENIX 
PITTSBURGH 

PORTLAND 
RICHHONO 
SACRAMENTO 
SAINT LOUIS 
SALT LAKE CITY 

^5AU ANTONIO 
l^jBCAN DIEGO 

FRANCISCO 
QF " ® #■*« JUAN 

■ >^KIvannah__ 

rfPiEATTLE 
SPRINGFIELD 
TAMPA 
WASHINGTON 

V TOTAL 

? ITEMS DO NOT ACO TO COLUMN 2* BUT ARE INCLUDED IN SECTIONS 3* 4. 5. AND 6, 
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ALL TKromT! ,-K 
HFHL1A '(X ij'r. ^ ixzzr) 

. 3 '-/Sr-Si T v .S^a tap- 

HW 55099 



1/21/75 
« 

FROM . r ~ J 

D' Eeudorfey 

ca„ 

"““oLWtUMTejjcs 

abbreviations is enclosed?' 

Enclosures 

•■ '/ 

* .. 

. L v 

, ’ - : 3W>^ ■ $£*■<*+' 

~7> .. ..•.; •■'. .. ........... .’. . .. ..,-.... 
' / ’* • • ........ * 

, . jfennvpfl in resvow.se to your request’and is not for disserm- 
This document is prepaid ™resP” use -J Umited to official proceedings by 

nteiit may nut be disclosed to umuthorized-jpersonr 

ni the fi*SI' • . *■ 

F - . .. ' . 

'•’ . f " • ’ • ' 

your Committee 
nel withczit th* 

Q * . ** 

4 ' f 

* ’ 1 ' 1 “ f ^ ' » 
;.-y.7■-;•'••■* v -C*-’ J?VvVW£ . •/ '.V,.. J. ftv.• iSt‘.4:: X--X Va-.-W- i’:. *~i "I /.T" 

* * * *' ..... • * . • * ■ * .' f. f * .*'*;,.* 

... . . .. . .... ' A, ^ j 
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KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS USED IN ADMINISTRATIVE INDEX 

« 

BEX Black Extremist 
CMC Communist (pro - Chinese) 
CMS Communist (pro - Soviet) 
CMT Communist (Trotskyist) 

FRN Foreign Affiliation 
MSC Miscellaneous 
PRN . Puerto Rican Nationalist 
REV Revolutionary 

all iNi'c;..* 
HEREIN I 
DATE_2 TA «*• ->*■«- 
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PORTLAND 
RICHMOND 
SACRAMENTO 
SAINT LOUIS 
salt LAKE CITY 

SAN ANTONIO 
SAN DIEGO 
SAN FRANCISCO 
SAN JUAN 
SAVANNAH_ 

SEATTLE 
SPRINGFIELD 
TAMPA 
WASHINGTON 

TOTAL 1*537 2hl 1*9 326 168 U 153 

* ITEMS DO NOT AOO TO COLUMN 2t gut ARE INCLUDEO IN SECTIONS 3* 4* 5» ANO 6. 

UBfajiAft 3s3tw 



ALL INK-:, ■ -• 
HEREIN' j ' 
DATE_3- <■&’ S^atAp- JA/i_ 
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OfTiOWM fO*M 

otl'y CS* C<N. «(0. 
T -- 
— «fC. NO> 27 WIO-I04 

UNITED STATES 0OVERNMBNT 

Memorandum 

■ TO : Mi-. Decker - 

FROM ; p n __ 
-L'* Neudorfei? 

OATE: 2/21/75 

-r=S ' ' 

-®^toEX)CARD.STATISTICS 1. 

and °l this 15, 1S75 th 
tel 638 «e Coinmunistg' «" 1- 507 i„ the ^ , 

?975< tile tabJe, corrip, ,...., ' ■ 

Enclosures 

office no+- 1 't<ebru3.ry j 5 

’special listed®4!0 fencienc 
* A key to 

- , ..... •.„....t 
J/i-VeV i'SfrA*?£/ *• V***' >'*?■’v«V - *i> ;'r;] Vfc* P "fr ?*)&$*&':*V$T ^*» V Vy£ ^•’ S^£VX* *$V’ -7^ 5f? 
** 'Is ’ * S • ’■ • • ' * ■. *'\ ^ ■- '*■ - V ‘ i* • ' ’ ' * * 1 

Y 1# m 

' rTm document is prepared in response to your-request and is not for dissemz- 
. • nation outside yovr Committee. Vs use i Vmited to affirm' -> oceedmgs by 
- your Committee and the content may not be disclosed to unauLiorized pejeoav- 

net without the express approval of the FBI - 

.■ • . f ’.; • .. . 
_ - •• .... • ••• {■ — '. r ■ ^ y' '- - 

•****•;$. V*' •«....** **" . ;* •*■■•** . : • ‘ * «■*■**.*.* • * . 

* * • * ‘ * * * , • ' 

’ -t; ?? '/j / ■ yfe* 4 *^4*;' '* ** :.:*w* *- :■v?/**"'‘'•‘V*-*/ ‘ ****.**■ •<*vjj' -■**. *• .*<’*. ■ .*< !*-*-.•* '** *r* *. ;i * , ........... • - ..... 

1..... 
<* ' < ,t‘-‘ ’* *>»« * • * *. *,,■ * t i t; *■* *i *♦».*' <*V s '•.* T- •* i’ *« ^ * iV *’• i,** /»* '#• * •%; 
.«»V * ‘ *•.* %•»■** *. *. *. . • • # V . •* *.<• . •* * ••/ *• !* ,, ' , ^ 1 *••.< ;* •; •,» '***;.-. *‘ , .*t'.. 

’ ' ■ ' *.. ' ‘ f 
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KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS USED IN ADMINISTRATIVE INDEX 

BEX Black Extremist 
CMC - Communist (pro - Chinese) 
CMS Communist (pro - Soviet) 
CMT Communist (Trotskyist) 

FRN Foreign Affiliation 
MSC .Miscellaneous 
PRN . . Puerto Rican Nationalist 
REV Revolutionary 

•s 

ALL 1LT «Ji>iLVlv,:i OLV* "s?J 
•BERYfK l nvr.-* :^T7ijSD . 

vV" , Z-lX-tf •• 
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ADMINISTRATIVE INDEX card STATISTICS - BY FIELD OFFICE 
BASED ON DATA PROCESSING SECTION RECORDS AS OF FEBRUARY 15. 1975 

m 12) 
TYPE 

13) 
OF ACTIVITY 

- 
(4) 151 

CITIZENSHIP STATUS 
(6) 

RACE 
17)* 

SPECIAL SECTION 
(8)* * 

MISCELLANEOUS » 
i 

FIELD OFFICE 

i 

tohu. ; BEX CMC CMS CMT FRN PRN REV MSC HALE FEMALE L'3 AL UN WHITE BLACK OTHER ESP FGE GOV MI OC PR ] 

ALBANY 4 1 3 4 4 3 l i ; 
ALBUQUERQUE ■ 3 ; 1 1 1 5 5 4 1 t 
ALEXANDRIA 6 ; 5 6 6 6 4 1 
ANCHORAGE z 1 1 2 2 2 * 
ATLANTA IS . 8 3 3 1 12 3 15 6 9 1 1 

SALT INO&E 56 ! 9 12 11 23 1 12 56 51 5 1 
BIRMINGHAM 6 ' 4 2 2 6 5 1 * 
BOSTON 61 f 7 3 10 5 l 35 24 61 50 10 1 l 1 1 

buffalo 24 \ 2 3 10 5 4 6 24 22 2 2 1 
BUTTE 4 1 3 4 3 1 / l 

CHAPLOTTE 

— 

n 6 1 4 li 11 3 6 2 2 

CHICAGO 99 20 20 25 6 24 70 29 96 3 67 32 7 
CINCINNATI 14 5 1 1 7 11 3 14 8 6 1 

CLEVFL AND 41 4 4 7 7 19 30 11 41 34 7 3 
COLUMBIA * 

1 

i DALLAS 2 l , 1 2 2 1 1 
i 

z 
^^fNVER 12 i 2 7 11 i 12 12 

^^^»ROIT 69 29 10 11 2 15 2 53 16 69 30 39 6 11 

^PF PASO l 1 1 1 1 J 

ONOLULU 1 1 1 1 1 I 

7USTON Mn 4 1 3 3 1 11 1 12 6 6 2 

^PJANAPOLJS 3 7 * i 5 1 15 2 17 11 6 3 ‘ 1 

'CKSON ■1 10 
2 12 12 2 10 l 5 i 

iCKSONVILLE .'■mI 3 1 4 4 1 3 2 
ANSAS CITY ■ HI 2 2 5 2 10 1 11 7 3 1 1 2 ! 

KNOXVILLE ■i * 

LAS VEGAS 4 
« little rock ny 1 1 1 

LOS ANGELES Wim 17 10 8 31 15 10 69 EH 89 l l 68 22 1 7 ’ 

__LOUJSVlLL E MttX 3 2 l 5 ■ 6 2 4 

MEMPHIS ■n 2 1 •3 3 t 2 
MIAMI 2 t l 1 2 2 1 1 
MILWAUKEE 25 ! 5 8 3 6 3 19 6 25 21 3 1 1 2 2 

MINNEAPOLIS 26 > 8 6 6 6 22 4 24 2 18 8 
MOBILE 3 ! 

3 3 3 3 t 

NFWARK ■ wmm 12 3 7 1 2 2 22 5 27 14 13 l . ! 
NEW HAVEN 2 4 l 1 3 2 12 3 15 12 3 • 1 1 2 1 

NEW ORLEANS Mm i 1 1 1 
NEW YORK ■1 i 22 6 105 44 6 19 66 12 199 81 266 10 4 222 55 3 4 1 15 6 * 
NORFOLK ■ i 1 2 3 3 2 1 l *• 

OKLAHOMA CITY ■ 9 2 3 8 1 7 2 5 4 1 1 
OMAHA 8 5 1 8 2 5 1 2 

PHILADELPHIA 36 3 2 23 2 3 27 9 36 22 14 1 

^^wOENIX 4 1 1 1 4 2 2 1 

J§^fcTTSBURGH 20 1 l 10 L 5 14 6 20 15 5 
\ 

^^ORTLANO 20 1 5 5 5 4 16 4 20 18 1 l 
\ 

. ! * 
RICHMOND 
SACRAMENTO 4 1 2 1 3 1 4 4 • 2 

SUNT LOUIS IS 2 6 4 1 2 12 3 13 1 l 10 5 1 

SALT LAKE CITY 1 l l l 1 

SAN ANTONIO 7 l 2 3 1 4 3 7 6 1 
SAN DIEGO 23 2 7 8 6 18 5 23 20 2 l 3' 

SAN FRANCISCO 199 40 52 32 16 47 4 138 61 192 2 5 136 60 3 l 6 8 11 

SAN JUAN 138 132 6 121 17 134 4 129 9 1 1 l 
SAVANNAH 1 1 l 1 i 
SSATT& 17 1 2 3 2 9 12 5 17 « 16 1 3 
SPRINGFIELO a 7 1 8 8 1 7 1 
tahpa^ 2' » 2 2 2 2 1 

WASHINGTON' 23 3 4 6 9 1 21 2 23 • 15 8 / J 
TOTAL 1.507 238 149 321 166 10 152 370 99 1.155 352 U471 22 14 1.104 371 32 8 3 16 48 87 

\ ♦ITEMS DO NOT ADD TO COLUMN 2, BUT ARE INCLUDED IN SECTIONS 3. A* 5, AND 6. 

I > 
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ALL IKLOPMx;' - • * 
HEREIN 7 >‘t:< - 
IQ AT;? .3-/X~Si SpafAP-mt- 



c^riONAt form no. fo 

MAY I P62 EDITION 

f' CSa-C''f:4 *EC. no. 27 

■ UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
TO = Mr. Decker 

DATE: 3/20/75 

rom . c. D. Neudorfer 

- 

,?®?X (ADEXD CARD STATISTICS 7 

«*<*«*, -* the . ... 

1975,' the distribSo? orne sXecte^vr3^’ f-h°WS as of March 15, 
’• -dangerousness, sex,-race citizensMi/nationalistic tenc 

abbreviations is enclosed. top, and sPecial lists." A key to 

Enclosures 

Sftw* document %$> fpTeit}ttTed <wi dn • 
nation outside your Committee. PIts use is UmSTtl i<S,nQt for d}*s&r&~- 
'your Commit foe a-V'? +hr wapr wot h • ?■. offawol 'nroceedinas %y ' 
neZ without the •... 0/ £/.^ tl'SCu * * ** 

- <* /* ■. °V *. . ^ 

3-/ Sf- ?7 , A<P«a- ^ a | 

«•* -,v,’ .V'X .V,^* tJ •* *' »i. /.»•«.»» ^ A v.»*t ^ ">,« * *'*s^ ' !s J»** » *• ** * • ■ »'■ ,? 

* : L * 

rv;.? 2 :">:S; *fv^**- *• y] 

« 
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KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS USED IN ADMINISTRATIVE INDEX 

« 

BEX Black Extremist 
CMC . Communist (pro - Chinese) 
CMS . . Communist (pro ^ Soviet) 
CMT Communist (Trotskyist) 

FRN Foreign Affiliation 
MSC Miscellaneous 
PRN Puerto Rican Nationalist 
REV Revolutionary 

3-/ST-S? 
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ADHINIS-TRA-nvE INDEX CARD STATISTICS - EY FIELD OFFICE 
BASED ON OATA PROCESSING SECTION RECORDS as OF PARCH 15, l 

FIELD OFFICE 

ALBANY 
ALBUCUERCUE 
ALEXANDRIA 
ANCHORAGE 
ATLANTA 

BALTIrCRE 
eiRKINGHAM 
BOSTON 
BUFFALO 

CHARLOTTE 
CHICAGO 
CINCINNATI 
CLEVELAND 
CCLUHBIA 

HCUSTCN 
INC IANAPGLIS 
JACKSON 
JACKSONVILLE 
KANSAS CITY 

KNOXVILLE 
LAS VEGAS 
LITTLE POCK 
LOS ANGELES 
LOUISVILLE 

MEMPHIS 
MIAMI 
MILWAUKEE 
MINNEAPOLIS 
MOBILE 

NEWARK 
NEW HAVEN 
NEW ORLEANS 
NEW YORK 
NORFOLK 

OKLAHOMA CITY 
OMAHA 
PHILADELPHIA 
PHOENIX 
PITTSBURGH 

SAN ANTONIO 
SAN DIEGG 
SAN FRANCISCO 
SAN JUAN 
savannah 

SEATTLE 
SPP1NCFIELD 
TAMPA 
WASHINGTON 

TOTAL 1,47 6 222 150 319 

•ITEMS OC NOT A00 TO COLUHN 2, BUT ARE INCUCED IN SECT 1 ICNS 3 

(5) 
CITIZENShIP STATUS 

11 
68 
10 
26 

1 

28 
3 

11 

2 
10 1 
53 16 

1 
1 

65 
2 

1 
22 

l 

3 
2 

20 6 
23 4 

_5_ 

20 5 
10 2 

1 
198 80 1 

_?_ 

a 1 
7 

25 10 
2 1 

14 6 

4 
19 

2 
5 

139 59 
118 17 

l 

(6) 
PACE 

(71* 
SPECIAL SECTION 

(8)* 
MISCELLANEOUS 

WHITE BLACK OTHER ESP FGE GOV HI OC PR 

2 1 | . i 
4 i 
7 4 1 
I 
6 8 1 l 

3 
2 

26 
25 

4 
2 

1 
1 

22 
19 

3 

2 
1 2 

1 
1 
8 

14 11 
11 1 

1 * 
220 55 3 

2 l 

2 4 1 
22 13 

2 1 
15 5 



ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN 7°- UNCT 

3 'tr'ft s tap* 





KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS USED IN ADMINISTRATIVE INDEX 

BEX Black Extremist 
CMC Communist (pro - Chines 
CMS Communist (pro - Soviet) 
CMT Communist (Trotskyist) 

FRN Foreign Affiliation . 
MSC Miscellaneous 
PRN Puerto Rican Nationalist 
REV Revolutionary 

\ 
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FI ELC OFFICE 

ALBANY 
ALPUCUEROUE 
ALFXANCRIA 
ANCHORAGE 
ATLANTA 

SALT1MOFE 
BIRMINGHAM 
BOSTON 
BUFFALO 
FUTTF 

CALLAS 
DENVER 
DETROIT 
PL PASO 
HONOLULU 

HrU'.toN 
ANAPOIIS 

JAiKStN 
jAfKSONV ILL E 
KANSAS CITY 

« KNOXVILLE 
lAS VEGAS 
UTtlE ROCK 
l L!S ANGFLES 
inuISVlLL? 

MEMPHIS 
M i AM I 
puwaukee 
MINNEAPOLIS 
MOBILE 

NP*ARK 
kfW HAVEN 
NPW ORLEANS 
fr~w YORK 
NORFOLK 

►TKLAHOHA CITY 
C'HArtA 
PHU AC EL PHI A 
FHCrMX 
FI TTS6UPGH 

PORTLAND 
RICHMOND 
SACRAMENTO 
SAINT LOUIS 
SALT LAKE CITY 

SAN ANTONIO 
SAN Cl EGO 

^4N FRANCISCO * 
.AN JUAN 

♦ SAVANNAH 

vv^attl? 
w ingfielo 
T A**° t 

via ,h*lNCTUN 

,iD!!iNLSSATlVE TNDEX CARD STATISTICS - EY FIELD OFFICE 
BASED ON DATA PROCESSING SECTION PECOROS AS OF APRIL 15, 1975 

42 
5 

35 
18 
■4 

12 
2 

23 i 
6 

» 
66 25 

9 2 
26 12 

I 

l 
10 LI 
52 16 | 

12 
89 2 
11 
38 

1 

63 
1 

22 
I 

3 
2 

20 6 
23 4 

4 

20 5 
10 2 

1 
192 80 

3 

6 
20 

191 2 
127 4 

1 

(6) 
RACE 

WHITE SLACK CTHEP 

3 l 
3 
8 
1 
6 8 

49 5 
6 1 

47 10 1 
23 1 

3 1 

3 6 2 
65 26 
7 4 

33 5 
1 

1 
11 
30 38 

1 

6 6 
10 6 
2 8 

2 
7 3 1 

67 17 1 
2 

1 2 
1 1 

22 3 1 
19 8 

3 1 

14 11 
11 1 

1 
215 54 3 

2 1 

171* 
SPECIAL SECTION 

101* 

MISCELLANEOUS 

MI OC PR 

1 

A 1 

l 1 

200 149 317, 162 

♦irCHS DO NOT ADO TO COLUMN 2, BUT ARE INCLUDED IN SECTIONS 3, 4, 5, AND 6- 

Hff 55099 Docrfcrr3OT896’2T- 



/ 

Mr. Decker 0/20/75 

C. D. Neudorfer 

AD‘vfINISTRATWE 1NTEJ. (ADE5) CARD STATISTICS 

As of -ay 15, 1975, there are 1,386 in the ADE.>% 
and of this total 619 are Communists* 

A detailed table, copies enclosed, shows as of Aay 15, 1875, 
the distribution of the subjects by field office; nationalistic .tendency, 
dangerousness, sex, race, citizenship, and ’ special lists.A key to 
abbreviations is enclosed. 

Enclosures 

2~ijr-81 SPa-ta f>‘jAfZ. 

This document is prepared in response to pour request and is hot for 3ismm~ 
nation outside your Committee. Its use %■' limited to of fine' oceedings by 
your Committee and the content may not be disclosed to una^i,prized person- 

fJ?/? /^A-rj-vyJo.o f)f fhn F J*1 
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KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS USED IN ADMINISTRATIVE INDEX 

BEX Black Extremist 
CMC • Communist (pro - Chinese) 
CMS Communist, (pro - Soviet) 
CMT Communist (Trotskyist) 

FRN Foreign Affiliation 
MSC .. .Miscellaneous 
PRN Puerto Rican Nationalist 
REV Revolutionary 

•• 

5 5099 ■Dodd: 3298^9621 Page 2 54 
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ADMINISTRATIVE INDEX CARD STATISTICS - BY FIELD OFFICE 
BASED ON DATA PROCESSING SECTION RECORDS AS OF HAY 15, 1975 

FIELD OFFICE 

ALBANY 
ALBUQUERQUE 

ALEXANDRIA 
ANCHORAGE 
ATLANTA 

BALTIMORE 
BIRMINGHAM 
BOSTON 
BUFFALO 
BUTTE 

.CHARLOTTE 
CHICAGO 
CINCINNATI 
CLEVELAND 
COLUHB IA 

DALLAS 
CENYER 
OETRQIT 
EL PASO 
HONOLULU 

HOUSTON 
. INDIANAPOLIS 

JACK SON 
JACKSONVILLE 
KANSAS CITY 

KNOXVILLE 
LAS VEGAS 
LITTLE ROCK 
LOS ANGELES 
LOUISVILLE 

MEMPHIS 
MIAMI 
MILWAUKEE 
MINNEAPOLIS 
MOBILE 

NEWARK 
NEW HAVEN 
NEW ORLEANS 
NEW YORK 
NORFOLK 

OKLAHOHA CITY 
OMAHA 

k PHILADELPHIA 
■ PHOENIX 

PITTSBURGH 

PORTLAND 
RICHMOND 
SACRAMENTO 
SAINT LOUIS 
SALT LAKE CITY 

SEATTLE 
SPRINGFIELD 
TAMPA 
WASHINGTON 

(3) 
TYPE OF ACTIVITY 

22 25 
1 
3 8 

(5) 
CITIZENSHIP STATUS 

MALE FEMALE US 

3 3 
3 3 
8 8 
1 1 

10 2 12 

1 
9 

48 16 

1 

20 5 
10 2 

1 
193 80 

3 

1 2 7 
5 3 24 12 
1 1 2 1 
5 2 15 6 

3 3 
15 5 

126 58 
109 16 

l 

(7)* 
SPECIAL SECTION 

(8)* 
MISCELLANEOUS 

WHITE BLACK OTHER 

2 1 

6 2 
7 

35 l 
3 

21 

2 6 2 
67. 26 

65 15 
2 

17 
3 

8 

14 11 
11 1 

1 
217 53 3 

2 1 

25 11 
2 1 

16 5 

5 l 
17 l 2 

122 59 3 
116 9 

1 

197 141 321 157 141 340 80 15 46 77 

•ITEMS DO NOT ADO TO COLUMN 2. BUT ARE INCLUDED IN SECTIONS 3# 4, 5. AND 6* 
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ALL iNFOnkA I'XOw CGNliili'i.wJ 
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED 
i)ATE_3 rJLtrJt.i.-BY. _s.6?JL*<- 



"t* m 

\ 

ADEX PRINTOUTS 

ALL OTCIttfcTTOft 
•i'.rrfL1': "■■ •-»' 

•'v: 3 - i-ft 

«T->7 

" • t'V. 
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CANCELLED 

,AffiMe - 
* > M . / 

* , W M 
■W K • 

" ’ / So. M 
f • W 

*- 
r 

4 w M 

jf . ’ * w F 
» ^ w M 

l v 
r w M 

i V 

w M 
* * N M 

w F 
■ ' •w F 

B M 
* > « . k F 

Ur 
% 

W M 
N M 
W M 

w • V\ 
w 

r 
M 

£*/4/0 CELLE T) 
B 
W 

M 
M 

P\j ill ^ ?£.&C'e&Pi*if=f w M 

w M 
/M b/UT H- w M 

B M 
w M 

‘ W F 
W M 

*- W F 
• » w M 

* w- M 
K M 
W M 
W M \ 
N M 
W K 

’ N M 
N F 
W M 

—- ' W c 
t 

W « 
* W V 

u M 
W H 
Vs M 

05/15/75 a 
flcrwtfry $Ar£ of S/AT// /'//<? Afo. offtc-E 

MSC 10/ 3/26 105- S AN J 
CMC <>v9/ 1/51 100- > SAnF G 
REV *9/ 6/42 100- NEWY 
PRN 12/11/08 105- SA-SJ 
REV 2/13/50 157- BOST © 
REV 2/28/49 100- SAME 
CMC 5/21/40 100- S ANC 
CMC 6/20/46 100- SANF © 
REV 10/14/46. 100- OK LA 
REV 9/28/43 1 GO- ALBA 

. BEX 8/21/49 157- SAME 0 
CMC 2/25/48 100- ■ SANF 
CMS 12/21/24- 100- S AC R 
BEX 12/17/55 157- JKS\ Q 
CMC , . 8/ 1/44 100- SANF 
CMT 8/12/49 100- PHIL 
BEX' 11/ 2/47 157- LOSA m 

• REV' 9/21/41 100- NEWY ■ \ 
MSC 2/ 3/42 157- JKSM 
MSC ‘4/ 2/55 157- CHAR 0 
CMS 5/19/46 157- PHIL 
REV 10/16/51 100- MI AM 
MSC 4/23/52 100- LOS A o 

' CMC 12/ 5/49 100- S AN F 
PRN 5/13/07 105- SAN J 
BEX 11/29/46 157- CHIC © 
MSC '7/ 2/30 157- LOSA 
“REV 9/16/48 100- BGST 
CMT 10/26/3 5 105- NEW A Q 
PRN 11/ 5/07 100- S AN J 
REV iC/16/46 100- SANF 
REV 1/ 6/47 100- BOST O 
CMC 12/ 2/40 100- SANF 
MSC 5/13/37 105- SANF 
MSC 4/ 5/53 105- NEWY 0 

* MSC 9/14/52 157- DETR 
• CMC 2/ 1/48 . 100- SANF 

BEX 12/ 9/50 ‘ 157- SANF o 
BEX 6/ 9/27 100- CLEV 
CMC 1/25/50 100- SEAT 
CMT 5/ 7/50 100- NEWY m 
CMC 2/26/43 100- sanf, n r 
MSC 7/25/50 105- S AN J 
CMS 8/ 8/10 100- SANF © 
CMT 4/16/41 105- NEWY 
CMT 4/ 6/39 100- LOSA 

© 

ALL Ii\T~" ■T“'v' 
HEREIiv . ■ .. . . 
DATE_i-f’s.-S'i - 
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TTFTT77 

* 

AL PhAb 

* 

fil_faA6£TlcriL 

UST/Vt^ 0/ 

p I tSi- D office 

A . • 
CAL LIST i!;u BV FlfcLO Cfr® ..' S/IB/th 

* * 

Wl* t tv »/ 4/51 1 0 J- t M 7 
V,V CPS b/ 4/st 1 0- l '-<l 7 
v>' <■ ». c 1.' / v / .. i.v- ..-.sr # 
v.- V. P " " a' />„ L A »,i [ 
'A 1>C, 11./-. luO- c-a.lT 
y-ir PtV li/Lz/j*; L-Jt- an r # 
W-M HfcV IC/ 5/2,3 100- bAL T 
* * J'VV ■ >/ 9/: :• * / ^ 

J ^ .'•11 
v>f CP 7 W L6 /•' 5 10 j — 
W tF ’ (. F T 6/ y/tl 10 - ^ *lT 
U* r.vs ] i /1 / 3 2 1 ■ j j- fc^LT 
in & L. PC v/lC/52 i- U f 
, <• F V //IS/,* 7 ICC - 1, ,,r 
^ V Uv 4/11/73 IOC- I 
a i w t. v 6/ 6/sC .1 oc- I ^ 
A f c yc 7 / * 4/1 9 1 *» *■ t i 
» 1* cy r t C / // f< 0, 1 c * L <-■ T 
fil¬ ktV •"/ .V. l'\:- f ml r # 
s'. *-* A, < 4/ V . 4/ ,'/ -3 » - ’fiSfii,'. 
E! CPS c / 2 u / 0 ✓ luc- u At t 
>. • OY 3/. v/«C t Al I # 
A ' CP 7 d 11 ■? /-* c. L- J- O, C 1 
f M C V S ?/ cb./ Is. i c j- >• * 1 7 
6r K£V y/ 4/45 l*. 0- b^LT C 
Vv Ft V 3/ &/r 1 i ) —* ' A! 7 . 
WM CP l 4 /1 7 /.4 9 10 U — hAL I 
wf* RfcV 6/ B/4? 105- u At. T Q 
WM K £ V 2/01/53 ic-.J- n mL I 
W*'a SEV 4/33/42 * 1« 0- LALT 
hr CM O 4/27/43 1 00- t' A L 1 
WM C»C 'fc/ 5/s6 100- ■ r ALT 
V*F CPC 4/24/47 }. 30- b/>t.' 

v t-V 5/ 2/4( 100- r AL I 
Wf* P t V 4/13/30 1.03- b sk 7 
w* CP7 -./ 4/4 5 H 0- 11 f 
WK C *7 4/ 8/5l In0- 1.4'. I $ 
V M CMC 6/ 9/3? 1 '■'•j- r ACT 

C 1 *•/ 21/4 5 ; •'41 7 
^ • ^1 s/^i/-\ i 5 — ♦■'IT # 
W ( i r 12/. 7 / jo 13 :- • A*.l 

•* L A 1/12/47 1 J7- r Al T 
i* V '* f' V U/ 7 / 12 1 t :\\. T 0 
V- N ? 10/ 7/4C IC 'J- 1 Ai 'rtfin 

* : V •r./il /50 10.:- C p- L 
4/1'C/l / 10-"s- dLl 0 
.3/ i/cy i v 4L r 

ft f't .* 5/15/33 1 . At ’ 
/ v. 0/ 5/-.0 ic- - •omit 0 

t 

ALL IjV." ,• r" '•■ ■■ > 
HERETO A 
DATE 3-(S-'p/ - ^(P&TApOftA. 
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AlPl</H:T!C.Al LISTING 

filMftO£T\cAL 

HH 55099 Dodd: 32989621 Page 260 
L_____— 

3/ to/71, 
% 

u M i'trX ?/ }/:>?_ l“- 7- h- *. * ij ;> 

L;Ji 4 / / 5 c } . - b 1 <6> 
t • f y 1 3 / * i / *< V 1 “J- 1. k ■>/*%. 

•* f - r. 1. 1/1.1/3C 1 0 5 - *; A - >J 
* • «n i1/31/Ac 1 0 0 - 3 A i J 
fcM '••£ V 10/ 9 / 4 J K‘0- • C h 1C 
iV bD 5 / v / 4 is 1 y • - V 
niv L F 6 i / 'y / 4 / 1*7- i't-t IL 

PHN £/ £.5/hi 1U 5 • 5 ANJ 
f, v r nN 11/ l/4i) 1 v 3 
*■ b* PHN 12/13/21 i, 0 3 • 5 A (<0 

CA:C 5 / 2 0 / t. 100- i-OF- ilriilr 
r. r V 1 1 / S' -/ / 3 •*: iOO- ^ A Sti 

L-K ufc* 12/11/39 13 7- f\ fc W A 
€ 

r.r-i Cl- S 2/1 7/.23 lOj- >< cK Y 
rtf F£V 12/ 4/3-. • 1>V3- i\ t V< Y 

$r l l/lti/41 1 wLfrV m 
0 ''I f..v< ■5/ 4/41 iuo- iA; it 
ttP ItfC 5/ia/i3 100- 3 ANf 
bf c.y s . fc / 2 c / 4 c. 100- SANr 

€ 

U; « R N J / • 4 / *1 v 10 3 iTv l /' 
C F £ 9/ 7/'4‘3 U-u 3 Alvr 

hM C tf‘S 4/24/C7 1 00 DETF 
C 

V>M CRT iC/ 1.7/44 100 * 3A‘vi‘ 
htf CMS {3/26/41 ' '1 vi"3 I No I 
titf i t / 2/10/S4 13 7 »%* t. Wh 

c 

htf P.FV a/2v/42 100- PUkT 
wM LP S . 9 / 3 G / G 2 IDO- M 1 lNi\ 

CM M SC 7/ 3/40 157- PtiuE 
c 

BP hE* 11/ 5/47 157* v k T { 

BP bb* 5/‘2/53 15 7- •: L, K Y 
11 tf PPN 6/ 9/50 10 5" l‘«L rtY 

%) 

*F -<£\ 1/ 1/44 LOO- -hosl 

fcF C tf i 4/11/47 lull- IM i C 
hF IV T 5/17/43 1 GO* i AUU 

c 

11 M CNS 7/31/ 1 5 1 u J * >m’Y 
MW 

ViM PM- 7/21/34 1.13- 3 rt Y 

yii-! r< f-1-. v/12/46 10^- ^ & v J c 
vi M CP S 7 tellJC 13 4- i A L V 

V»M K £• V 12/ 4/4f 100- 

fcM MSL l i/2o/91 105- c 
«tf k fr'V a/2y/3L 100- A i L - 

v. M P>- !b 3/17/4 r. 1J3- h AS J 

ViM CPS 2/ ./J 5 173- , t Y 
htf HtV 12/11/47 10 I..,*!- 
v.n "ui.\ 1/ 4/91 i j j- Wu! 

% 

*% L " ’• *' 
}}K',r ‘ 
) i •• 

% 

% 
3. Of* Si spa-rAp- 



04/15/75 

KEY FACILITY 

* fc M 

CMS 8/ 4/46 100- 

CMS 9/ 7/45 100- 

C?^C 4/24/47 100- 

REV 8/11/50 100- 

CMC 8/ 5/48 ' 100- 

REV 1/16/53 100— 

SALT 

SALT 

SALT 

SALT 

E ALT 

HFRFTMFitM?lmJ0N CONTAINED 

'* *< —.BY rA^a Jjflf 
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05/15/75 

w K PRN 11/13/50 105- SANJ 
■w K PRN 11/11/48 100- SAi-.J o 
w H PRN 3/25/42 1G5- * SANJ 
w M PRN 11/ 1/46 105- SANJ 
w M PRN 12/15/25 105- SANJ 
w H PRN 6/ 4/50 105- NEWY 
w M PRN 7/21/39 105- NEWY 
w M PRN 4/12/46 105- SANJ 
u H PRN 3/17/40 105- SANJ 
u F PRN 6/ 7/28 105- SANJ 

. w M PRN lQ/l£>/48 105- SANJ 
W ■ M • PRN 10/28/34 1(?5- . SANJ 

.w H • PRN ' 6/17/52. 105- NEWY 
w M PRN 4/12/51 105- NEtfY 
w M PRN 2/ 5/14 105- SANJ 
w M PRN - 6/19/33 105- SANJ 
w M PRN 5/21/48 105- SANJ 
w M PRN . 3/15/39 100- SANJ 
w ft PRN 8/13/47 105- SANJ 
w M PRN 3/ 3/08 100- SANJ 
w M PRN 5/ -6/43 105- NEwY 
w f* PRN 12/11/49 105- SANJ 
w M PRN 2/20/50 105- SANJ . 
w M PRN 11/25/53 105- SANJ 
w F PRN 7/30/45 105- NEWY 
8 M PRN 3/ 7/53 105- SANJ 
u M PRN .5/10/48 105- NEWY 
w m‘ PRN 1/2-7/50 105- SANJ 
w M PRN 10/22/44 105- SANJ 
B M PRN 9/ 2/44 105- SANJ 
w M PRN 4/29/49 100- SANJ 
w M PRN 4/27/32 105- SANJ 
B' M PRN 10/ 8/44 105- NEWY 
w M PRN 9/20/48 105- SANJ 
w M PRN 8/10/28 105- NEWY 
w M PRN 8/28/44 105- SANJ 
w M PRN 12/ 8/52 100- SANJ 
w F PRN 10/ 6/17 105- SANJ 
w M PRN 11/21/46 105- SANJ 

■Vi F PRN 4/ 8/44 105- NEWY 
w M PRN 3/20/49 105- SANJ 
w M PRN 10/ 3/33 105- SANJ 
w F PRN 5/13/50 105- SANJ 
w M PRN 10/23/49 105- SANJ 
w M PRN' 4/16/40 105- ‘ SAuJ 
w M PRN 9/13/51 105- SANJ 
K M PRN 1/16/47 105- SANJ 

all info?.. 
HEREIN IS UKCLASJlI-ily 
DATE. 3-ts~- P-/ BY ge&r±ei 1 



ALIEN BV COUNTRY 

W M AL CMT 1/11/46 100- 

05/15/75 r. 

oTLO 
T> 

&f?F9§^mJPN contained nwih.Ty > -®. f?sxj?TT?r> - v SPsyAp. i*, 
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MISSING 

15 

J'-.’.V 
1 

I'N 

3-1 *-$) 

w M REV V s/29/51 100- 

05/15/7.5 

MIL W 
w M REV 9/ 6/45 100- S AN F 

-w r REV 3/ 6/44 ICO- SEAT 
w M REV 4/27/42 lOO* SEAT 
B M eex 8/23/44 157- SANF 
W F REV 2/11/47 157- SANF; / 
W M REV 1/22/45 157- SANF 
W F REV 2/20/54 157- SANF 3 
w K RSV 4/17/53 100- NORF 
w M REV 5/17/50 165- SEAT 
w' M REV 9/24/49 100- SANF 

‘B M BEX 5/21/44' 157- JKSN 
w M PRN 4/26/33 65- SAMJ 
w F REV .. 10/ Q/46 100- NEWY © 
W M REV 11/14/52 100- SANF 

Q ■ 

i 

>SPa r* P- 
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—-- — 1 - ~~ * 1 - 

t- 

CUT CF COUNTRY 

W F REV 

# 

1/ 1/44 100- 

4 

C- 

05/15/75 
' i i 

BOST 
W M CMS 1/ 1/16 65- NEWY ©. 

. / ' s ' w M MSC flV 6/ 9/55 105- MINN 
* B M . BEX A‘ 6/ 2/30 157- SaNF ► # J * .8 M BEX 3/28/44 157- DETR © 

** B F BEX 6/ 6/51 157- OETR 

< B M BEX 6/17/44 157- NEWY 

? - B M BEX 6/29/41 100- WASH © 
* • « w M CMS 10/30/47 100- NEWY 

* * W M KSC 4/23/55 100- NEWY 
> » v B F BEX 5/12/45 157- SANF O 
. ' U F CMS 10/15/36 100- NEWY 

W M PPN 11/25/53 105- SANJ 
- - • w F CMS 2/19/48- 100- SANF © 

* w M REV 7/15/44 100- MILW 
• > • w M REV 12/26/48 100- NEWY 

w w H REV 8/ 9/54 100- ALEX © 
w M FRN 9/ 7/25 40- NEWH 
w M • REV * 1/10/47 100- CLEV 
B M BEX 12/15/49 157- SANF Q 
B M BEX 7/24/41 157- SANF 
W C i BEX 12/10/28 105- NEwH 
w M PRN 3/ 1/49 105- SANJ 
B M BEX 6/21/45 157- NEWY' 
W M REV 12/27/42 100- CLEV 
B F BEX 8/ 3/42 157- NEWY J 
H F REV 9/ 9/39 100- MILW 
B r~ r BEX 10/11/46 157- DETR 
B M •BEX 10/30/48 157- DETR © 
W M FRN 3/10/26 65- NEWY 
w M CMS 5/25/04 100- NEWY 
B M BEX 7/27/40 157- KANS © 
B M CMS 9/17/05 100- NEWY 
B M BEX 1C/25/35 157- NEWY 
W W REV 3/ 8/38 100- SANF {§ 
W H PRN 5/ 2/43 105- NEWY 

\ B F BEX 2/11/51 157- SANF 
W M REV 12/29/47 105- BUTT # 
B M BEX 12/13/44 157- NEWY 
W F CMS 8/ 6/34 100- SANF 
B M BEX 10/10/44 105- ATLA Q 

—-w. * W M REV 1/16/53 100- ALEX 
w M REV 11/ 5/23 100- ALEX 

a w M REV 9/ 4/54 100- ALEX © 
B M BEX 3/29/43 157- DETR 
w F REV 4/19/53 100- CLEV 

s 
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SPEC IALS 

/T; 

ESP 05/35/75 

1 k K CPS 1/ 1/16 65- NEWY 
7 ’• . W F CMS 3/25/22 100- BUFF 4P • m 

W M CMS 9/30/11 100- BUFF r 
« V w K FRN 5/11/14 65- MEWY 

. w M CM'S 5/ 1/18 65- NEWY © 

# H. M • .FRN 3/10/26 65- . NEWY 
.0 M FRN 10/30/31 65- BUST 
w M PRN 4/26/33 65- SAN J 45 

a 

0 

✓ 

3 - i* "** 
SpSrTAP- 
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UNKNOWN 

05/15/75 

f* k M CMT 1C/ 9/51 100- S A.-i u 

4 B M BEX 12/24/46 157- SA\r 

* - B M BEX 157- SANF 
i 

• m W F PRN 7/30/45 105- NEwY 
W F NSC 1/12/42 100- CHIC 

t * V W M REV 4 100- SAN-; 
• K F CHC 11/ 6/51 100- LOSA 

*. 8' N ' CMS 12/2-0/47 100- ■ CHIC 
•W M KSC • 8/ 1/32- 105- NErtY 

- W M NSC 11/12/45 157- PHIL 
- > « 6 M BEX 1/ 9/30 100- NEWY 

*J> A 
** W F REV* 12/13/43 105- NEiiY 

W M CMC 2/15/47 105- MEwY 

13 

ALL INT' ' 
HERFT 
DA^ 

SPA TAP’ 
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adex cards 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAIN® 
herein is unclassified 



.-.4---# 

I Name: 

** Sex: 

Race: 

i'i Birth date: 

Height: 

Weight: 

Build: 
Hair: 

Eyes: 

Complexion: 

Scars & Marks: 

Peculiarities: 

Marital Status: S IT) g 6 P C.A 
Relatives: 

Nationality: 

Birth place: 

FPC: 

FBI or PD No.: 

SSN: 

3*435 (REV. 10-30-59) 

fd o/ot op CAd5> 
. ;<»• 

t ' 
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1/0 3/74 

us frn ’** ™ 
WM 4/22/49 NEW YORK, NEW YORK 

—EMPLOY EO,^d 
"new" ygrk7~ncw^q£k 

‘NEW YORK, NEW YORK 

NEWY 

fodE- flFHUATioti 

■ US PRN 
rtM 12/15/25 AGUACA, PUERTO RICO 

SANJ 

<>fc4tM*£kJ*<£tvP 

jV.'NE R, £T__ 
S.3UADA, PUEkTO RICU 

AGUADA, PUERTO PICO 
. . vr ’ ALL.INFORMATION CONTAINED' 

✓-/ * . / HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFiaL 
■’- *. .♦ muC'n'W 8kR^ 

.. f U'££to 

Iffl 5 5099 —^ocld: -Rage ?73_ 





US REV 
KM 11/14/52 DETROIT, MICHIGAN 

^ "7/ior 

SANE 

.KNOWN 

ilKNOWN 

* *; * 

• # 

•* • • • 

All ss /a/ (=) 

/ L 0 
v l j 

U$ BEX 
BM 10/25/35 ORANGE, NEW JERSEY 

NEWY 

\ / -i. 

'NAIROBI, KENTa"~ 
A* , 

NAIROBI^ KENYA 

■ •’/ 

.*-;V 
if 

•<V v ail''information contain© 

/ % • •/ - ' • : / - t . \ 

oF CcJ/y-T^/ 
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/21/44 
US 8EX- * A • JKSN 

CHARLOTTE. NCRT*AROLINA 
i 

- * i 

<EMPLOYED . . ' 

[SSISSIPPI STATE ’PENITENTIARY 
XRtTHMAN, MISSISSIPPI 

//W *£>/Jfc P 



* r 

ii M 

• ^1 i 
US MSC 4^G0V NGhli 

8/ 8/39 CANBURY. CONNECTICUT 

BRI CGcKursT » CONNECTICUT 

3 STRATfCRD, CONNECTICUT 

. 

■ ,'V.. 

.vv - 

>.'•/ ; <\ \y - 

f ’ ; .Hi , 

' ‘V';? ■•’ ^ ov)t ^ aJ /Mta^t t/AfLoHee 

,\€< 
\ ' v\\- 

V 

■ER 

i 

/• 

t 

•i 

.i 

J 

i . 

* 34 

*■*- 
^;‘: J*** * * 

|SN(W^ 

' \$ 

!$■ 

/. 
.// .• 

4/ 

*• •*•..** ■ 
•MV \ 
.4* 

' ' , * (\ l \£ ^. 

■■ • -h^v-; •v4;^5=-i*^ A. 

4/15/ 

-• # f - . ^ • 

•■'• /-*i UjsGmm bear’""* • • ’ . ' 

•v Naare wmssiREo 

•732190 
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Comploxion: 

Scars & Marks: 

Peculiarities; 

Manta! Status: 

. J*T 
■M' 

sV: 

•«*•*•**• i'5;V 

Relatives: 

Nationality: * 

Dirth^lace: 

FPC: 

» 
FBI or PD No.: 

SSN: 

3-OS (REV. 10-30-59) 
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0A6K JfPz VP-<z#KP..\ 

Xn 

V 
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w^TOgy-ncro^rtr:^?^ *wwNf^f^1^ ■*>T»i« 
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